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The Ariane-5 Evolution Programme:
Three Years after Toulouse

D. Goulon
Directorate for Launchers, ESA, Paris

lntroduction
The primary objective in embarking on the
develooment of Ariane-S Evolution back in

1995 was to increase the vehicle's payload
performance from 5970 to 740O kg in

Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO), and to
maintain Europe's already solid industrial base
in the launcher field, especially in propulsion
technology.

To consolidate its success, Europe's Ariane launch vehicle must be
continually adapted to meet the demands of the commercial markets
that it serves. In the case of Ariane-S, a first increment to the basic
launcher's capabilities was sanctioned by the ESA Council, meeting at
Ministerial Level, in Granada in 1992. Preliminary studies were
conducted to establish a basis for the so-called 'Ariane-S Evolution
Programme', followed by an appropriate Preparatory Programme. The
Ariane-S Evolution Programme was subsequently formally accepted at
the Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in Toulouse in October 1995.

In April 1998, the decision was taken to accelerate the Ariane-S
Evolution Programme whilst still maintaining schedule compatibility
with the development of the cryogenic upper stage, in response to the
pressing needs of the satellite launch market. The first flight of this
new, more performant member of the Ariane launcher family is
schedufed tor May 2OO2.

Since the uorated vehicle was to be a close
derivative of the original Ariane-S, the changes
envisaged were the following:

- On the cryogenic stage, the common
bulkhead between the oxygen and hydrogen
tanks is being lowered by about 65 cm,
enabling the mass of oxygen carried to be
increased by 16 tonnes to cope with the
increased mixing ratio of the Mark-2 version
of the Vulcain engine.

- A Vulcain Mark-2 engine is being derived
from the current Vulcain, with the thrust
increased from 1 145 to 1350 kN by
increasing the oxygen flow rate. The mixing
ratio is raised from 5.3 to 6.2. The oxygen
turbopump is the subsystem undergoing the
most significant changes. The combustion
chamber is being adapted to accommodate

the new flow rates. Finally, the expansion
ratio of the divergent is being increased by
30% with the turbine exhaust gases
reintroduced.

- The Ariane-SE solid boosters are being
enhanced by the introduction of welded
joints between the cylindrical sections that
make up the booster segments, replacing
the original seals. This modification
produces a significant mass saving, an
increase in reliability and lower production
costs.

- A new dual-launch system, known as Sylda-
5, is proposed for Ariane-SE. This structure
lies entirely within the fairing and can
accommodate a satellite with a diameter of
4 m in the lower position. Sylda-S provides a
mass saving of 350 kg compared with the
current Speltra.

The programme approach
The programme content began with the
launch-system activities, including a set of
general studies leading to an updating of
system specifications and preliminary definition
of electrical-system adaptations presented at
the System Design Review.

For the cryogenic main stage, this activity
consisted of layout studies and mechanical and
functional studies, including the updating of the
relevant specifications. The Integrated
Equipped Tanks preliminary design effort is

proceeding, with tank-pressure optimisation
being performed to balance propulsion needs

against tank panel welding-technology
limitations. The Preliminary Design Review took
place in November 1998.

The Vulcain-2 studies have covered the engine
system, the oxygen and hydrogen
turbopumps, the combustion chamber, the
divergent and other equipment items.
Preliminary Design Reviews were held
throughout 1997 as the various activities were
completed.
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Figure 1. The Vulcain-2 engine mock-up
Figure 2. The hydrogen turbopump at the PF52 test
facility

Figure 3. The oxygen turbopump at the P5 test facility

Figure 4. Oxygen turbopump components
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The 20% thrust increase sought from the
Vulcain-2 engine implies a 25o/o increase in the
power of the hydrogen turbine, which
corresponds in turn to a 9% rise in hydrogen
flow through the combustion chamber. This
higher flow rate is achieved via a 16% hydrogen
inlet pressure increase, driving the pump at a
rotation speed of 35 680 rpm. The 16% higher
hydrogen turbine inlet pressure is generated
with a 22% higher hot-gas flow from the gas
generator, satisfying at the same time the
30% rise needed from the oxygen turbine.
These new gas-generator performance
characteristics are the result of using 72
injectors instead of 60, doing away with the
high-frequency absorber to make room for the
12 exlra injectors.

The test campaign for the hydrogen turbopump
and the gas generator began with the 'Bilan

Technique' (BT) held on 8 September 1997,
and ended with the 'Commission de Revue
d'Essais' on 20 February 1998. These tests
demonstrated good turbine and pump
behaviour at the extreme limits of the operating
envelope. The latter was characterised by a
speed of 40 7OO rpm, developing a power of

21 MW at a hydrogen flow rate of 52.8 kg/s,
compared with the nominal operating
parameters of 35 680 rpm, 14.29 MW and a
hydrogen flow of 44.9 kg/s. This not only
demonstrated the stable behaviour of the gas
generator system, but equally impodantly also
confirmed a comfortable margin compared
with the soecified needs.

On the oxygen-turbopump side, the turbine's
elements have been tested under both cold
and hot conditions, the pump inducer has been
tested on a water test facility to verify the
pump's characteristics with water instead of
liquid oxygen, and the pump itself is currently
undergoing cavitation testing. The first
complete turbopump was delivered at the end
of July 1998 for the liquid-oxygen test
campaign. The first oxygen turbopump for the
engine test campaign is planned to be
delivered by 15 December 1998.

Manufacture of the Vulcain-2 divergent is in

progress and the first unit will be delivered in

March 1999 for the engine test campaign.
Delivery of the thrust chamber is scheduled for
30 November 1998.

Table 1. Accelerated Ariane-S Evolution planning
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Figure 6, Vulcain and Vulcain-2 nozzle extensions in the lntegration Hall

Figure 7, The complete thrust chamber

Figure 8. Sylda-S and Speltra in the Integration Hall
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Figure 9. Welded joints of
cylindrical sections of

booster segment (full-scale
feasibility demonstration)

Work on the solid-booster welded barrel
sections has consisted of feasibility studies and
the testing of the welding processes, The
segments to be made up of welded sections
have been defined and the production tooling
changed accordingly. The feasibility of the
welding and the checking of critical mechanical
characteristics were demonstrated by testing
at reduced scale. The full-scale demonstration
testing was completed in time Ior the
Preliminary Design Review, scheduled for
October 1998. This will be followed by the
sanctioning of investment in the necessary
production tools. Based on the revised
development timetable, the first Ariane-5E
solid-rocket motor comoonents will be
delivered in June 2001.

The complete development of the Sylda-S
structure for the Ariane-SE dual-launch system
formed part of the initial Preparatory
Programme, thereby avoiding the need to
divide the work into ohases. This was feasible
both because of the short development time
needed and the fact that the changed system
could easily be put into production
independently of other changes to the Ariane-
5E launcher.

The Qualification Commission, meeting in

October 1998, accepted the first unit and
Sylda-S will be used for the first time on flight
Ariane-5O4 at the beginning of 1999.

Conclusion
As we hope the above brief summary has
demonstrated, work on the Ariane-S Evolution
Programme has been proceeding apace since

formal endorsement of the Programme at the
end of 1995. The decision early in 1998 to
sneed un the Procrramme has meant the
introduction of a new development plan, with
major impacts on both development and
production activities. Nevertheless, with the
cooperation and support of our industrial
partners, production work on the critical
Vulcain-2 engine has been advanced by two
months, allowing the engine test campaign to
be completed by the end of 1999. 1o be
compatible with the proposed new target flight
date for the first Ariane-SE of May 2OO2. ?ar1
of the time-saving on the Vulcain-2 engine
development programme is being achieved by
using two test facilities in parallel, helped by the
industrial contractors accepting to deliver
equipment about two months earlier than
originally foreseen. @esa
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Possible Future European Launchers
- A Process of Convergence*

G. Dujarric
Directorate for Launchers. ESA. Paris

lntroduction
Europe has so far responded to the changes in

the launcher market by applying an
evolutionary approach to its Ariane family of
expendable launchers. Successive launcher
versions have been develooed which have
progressively integrated the best European
technologies available into a proven system
architecture. The most recent member of the
family, Ariane-S, is now entering commercial
service and will keep Europe competitive in the
short term, To this same end, improvements to
Ariane-S are already being planned that will

make it even more powerful, more flexible, and
less costlv (see the article on Ariane-S
Evolution, in tfris auttetinl.

The FESTIP system studies were drawing to a conclusion at the end of
1998 and the main findings are outlined in this article. The concept
recommendations issued to guide the definition of tasks for the Future
Launchers Technologies Programme (FLTP), which is expected to take
over European activity in this field from 1999 onwards, are also
discussed and put into context.

- Based on a presentation
made at the Third
European Symposium on
Aerothermodynamics for
Space Vehicles, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, Netherlands,
24-26 November 1998.

The same kind of approach is being followed in

the USA with the EELV but they are also
striving towards a breakthrough with reusable
launchers. Their goal is to drastically cut launch
costs, and their hope is to make space access
a routine operation. lt is therefore extremely
important that Europe establishes its approach
to reusable launchers as soon as possible and
prepares itself technologically to take up this
new challenge. lt was for that purpose that the
Future European Space Transportation
Investigations Programme (FESTIP) was
established in 1994, with four primary goals:

- to determine which launcher system
concepts could become technically feasible
for Eurooe in the near future

- to check whether these launchers would be
commercially attractive, and to assess their
development costs

- to identify which technology developments
would be required to pave the way for these
launchers in Europe

- to already start technology development in

those areas in which the technical
rcnr rircmcnts arA .rommon tO mOSt futufe
launcher concepts, such as structures,
materials, aerodynamics, propulsion, and
heat management.

FESTIP system requirements
The choice of concept will be very dependent
on the top-level requirements placed on the
future launchers. There may be particular
Eurooean reouirements that cause our choice
to diverge from the American, Russian, or
Japanese preferences. The top priority for
Europe is to preserve its competitiveness on
the launchers market in the medium term, and
consequently the initial version of the Future
European Launcher must be designed for
commercial missions. Certain design
constraints associated with governmental
missions (e.9. missions to the Space Station,
man on board) should not be imposed on the
Future Eurooean Launcher because that would
penalise its commercial competitiveness. In

addition, payload recovery from orbit back
down to Earth is not yet seen as a significant
commercial market demand.

The top-level system requirement is therefore to
obtain the lowest possible specific recurrent
launch cost, well below what can be achieved
through improvements to expendable
launchers. Reusability is seen as a means of
achieving this reduction, but not as a
requirement in itself . Semi-reusable compromises
are therefore possible.

It is difficult today to predict the launch market
prevailing in 20 to 30 years' time. As it is

planned to start development of the Future
European Launcher no earlier than 2007, it is

not realistic to start investigating a single
preferred configuration in detail at this stage.
Nevertheless, we still need to define accurately
now the critical technological requirements
that will enable these future launchers to be
realised.

11
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In the FESTIP system study, this apparent
contradiction was solved by defining
performance requirements for concept
comparison purposes only, which were
arbitrary but realistic. All concepts of interest
were designed according to these
requirements. Then families of concepts were
defined with common technological needs and
the most attractive families were chosen. The
tolerance to performance-requirement changes
of the concept feasibility and of the concept
families comoarison was then verified.

The following performance requirements were
applied within FESTIP to the design of possible
launcher concepts:

- 2 tons of payload in polar Low Earth Orbit
(LEO)

- 7 tons of payload in equatorial LEO.

Two major additional system requirements
were that:

- the Future European Launcher will operate
from Kourou, to take advantage of the
exceptional position of the European
spaceport

- the launcher is required to have a full abort
capability in case of single engine failure,
allowing the launcher and rts payload to be
safely recovered for majntenance and
re-launch.

Design standards were established to ensure
comparability between the concepts, based on
those technologies that we thought could be
developed and validated in Europe by 2005.
Standardised margins were defined at each
system or subsystem level according to the
technical uncertainties, assumptions were
made regarding element reusability, and an
operational scenario was established based on
a very conservative assumption of 24 missions
per year.

The programmatic assumptions are very
important for the concept selection. By the time
development of the new European launcher is

assumed to start in 2007, US competitors may
already be offering launch services with a
reusable vehicle. Europe's technological
ambitions are therefore limited by the need to
have the main launcher technologies validated
by 2007, taking into account present European
know-how, and the expected near-term budget
for technology preparation. A reasonable goal
for Eurooe is therefore to have its future
launcher operational by 2017 - 2O2O, with
stepwise development strategies in place to
preserve the more ambrtious, longer term
goars.

Generally speaking, the design and economic
assumptions made in the FESTIP system study
were much more conservative than is normally
the case elsewhere for reusable launchers, in

order to be sure that, even when taking such a
prudent view, it is still worthwhile for Europe to
be engaged in this new reusable-launcher
endeavour.

Goncept pre-selection
All possible reusable launcher concept families
were considered equally at the beginning of the
system study. However, in order to limit the
scope of the study, those concepts that could
not satisfy the main requirements or
programmatic constraints presented above
were not subjected to a concept design study
within FESTIP. This was the case, for example,
for:

- Air-breathrng SSIO concepts
These Single Stage to Orbit concepts were
eliminated on the grounds of technological
difficulty (as was the NASP concept in the
usA).

- Concepts using existing/ planned commercial
aircraft to carry an upper stage
These concepts are not tolerant to
performance requirement changes, because
the carrier aircraft introduces a oeformance
limitation and constrains launcher oerformance
groMh potential (even with the largest existing
aircraft, Ihe An-225, the expected payload is
only 5 to 7 ton in equatorial LEO).

- Concepts based on parachute recovery
(e.9. Kistler-type concepts)
Parachute recovery was found to be
incompatible with the masses to be
recovered with the various concepts. In

addition, the hazards associated with
ground impacts after launch from Kourou
are incompatible with the reusability
objectives of FESTIP concepts, which are
mandatory to ensure commercial viability.

Initial convergence for air-breathing
propulsion
A large number of air-breathing engines are
possible candidates for the propulsion of the
first stage of a Two Stage to Orbit ftSTO)
launcher. Since it was impossible to perform
concept design studies for each engine type, a
pre-selection was required, based on technical
and programmatic considerations. In order to
compare the various propulsion systems
objectively, the views of European specialists in
the field on the relative merits and challenges of
each approach were solicited. The results of
this consultation with respect to technology
applicability, allowed the air-breathing
propulsion technologies to be ranked
according to the effort required and time to
availability (Fig. 1).

12
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Propulsion systems for which European
industry has no practical experience in
comparable or related systems (e.9. LACE ano
air collection) have not been retained. lf a
development decision is to be prepared for
2007 , it does not seem reasonable to start now
exploring a brand new (for Europe) technological
field with unknown design difficulties ano
uncerlain system benefits.

All things considered, the most realistic air-
breathing engine for a near-term European
TSTO launcher was found to be an advanced
large turbojet for operation up to Mach 4.

Concept design studies
The FESTIP system work included the iteration
of the technical features of each launcher
concept until the system requirements and
design standards were met with the required
margins, and its design was self-consistent
(i e. no discrepancies remained between the
design features assumed or calculated in each
speciality). Detailed studies were pedormed
for the following attributes: structural design,
propulsion, aerodynamics, flight mechanics,
design layout, mass and budgets,
pedormances, RAMS, subsystems. In addition,
the operations aspects were analysed for
each concept, and detailed development and
operational cost assessments were made.

Eight concepts were eventually chosen for
doiailar-l rloqinn cfr rniac fharr ronrooan+ oll n{uuorvr I oruurso, tttgy tgl.rtvovt tL oil ul
the concept families that passed the pre-
selection process and are potentially compliant
with our requirements:

(i) Concept FSSC 1: SSTO rocket winged
body, verlical takeoff, horizontal landing in

several variants:
staged combustion engines with I50 bar
cnamoer pressure

- staged combustion engines with 245 bar
cnamoer pressure

- tri propellant engines.

(ii) Concept FSSC 3: SSTO rocket veftical
lakeotf. verlical tanding

(iii) Concept FSSC 4: SSTO rocket winged
body, horizontal takeoff from sled, horizontal
landing

(iv) Concept FSSC 5: SSTO rocket lifting body,
vertical takeoff , horizontal landing; two
variants, with aerospike and staged
combustion engines

(v) Concept FSSC-9: TSTO fully reusable
rocket. vertical takeoff, horizontal landing

Technology Demand

(vi) Concept FSSC-I2: TSTO fully reusable
with air-breathing first stage; two variants:
simple geometry and cross-feeding,
advanced aerodynamics geometry

(vii) Concept FSSC-1 5: suborbital single-stage
rocket; four variants: once-around, half
around, trans-Atlantic hopper with today's
technology, and trans-Atlantic hopper with
advanced technology

(viii)Concept FSSC-16: TSTO rocket concept
family: stepwise development from semi
reusable to fully reusable; semi-reusable
variants studied for several technology
levels, while the fully reusable concept
features a siamese geometry.

Findings for each concept
Detailed findings are available to European
industry in the FESTIP reports. The major
findings can be summarised as follows:

Figure 1. Technology
ranking for air-breathing
engrnes

Figure 2. FSSC-1

Air-Eiector-
Ejector-Rocket Rocket

Scramjet - Rocket
with increasing Mach Number

LACE

SABRE

Ramjet (Intake)
Air-Turbo pre+ooling
Rocket

Turbo-Engine
+ Rocket Time to Availabilitv of Tech

v
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Figure 3. FSSC-3

FSSC-1 (Fis. 2)

The winged-body SSTO concept will certainly

become comme.cialty attractive at some point

For it to be technically feasible, however, a
more advanced technology than presently

available in Europe is required. The main
problem with SSTOs is thelr sensitivity to the

assumed technology level, making it very
ditficult to predict exactly when the technology
level will be sufficient in Europe to design such

a vehicle.

Comparing the different variants of FSSC-1 ,we
found that:

The performance gains obtained with
higher-pressure engines do not pay off when

engine reusability constraints and operating
costs are considered.

- With the presenI study constraints. the lri-
propellant engines lead to a heavier, more

complex and less reusable concept. which is

found not to be cost-effective.

FSSC-3 (Fis. 3)

The correct internal layout and geometry is

diflicult to determine for this concept. and needs

to be further consolidated by wind-tunnel
testing, The orbital performance of such
concepts is relatively high for their dry mass, but

their cross-range manoeuvring and guidance

during re-entry are also problematic The landing

accuracy requires special attention, with
consequences at system level. The complexity

of the propulsion systems leads to high

development costs (use of aerospike oropulsion
could have advantages). Specific launch costs
are not significantly lower than for a winged

body configuration, The overall impression when

comparing this verlical-landing concept with
nlhar rarinnor.l 

^nn^a^ta 
ra,an thnl +h^ .l-\.^n^^ ^tuU tut vvil tguu uur ruuPto vvdJ Ll loL Ll lu ouoYl luw vl

wings generates more design problems than it

has advantages (thts. however. ts a very
subjective ludgement, validity of which could be

limited only to the FESTIP configurations)

FSSC-4 (Fis. a)

The feature distinguishing this concept from

FSSC 1 is its horizontal takeoff from a sled.

This is actually very beneticial. because it

reduces the thrust required at takeoff, and

therefore engine mass and cost. ln addition,
the classical centre-of-mass problems can be
more easily solved. The use of the sled at
takeoff to avoid needing heavy landing gear is

seen more as a psychological barrier than a
technical difficulty. This takeoff mode is very

innovative for a space launcher and other
innovative inherent technical features of the
^^^^^^l ^'^ +A^ ^^'^rhell structure and rearuur ruEpL qr v Lr rY dEr wJ

payload integration, which are beneficial in

terms of reducing recurrent operating costs,

FSSC-s (Figs. 5, 6)

The design team was disappointed to discover
tnat tnis concepl. inspred by the Venturestar
geon'retry, cannot be made both feasible and

economically viable with the technology
^-^^^^+r,, ^, .^ir^hr^ ^, ,oreseeable in the nearpt uJUr rLry dvdilouru ur r

term in Europe. The tanks are heavy and

complex and the thrust-to-weight ratio achiev-
able with the aerospike engine is a maior

unknown An attempt was therefore made to
replace the aerospike engine with conventional
high-pressure staged combustion engines, bul
the resut was not very promising from an

economic point of view
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FSSC-e (Fis. 7)

This concept was found to be technically within
reach, its design being rather conservative. but
rt was not fully compliant with the abort
requirements. The development and operations
costs were high mainly because the concept
was not totally optimised. The lessons learned
from this concept were integrated into the
FSSC-16 design to try to obtain a more
attractive TSTO concept.

FSSC-I2 (Fiss 8,9)
This TSTO concept was the only air-breathing
concept studied within FESTIP The staging at
Mach 4 is an optimisation to limit the
technological challenge of the air-breathing
engine, but creates integration problems with
two stages of comparable dimensions, Robust
design solutions have been found, but
development costs (including the new engine)
are very high, and the operating costs not very
attractive. This concept has, however, the best
capabilities for launch abort.

FSSC-15 (Fis. 10)

This concept is a single-stage fully reusable
launcher, which does not reach orbital velocity.
Its ascent phase is immediately followed by
the ejection of a kick stage which boosts the

Figure 6. FSSC-S rocket

payload to its final orbit, while the reusable
stage immediately re-enters. The amount of
propellant required on board the launcher is
therefore much lower than for an SSTO, and
the concept yields higher pedormances and is
more robust to technological assumption
uncertaintres. Several variants of this sub-
orbital concept have been studied, with the
following results:

- The once-around or half-around variants are
nearly the same size and involve the same
technological challenge as the fully orbital
SSTO. Consequently, they can be
considered particular operating modes of a
full SSTO concept, offering increased
performance capabilities

- The trans-Atlantic hopper seems very
attractive from a development and
operational cost point of view. This concept
is a specifically European option, as its
feasibility relies on the availability of potential
landing sites in ESA Member State territories
at the right geographical locations around
the world. Technical feasibility seems to
involve no fundamental difficulties, assuming
only very limited improvements to today's
European know-how. More advanced
technologies can be integrated later for
performance improvement.

Figure 7. FSSC-9

Figure L FSSC-1 2D Figure 9. FSSC-127
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Figure 10. FSSC-15

FSSC-16 (Figs. 11,12)
The semi-reusable version of this concept
could become feasible in the near term.
However, the assumed use of an Ariane-S core

stage imposes performance levels comparable
with Ariane-S. The double launch may not be

the optimal strategy for a reusable launcher,

and its very high level of performance may still

be inadequate for constellation replenishment
missions. lmproved adaptability of the concept
to changing mission requirements calls for a

new expendable stage, and then the
develooment costs need to be reassessed. The

projected operational costs show a moderate
improvement with respect to present

expendable launchers. The fully reusable

version can be developed at a later stage,

using the first stage developed for the semi-
reusable version. More advanced technologies
will be required, however, to achieve a fully

reusable concept able to reach a stable orbit. lt

is still unclear in how far the siamese concept
can be applied, since it puts an additional

constraint on the performance levels

achievable in the long term.

Concept selection criteria; global
comparison and preferred concePt
families
The selection criteria for the concepts to be

studied further during the FLTP are:

- Concept technical feasibility in Europe,
assumlng an affordable technology
preparation phase until the planned

development decision in 2OO7.

- Affordability of the concept development
(using Ariane-S as a comparative reference).

- Recurrent-launch-cost projections compared
to competitors.

- Adaptability of the concept to the potentia

evolution in market needs.

Aoolication of these criteria to the FESTIP

concepts leads to the following conclusions:

With respect to technical feasibility:

Some comments have already been given for

each individual concept, but the overall
conclusions are as follows. The technological
challenges are high for all SSTO concepts
compared to present European know-how, and

there is considerable uncertainty regarding the

Figure 11. FSSC-16ASR Figure 12. FSSC-16FR

to
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final size feasible for such vehicles. lt was
concluded that Europe could noi prepare the
technologies required to start the development
of an SSTO by 2007 within a reasonable
budget.

A high-pressure (245 bar) staged combustion
engine meeting the 6O-mission reusability
objective was also found to be an unreasonable
target for Europe within the time constraints.
Even a 150-bar chamber pressure engine was
considered challenging. The most conservative
approach is to adapt Vulcain engines for
reusability.

With respect to affordability and cost-reduction
perspectives:
A quality index proportional to the inverse of the
product of specific launch cost into equatorial
orbit and concept development cost, as shown
in Figure 13, gives an idea of the relative
economic attractiveness of the various
concepts: the higher the index. the more
attractive the concept from an economic point
of view.

As can be seen from Figure 13:

- The air-breathing TSTO concept, although
technically feasible, is not competitive.

- Semi-reusable concepts are of interest when
compared to the SSTO concepts, since their
higher operational cost is compensated by a
lower development cost.

- The suborbital-hopper concepts are
^a.+i^, 'l^.1., i^+^.^^+i^^ h^^^,,^^ +h^',
Pqr uuuror ry I rLEr EDLil rv uuuduJu u ruy

combine a low development cost and a low
specific launch cost, They therefore achieve
a better rating than any of the SSTO
conceprs.

- TSTO Concept 9 was insufficiently
optimised, which explains its very poor
rating. The lessons learned from that
concept did, however, allow better
optimisation of TSTO concept 16 FR, which
achieved a better rating, but still below those
of SSTOS.

- Concept 5 is an exception among the
SSTOs: its poor rating results from the
clesinn nrnhlems clescribed above.

Figure 14 shows a relative qualitative evaluation
of uncertainties in design, and hence in

concept costings, resulting from:

- the inherent sensitivity of each concept to
the design parameters

- the uncedainties due to the amount of
technological progress required

- the available design margins and backup
options at system level.

With respect to adaptability to new misslons;
All concepts can, in principle, be scaled to
meet different performance requirements, with
the exception of the FSSC-16 family where, for
the reasons already discussed, the solution
would be a new expendable stage, with the
penalty of increased development costs.

Technology requirements for the FLTP
The FESTIP concepts comparison therefore
shows that two families are particularly
interesting. since they seem within reach
technically for Europe in the medium term: the
FSSC-16 semi-reusable and the FSSC-15
trans-Atlantic hopper concepts, both of which
include a partial-reusability feature.

Figure 13. Economic attractiveness of the various concepts
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Figure 14. Design confidence as a basis for costing
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The FLTP concept design effort should focus
on confirmation of their economic interest and

improvement of their adaptability to missions of
potential interest. The FLTP technology effort
should focus on the technologies needed for
these two families. The detailed technological
requirements for the preferred concepts are

identified in a document called the 'Technology

Development and Verification Plan', which
proposes a development strategy. testing
requirements, achievable schedule, and
indicates anticipated technology-preparation
costs, as well as a listing of the facilities
required to supporl the development.

The requirements for new technologies in

Europe for the semi-reusable concept mainly

concern the transformation of the Vulcain
motor into a reusable engine, the
manufacturing of composite tanks, health
monitoring, and experience in rocket-vehicle
reusability.

For the suborbital hopper, the main
renr riromontq arc thc tfansfofmatiOn of theI vYv,, vl

Vulcain into a reusable engtne, large composite
primary structures, re-entry technologies
(aerothermodynamics and thermal-protection
systems), health monitoring, and experience in

rocket-vehicle reusability. There is therefore a
common core of technology requirements on
which new work should be started immediately
within the FLTP, while an activity is matntained
over the envelope of the requirements until a
definitive choice of the future launcher concept
for Europe can be made.

In-f light testing requirements
In-flight experimentation, validation and
demonstration will be required to gain enough

confidence in the new technologies' maturity
and their integration into a functional system.
Before committing to the Future Launcher's
development, it will be necessary to confirm via
relevant practical flight experience that the
anticipated launch-cost reductions are not
unrealistic. The key objectives for the in-flight

experimentation are thence:

1 . To provide visible and indisputable evidence
of European industry's ability to design and
manufacture a test vehicle with technical
features similar to those of possible Future
European Launchers.

2. To provide hands-on experience in the
recurrent operation of a test vehicle using
the key technologies required for possible
Future European Launchers, and to provide

operational data supporting a better
assessment of the anticipated operational
cosl savrngs.

3. To place those newly developed
technologies that cannot be fully validated
by ground testing in a realistic working
environment for their validation.

4. To motivate the European engineering teams
through the near-term realisation of
hardware and to offer the technology teams
a challenge that is rewarded by visible in

flight success.

The major constraints affecting in-flight
experimentatron are:

to consolidate conclusions in time for the
possible go-ahead to develop an operational
launcher, a decision presently targetted for
2007
to maintain affordability vis-a-vis the budget
available for the technology development.

To comply with these constraints, a stepwise
implementation is proposed:

The first step in inJlight experimentation should
address those requirements that are
independent of the final concept selected,
which thereby constitute a common core for in-

flight testing needs. The proposed European
ExperimentalTest Vehicle (EXT\4 Step 1 shown
in Figure 15 can meet those requirements.

The FESTIP EXW is a relatively small rocket-
propelled vehicle (4,2 tons dry mass, 1O tons
gross take-off mass), designed for frequent
flights at speeds up to Mach 4. lt takes off
horizontally using its own propulsion, and lands
horizontally. lts main purpose is to acquire
experience in the recurrent use of high-speed

Figure 15. EXTV Step 1
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Figure 16. EXW Step 2

reusable rocket vehicles. This know-how is

urgently needed because it has implications not
only for the design of future launchers, but also
for our judgement as to whether their
development is worthwhile. Meeting these core
in-flight test needs must therefore be one of the
oriorities of the FLTP

Should the suborbital-hopper finally be chosen
as the preferred concept for the operational
launcher, a second in-flight-experimentation
step will be needed to address high-speed
technologies. For this, a modified EXTV fitted
with additional solid boosters and thermal-
protection systems, as shown in Figure I6, can
0e useo.

Finally, if later on for other than economic
reasons the Future Launcher is required to have
a full orbital capability, additional in-flight testing
will be required in a third step to demonstrate a
complete re-entry and a safe landing. A vehicle
with a similar shape and approximately the
same dimensions as the EXTV (but without
main propulsion) could be placed on top of a
Soyuz launcher to meet these additional needs.

Conclusion
The FESTIP system study has allowed us to
identi{y which families of concepts are most likely
to enable Europe to retain its commercial
competitiveness on the World launch market.
We have concluded that the conceot families
that could be technically within Europe's reach
include padial reusability features, and that these
families have the potential to yield commercially
competitive launchers. Two options will be
analysed further during the FLTP: the semi-
reusable TSTO and the suborbital hoooer.

r.n mm rn he=td I I 
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The technology requirements for these
conceots have been identified and the
development needs are rather modest and
therefore consistent with the expected funding
until the final decision on the Future Launcher's
operational development, by 2007 . In-flight
experimentation for reusable rocket operation
in a relevant flight domain is mandatory before
this decision can be made. These activities
together form the nucleus of the Future
Launchers Technologies Programme (FLTP) to
be started in 1999. @esa
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GOMOS: Envisat's Contribution to
Measuring Long-Term Trends in Ozone
and Other Trace Gases

G. Ratier, G. Levrini, A. Popescu & T. Paulsen
ESA Directorate for Application Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

C. Readings & J. Langen
ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

GOMOS on Envisat
General background
GOMOS (Global Ozone Monitoring by
Occultation of Stars) is an atmospheric-
chemistry instrument that forms part of the
payload of Envisat. lt operates in the ultraviolet

and visible and exploits a stellar occultation
concept (Fig. 1) to observe ozone and other
trace species, plus temperature and water
vapour. The main role of GOMOS will be the
observation of ozone in the stratosphere and
the monitoring of trends.

Atmospheric chemistry is one of the key mission targets for the
Envisat satellite, being prepared for launch in 2000. With the recent
delivery of the GOMOS instrument (manufactured by Matra Marconi
Space in Toulouse) to the Prime Gontractor for integration into the
satellite flight model, a major programme milestone has been
achieved. Given the outstanding performance of the instrument that
has been demonstrated in testing, GOMOS can be expected to deliver
high-quality observations of ozone and other trace gases from space.

Atmospheric ozone is the main absorber of
ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. Without
ozone, life as we know it would not exist. Any
substantial reduction in ozone would lead to
damage to crops and human health. The
radiation absorbed by ozone is responsible for
skin-cancer in humans. Furthermore, the
absorption of sunlight by ozone in the
stratosphere is a source of heat, so that any
reduction in levels would imoact on our climate.

The level of ozone in the stratosphere
reoresents a balance between ozone
production and destruction. In the mid-upper
stratosphere, ozone is formed by the
dissociation of molecular oxygen by ultraviolet
sunlight, followed by a reaction between the
atomic oxygen and molecular oxygen. lt is

removed by a variety of catalytic cycles
involving the oxides of hydrogen, nitrogen,
bromine and chlorine.

Most of the cycles involving the oxides of
hydrogen and nitrogen arise naturally, though
there is some concern about aircraft emissions.
This may be contrasted with the situation for
stratospheric chlorine and bromine, where only
small amounts arise from natural sources; in

this case most is of anthropogenic origin, e.g.
refrigerators, fire-extinguishers and agricultural
fumigants.

Over the Antarctic, ozone depletion occurs in

the lower stratosphere where the catalytic
cycles - referred to above - cannot operate
because there is too little atomic oxygen
present. The situation is similar in the Arctic,
although there reductions in ozone are masked
to a certain extent by atmospheric motions.
Reductions in ozone levels are also observed at
mid-latitudes, but the mechanisms responsible
are not clear.

In addition to the 'gas-phase chemistry'
(above), it is now known that 'heterogeneous
chemistry', involving aerosols and cloud
particles, plays a key role in stratospheric
ozone depletion. This type of reaction occurs in

polar regions on polar stratospheric clouds
(PSCs) and throughout the lower stratosphere
on sulphate aerosols. Also important is

transport since, because of the finite lifetime of
ozone in the stratosphere, its distribution is

determined by a combination of transporl and
chemistry.

Scientific lssues
In many of the areas listed above, there are
imoortant ouestions that still need to be
answered. GOMOS should bring significant
contributions in many of these areas.

Stratospheric ozone content has been
declining worldwide since the 1970s. Apart
from the spectacular Antarctic ozone hole,
there has been a very worrying decline at
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Figure 1. GOMOS
measurement principle
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northern mid-latitudes, above Europe and
other heavily populated areas. Here total ozone
is currently declining by between 4 and 8%o per
decade. Although measurements suggest that
most of this decline ozone occurs in the lower
stratosphere, in agreement with current
hypotheses, the observations of trends in

ozone profiles lack sufficient accuracy to make
definitive statements. Worse, current models of
stratospheric chemistry do not predict the
magnitude of the observed decline in levels of
ozone.

It is now clear that conditions favourable to
ozone loss are also found most years within
the Arctic vortex but, unlike its southern
counterpart, this vortex is highly variable and
very mobile. Further study of the Arctic is

necessary to investigate whether this is a
consequence of natural variability, or whether it

is indicative of a trend towards colder winters,
in which case Arctic ozone deoletion will
become more severe. lt is also essential to
clarify the mechanisms underlying the
decreases in ozone in the Arctic and at mid-
latitudes. The role of heterogeneous chemistry
is not clear, nor is that of ozone chemistry in the
mesosphere.

Stratospheric circulation is characterised by
ascent in equatorial regions, poleward
transport and descent at high latitudes. Extra-
tropical pumping, as well as planetary waves,
imposes upward equatorial motion and the

Vec tor

tmosphere Layer

global injection of tropospheric air into the
stratosphere. The main mechanism involved is
deep convection with cumulo-nimbus clouds
extending to the tropopause. However, the
minimum in the water-vapour mixing-ratio
profile (hygropause) is not encountered at the
tropopause, but a few kilometres above it. The
reason for this difference is not fullv
understood.

Another imoortant mechanism is the meridianal
transport of air, depleted in ozone, from high
latitudes in the form of polar filaments formed at
the edge of the polar vortex. The contribution of
this mechanism to observed trends in ozone at
middle latitudes is not clear. Neither is the role of
turbulent layers associated with the breaking of
gravity waves. These waves are generated in

the troposphere above mountains, above
convective clouds and in the jet stream. They are
the main controller of mesosoheric circulation
and may also play a role in stratospheric
circulation, but our knowledge is poor.

Water-vapour concentrations in the lower
stratosphere appear to have increased between
1981 and 1994, but the level of increase is

larger than expected. This must be resolved as
water vapour is a potent greenhouse gas and
so the amount present affects the Earth's
radiation balance. A high-resolution global
climatology of humidity in the upper atmosphere
is required to clarify the impact of these changes
in water vaoour on climate.
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Also of some concern are oolar mesosoheric or
noctilucent clouds, which are cirrus-like clouds
of small parlicles, confined to the altitude range
of 82 to 85 km, where the atmospheric
temperature is at a minimum (i.e. the mesopause).
It is argued that the appearance of these clouds
is strong evidence for global change, but again
our knowledge of them is quite limited.

The scientific requirements
One of the key requirements associated with
GOMOS's monitoring role is the long-term
accuracy of its measurements over the four
years of the Envisat mission. Another major
requirement is good vertical resolution, which
should be as small as 2 km. Finally, good daily
geographical coverage at all latitudes is needed
to allow a proper understanding of the
dynamics of the processes.

GOMOS must be able to detect the soectral
signatures of all the target molecules fl-able 1),

For ozone, a broad spectral range (250 - 675
nm) is required, but it is also necessary to
measure the temperature locally as it has an

impact on the ozone absorption. This pafticular
problem is addressed by observing the A-band
of oxygen (at 760 nm).

All of the other target species lie within the
range 250 - 800 nm, with the exception of
water vapour, for which it is necessary to
extend the spectral range. Hence, it has been
decided that GOMOS should cover the
spectral range 250 - 952 nm. Gaps in

coverage within this overall range have been
limited to regions devoid of relevant spectral
information. Furthermore, to ensure that ozone
spectra are not corrupted by the spectra of
other species, a spectral resolution of better
than I nm is required. For oxygen and water
vapour, the spectral signature varies on a scale
smaller than 1 nm, calling for a resolution of

better than 0.2 nm, but only over a limited part
of the spectrum.

Finally, it is necessary to consider the signal-to-
noise ratio. This has to be specified for a given

integration time linked to vertical resolution.
Simulations have shown that, in order to
retrieve ozone densities to an accuracy of
better than 1lo over the relevant altitude range,
a signal-to-noise value of 100 is required for
each 0.3 nm spectral pixel in the ultraviolet/
visible. ln addition, account has to be taken of
small-scale structures (or scintillation) in the
temperature/density profile, which induce rapid
variations in the intensitv of siqnals observed
by GOMOS.

The GOMOS instrument
The concept
The original GOMOS concept was proposed in

the late 1980s by a team of European
scientists led by Service d'A6ronomie (CNRS)

and the Finnish Meteorological Institute. The
instrument exploits star occultation (Fig. 1),

which is inherently self-calibrating and well-
suited to meeting the main scientific
requrremenrs.

From its polar orbit, GOMOS observes stars
whose lines-of-sight are tangential to the
Earth's limb. For each individual star, the
spectrum measured outside the atmosphere is

compared to the spectrum seen through the
atmosphere as the star sinks below the
horizon. The difference reveals the presence of
ozone and other trace gases. Occultation has
already been demonstrated in space using the
Sun as light source, but geographic coverage
was limited. The specific advantage of
GOMOS, related to the large number of
observable stars, is that it combines the
advantages of high radiometric accuracy with
good Earth coverage.

Table 1. Main GOMOS producfs and potential applications

Product

Os, NOz, NOs, HzO, Oz, air

(horizontal column densities)

Aerosol extinction coefficients

Os, NOz, NOs, HzO, Oz, air

(vertical density profiles)

Temperature and density profiles

Turbulence product: High-resolution T and density

Potential Application

Higher order GOMOS products

Monitoring of trends

Aerosol research

Atmospheric-chemistry research

Atmospheric-chemistry research

Monitoring of trends

Atmospheric research and GOMOS

Atmospheric-dynamics research
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Figure 2. GOMOS functional block diagram

The design
A functionality of GOMOS is shown in Figure 2.

The instrument is based on a 20 cm x 30 cm
Cassegrain telescope, which simultaneously
feeds, through an optical beam dispatcher
placed at its focal plane, an ultraviolet/visible
medium-resolution spectrometer (for signal
measurements in the Huggins and Chappuis
bands: 250 - 6/5 nm). a near-infrared high
resolution spectrometer (for Oz and HzO,

around 760 and 930 nm. respectively) These
are complemented by two fast photometers.
operating in the 470 - 520 nm and 650 - 750
nm spectral bands, with a 1 kHz sampling rate,
for observing scintillation

By using a large steerable flat mirro'(30 cm x

40 cm) in front of the telescope (Fig. 3),

GOMOS is able to acquire and track stars
down to magnitude 5 over a very large angular
range (100 deg in azmuth). A complex star
tracking system - using two redundant star
trackers - allows the star to be tracked within
20 prad during the 50 sec of a typical scan.
Th^ ^+-r +raAzaro a"a 2[16 ln nnorelo rrn|or| | lu -tdl lldunul J ol v quru ru ul.Jur qLU ur ruul

both day and night conditions. i.e. over both
the bright and the dark limb

GOMOS will provide data at a constant rate of
222 kbil/s during nominal operation. The
instrument weighs 163 kg and its power
consumption is 146 W lts main performance
characteristics are summarised in Table 2

Figure 3. Cut-away drawing of GOMOS

Table 2. GOMOS rnstrument performances and major technical challenges

Requirements

\-'nber of occ- laltors per oroit (45 on average)

Wide anguiar coverage

Altitude resoiutlon/accuracy

Spectral range of UVIS spectrometer

Specl.a'esolrtion accuracy

Photometer frame rate

Typical GOMOS Performance

-820 000 occu tations during 4 year m ssion

-10 to +90 deg w rt f ght direction

1 7 km / 30 m pointing stab lity better

than 2OE 6 rad

250 - 675 nm

0 89 nm in UVIS; 0 12 nm in lRl/lR2

1 kHz n the spectral range:

47a 520 nm / 650 - 7OO nm

Design Driver for

Lifetime of pointing mechanism

Large f eld of view of pointing mechanism

High angular pointing accuracy

(pointing servo e ectronics)

High-transmission optics, high

detector sens t vity in the UV

Detector size, grating and pointing

Fast, high sens t vity detectors

ilechanbal
Drive

Electroriics

Data Bus
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To realise such a performant instrument,
specific technical developments have been
necessary. State-of-the-art technology has
been achieved in oarticular for the CCD
manufacture (EEV) and for the design of the
steering mechanism by Matra Marconi Space
in Bristol (Fig. 4). The entire instrument has
been developed by a consortium led by Matra
Marconi Space in Toulouse, under Dornier's
supervision. The flight model was delivered to
the Envisat mission prime in October 1998, for
integration into the flight-model satellite at
Matra Marconi Space in Bdstol.

The operation of GOMOS
The main mode of operation is the 'occultation'
mode. Following a sequence of star
observations uplinked to the satellite by the
Envisat flight-operations control centre,
GOMOS will acquire and track stars as they set
through the atmosphere. The sensors are
operated in such a way that the star and the
surrounding background light are recorded
simultaneously. The detector is fully program-
mable in order to ensure optimum alignment
over the instrument's lifetime and the best
possible signal-to-noise ratios.

In addition to this occultation mode, the
GON/OS instrument's design also supports
three other observing modes for in-orbit
monitoring of performance and the re-
calibration of the instrument's performance
0aramelers.

GOMOS mission planning
GOMOS mission planning has been optimised
to maximise the instrument's scientific return.

The mission objectives can be grouped under
two general headings fl-able 3):

- 'l nnn-Tarm Ohiantirroc' rrrhinh aro cnonifin

to the atmospheric-chemistry objectives of
GOMOS.

- 'Campaign Objectives', which are needed to
validate GOMOS products and to compare
them with the other two chemistry
instruments on Envisat.

Depending on the specific mission objectives,
with attached priority factors, the stars to be
observed are selected from the star catalogue.
The sequencing of observations is done
according to the instrument's time-line
capabilities. The observing schedule will be
encoded as a macro-command for uoloadino
to the satellite.

Various simulations have been performed to
determine the merit functions of the different
observing strategies. Figure 5 gives an example
of a set of stars selected to observe
stratospheric ozone over a period of 3 days
near the spring equinox.

The mission-planning software is designed to
include scenarios for long-term observations
(over days or weeks) as well as for 'targeted'
short-duration observations such as those
related to a volcanic eruption.

GOMOS payload data segment
n ll Aota raaai',an 
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systematically processed and the following
products are routinely generated within the
ESA Payload Data Segment (PDS): Level-O,

Level-1b (transmittance), and Level-2 (profiles

Figure 4. GOMOS telescope
assembly during integration
at Matra Marconi Space, in

Toulouse (F)
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Table 3. GOMOS science obiectives

Long-Term Objectives

Campaign Objectives

of ozone and other species). These products
are generated in near real time (i.e. within 3 h of
sensing) and then regenerated off-line using
updated auxiliary data (precise orbits instead o{
predicted orbits, meteorological analysis fields
instead of meteorological predictions. etc ).

With the exception of the quality of the auxiliary
data, the algorithms used in the 'near real time'
and 'off-line' processing are identical. All ESA
processing centres (the Kiruna and ESRIN
stations) for the near-real-time products and
the German processing and archiving centre
(supported by the Finnish Meteorological
Institute) for the off-line products. will use the
same processing algorithm, so that the user will
get consistent products irrespective of the
processing centre.

The ESA Level-l b and Level-2 algorithms have
been defined following the Envisat Expert
Supporl Laboratory (ESL) approach, whereby a
scientific team provides support to an industrial
contractor (ACRl, Sophia Antipolis, F). This
scientific team includes members of the
Service d'Aeronomre (Paris, F), the Finnish
Meteorological Institute (Helsinki, SF) and the
Institut d'Aeronomie Spatiale (Brussels, B).

These algorithms have been prototyped by the
ESL and then implemented, within the Payload
Data Segment consortium led by Alcatel
Space, by SSF Finland.

Data analysis and scientific products
Approach
The role of the GOMOS ground-segment
algorithms is to convert the readings of the
instrument into scientific oroducts. Comolex
simulation and analysis codes have been

Stratospheric ozone monitoring

Stratospheric chemistry: upper stratosphere 35 - 50 km

Stratospheric chemistry: lower and middle stratosphere 15 - 35 km

Large-scale dynamics at mid and high latitudes: polar vodex,
planetary waves

Dynamics of the equatorial lower stratosphere: dehydration

Small scale dynamics: gravity waves, turbulence

Mesospheric ozone monitoring

Noctilucent clouds

Tangent occultation

Validation of GOMOS products

MIPAS and SCIAIVACHY validation

Arctic campaign

Special events: solar proton event

Special events: volcanic eruption

Antarctic winter troposphere

Stellar spectra

generated for the purpose:

- A system simulator deriving the digital
output of the instrument from the spectral
rntensity of stellar light received by GOMOS's
telescope.

- A data-processing chain that performs a
stepwise conversion of the ADC counts to
vertical profiles of atmospheric constituents.
This processor forms the central element of
the GOMOS ground segment, as it will
process the acquired data and generate the
cniontifin nrndr rntc

Figure 5. Locations of ozone
measurements in the
Northern Hemisphere aft er
three consecutive days
(around 21 March) with a
soecific star selection
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- A calibration facility using in-flight data to
update the calibration database of the data
Drocessor.

With these tools, ESA will support the data
analysis up to the level of geophysical products

related to a single occultation, thus covering
the part that requires intimate knowledge of the
instrument and of remote-sensing inversion

techniques.

Scientific products and algorithms
The generation of scientific products, after low-
level data handling, is sub-divided into two
basic processes, namely the calibration into
physical quantities (Level-1b) and the
transformation into atmospheric composition
parameters (Level-2).

Level-1b
The objective of the Level-18 processtng is to
estimate the set of horizontal transmissions
using the spectra measured by the instrument
during the occultation. The main processing

steps will be:

- Geo-location providing the location of the
tangent point above which the
measurements are oerformed.

- Wavelength resampling to a common
wavelength grid with correction for
instrumental or platform pointing instabilities.

- Correction of instrumental effects.

- Calculation of the transmrssion spectrum.
After estimation and subtraction of the
atmospheric background signal, the
atmosoheric transmission will be calculated
as the ratio of the occulted stellar spectrum
to an average of several stellar spectra
observed above the atmosphere ('reference

soectra').

The main Level-1b scientific data handed over
to Level-2 processing will therefore be the
transmission spectrum, the photometer data
and the geo-location for every atmospheric
acquisition. The background spectra will also

be made available, providing supplementary
atmospheric information under bright-limb
conditions.

Level-2
In the Level-2 processing, the transmission
spectra will be converted into parameters
representative of the state of the atmosphere
This implies taking into account three different
processes:

1. Absorption by gaseous atmospheric
constituents, most prominently by ozone
(Os), but also by nitrogen dioxide (NOz),

nitrogen trioxide (NOs), oxygen (Or),

water vapour (HzO), chlorine dioxide
(OCIO) and others.

2. Extinction of the stellar light by scattering
from molecules (Rayleigh scattering) and

from aerosoland high cloud (Mie scattering).
Rayleigh scattering is well understood,
but aerosol represents a considerable
complication for GOMOS data analysis since

its characteristic spectrum depends on

droolet size distribution and chemical
composition, both of which are a priori

unknowns.
3. Refraction, i.e. bending of the light ray due to

the vertical gradient in air density, and
scintillation in the signal.

The analysis of the transmission spectra starts
with correcting for the refractive and scintillation

effects. In the next step, a 'spectral inversion' is

performed whereby each of the transmission
soectra is converted to a set of horizontal

column densities of atmospheric constituents,
i.e. the concentrations integrated along the
ray's path. Finally, these horizontal column
densities are converted to atmospheric
concentration profiles in the 'verlical inversion',

which can be visualised as 'onion peeling':

once the contributions to the horizontal column
of all atmospheric layers above the current one

are known, they can be subtracted, and the
remaining part divided by the path length

through the current layer.

The time delay between the two photometer

signals (red and blue) allows one to retrieve the
refractivity, air density and temperature of the
atmosphere. According to current simulations,

these parameters could be provided with a
vertical resolution of 200 m, representing a
unique capability in terms of spaceborne
remote-sensing experiments.

The main Level-2 data products are the
horizontal column densities and concentrations
of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen trioxide, air,

oxygen and water vapour, as well as the vertica
profile of aerosol extinction and the high-
resolution temperature profile.

GOMOS data are believed to be useful above
15 - 20 km altitude. An important feature is

the high variability in precision caused by

differences in the brightnesses and temper-
atures of the large ensemble of targeted stars.

This is illustrated in Figure 6: in the lower
stratosphere, the accuracy of ozone
concentration is determined by the visual
magnitude of the star, whilst at higher altitudes
the stars temperature is more imporlant as hot

stars produce significant emission in the UV
part of the spectrum.

Validation
Consistency checks on the algorithms and the
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Figure 6. Expected accuracy
of the ozone orofile as a
function of altitude for
several star visual
magnitudes and
temperatures

precision estimates for the data products have
been performed using the simulation tools
mentioned above. During the Envisat
commissioning phase, a geophysical validation
campaign will be carried out. This will allow the
Level-2 data from GOMOS and its companion
instruments MIPAS and SCIAMACHY to be
correlated with a large portfolio of independent
observations by remote sensing and in-situ
experiments operating on other satellites, on
aircraft, on balloon gondolas and on the
ground. The air volumes and observation times
of these validation instruments are unlikely to
coincide precisely with those of the Envisat
instruments; atmospheric models will be used
to bridge the gap between the different
measurements.

Conclusion
The decision to fly GOMOS on Envisat provides
the opportunity not only to further our
understanding of the chemistry of the Earth's
atmosphere, but also to demonstrate the
potential of the stellar occultation technique for
ozone monitoring. In the latter context, it should
provide very accurate global observations, well-
distributed geographically, correcting what
today is a serious observational deficiency.
Current instruments either provide very
accurate observations but with limited
geographical coverage, or good geographical
coverage but with limited accuracy. GOMOS
should strike an excellent compromise
between these two extremes.

On Envisat, GON/OS will serve a very useful role
by providing observations that complement
those from the other two chemistry instruments

- a point well illustrated by the recent response
to the Envisat Announcement of Opportunity,
which revealed that many scientists were
planning to exploit the synergy of these three
instruments. Obviously, GON/OS will serve an
additional role by providing a reference
standard for monitoring the performance of the
other two chemistry instruments.

Finally, looking to the longer term, it is

anticipated that the star occultation technique
will be capable of routinely monitoring ozone
properly on a global basis An ope.ational
concept derived from GOMOS is currently
being evaluated. @esa
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'Sea & Space' - A European Educational
Exercise

J. Lichtenegger
Remote-Sensing Exploitation Division, ESA Directorate for Applications Programmes,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

S. Ansari
Informatics Department, ESA Directorate of Administration, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

As part of the 1998 European Week for Scientific and Technological
Culture organised by the European Commission, several
organisations - ESA, the European Southern Observatory (ESO), the
European Association for Astronomical Education, with the suppott of
Eumetsat, the German National Research Centre for Information
Technology and the Norwegian Space Centre - took the initiative of
bringing space-oriented topics to the classroom in European schools.
The project was appropriately called 'Sea & Space'.

.*

Figure 1. Winning posters from European school childen
exhibited at Expo'g8 in Lisbon, Portugal

lntroduction
The 'Sea & Space' educational support
initiative, directed primarily towards Europe's

secondary-school teachers and students, was
kicked off in January 1998. Run on the Internet

with the help of innovative and interactive tools,
it focuses on two globally significant topics:
'navigation' and 'remote sensing'. A range of

actrvities have been olfered to anyone who

&
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wishes to participate, including:
A national contest that was open to two
categories of padicipants: one for children
aged 10 to 13, who were invited to present

a poster. and one for children aged 14 to 19.

who were invited to produce a newspaper. In

both cases the themes were to include
navigation and Eadh observation from space
seen with arlistic, experimental or scientific
eyes.

- A web site has been created which carries
information on navigation, the oceans and
Earlh observation from satellites. The web
site also includes a tutorial, on line
ovornicoc anrl tacnljlg matefial fOf dOWn-
loading. lt has encouraged visitors to the site
to submit project proposals for which ESA
has subsequently provided satellite remote
sensing data and experl advice.

The contest
Schools throughout Europe took up the
challenge, issued via the Internet on 9 March
1998, with small teams of children being
encouraged to draw and to paint posters. and
to gather material for their newspapers. In late
spring, national juries were nominated to make
their choices of the best works, with respect to
originality and creativity, scientific accuracy,
clarity, organisation and presentation of ideas,
and ability to discuss the subject matter from a
multidisciplinary point-of-view

The young arlists responsible tor the winning
posters (Fig 1)- from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
France, Finland, ltaly, Luxembourg, Porlugal,
Spain and the United Kingdom - each received
a set of ESA/ESO videos, as well as T-shirts
The winning teams in the newspaper contest
won a srx-day trip to Expo'98 in Lisbon, where
they would padicipate in a 'Super Contest', in

which the first prize was a trip to South
America, to visit Europe's launch base/
spaceport in Kourou, f rench Guiana, and
fSO's Very Large Telescope al Paranal in Chile.

In September. tifteen Leams. each consisting of
^f +h/^^ al' 'An^+^ ^^i ^ +^^^h^-or I ovur dvu ur Lt il uu JLUUUT tLb dt tu d Ludut tul

from each participating country, travelled to
Lisbon, where Lhey presented their projects at
a special event during the Furopean Week for
Scientific and Technological Culture. The
presentations, in the Planetarium of the Marine
Museum, ranged from the very professional,
including one multimedia show, to simply
drawn viewgraphs. In all cases, however, the
content had been carefully studied and well
prepared. Many of the presentations included
individual experiments and their results,
including an error budget study for global
positioningl lt was very difficult indeed for the
Jury to pick a winning team out of so many

original ideas, but the eventual winner was
lreland - which as luck would have it was the
entry that the participants themselves had
chosen in their own secret ballotl

There were two other evenls at the Fxpo 98:
the official hanging of the 32 winning posters
of pupils by the students of the respective
countries, and a video conference with the
virtual reality studio at GMD in Germany, and
with Kourou in South America, moderated by
ESO's Richard West and ESA's Wubbo Ockels,
who answered the many questions from the
students and engaged them in stimulating
discussions. This novel conference could be
followed on a gigantic screen in 'Sony Square'
at Expo'98.

The Sea & Space Web pages
(http://seaspace.esa. i nt:8000/)
As another element of the Sea & Space
initiative, the following contents were offered to
European schools on the World Wjde Web
(WWW) via the Internet:

- A chapter on 'Navigation' presenting the
hictnrinal hcnLnrnlfd LO OfientatiOn and
navigation on the sea, as well as the very
latest navigational tools such as GPS, and
encouraging children to conduct simple
experiments for themselves, such as
estimating the latitude and longitude of their
scnoots.

qdohg8 / edddtd / rdrddlu

Figure 2. A Sea & Space
web page on 'Navigation'.
The page explains the
global coordinate system
and the significance of zero
degrees longitude. The
exercise is designed to
encourage children to use
maps and other means in
their search for knowledge
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Figure 3. A Sea & Space web page on remote-sensing applications
using satellite images. lt introduces the use of radar satellite data for
oil-slick monitoring in the Mediterranean Sea. lt is a real case in which
an oil slick was sighted long before it hit the coast. The exercise
orovides the interactive tools to make all of the necessary
measurements (see Fig. 4) and more: the students have to
compute/analyse their findings to achieve the final result. By signing
up to the virtual classroom of Sea & Space, teachers can receive
reports on their students' progress electronically

A chapter on 'Water' in all its forms, from

its presence in the oceans and in the air we
breath, to its recent discovery in deep
space.

A chapter on 'Remote Sensing' (Fig.3),

contributed totally by ESA, via which
children and their teachers are introduced to
the satellite images delivered by the
Agency's ERS mission. lt also includes a

tutorial andexercises in how to exploit ERS

imagery (fully interactive thanks to the use of
Java Applet technologyl, and a series of

viewgraphs that teachers can use to
introduce the sublect of remote sensing in

the classroom.



sea & space

Acquisition and reproduction of remotely sensed images
Direction of motion Satellite

Element of an int

Where?
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Word of the new web site's existence gradually
spread and within two months of its creation,
from May onwards, the number of visits to the
site began to grow markedly. The associated
mailbox began to fill with proposals, some
rather fantastic, but others carefully conceived
and already well-defined. After many
exchanges by e-mail, five projects were
accepted and the corresponding satellite data
were ordered for the five lucky schools and
their projects:

- Geo Milev English Language School, in

Burgas, Bulgaria, for: 'Pollution Monitoring
of the Black Sea'

- Gymnasium der Dominikanerinnen, in

Hietzing, Vienna, Austria, for: 'Glacier
Retreat in the Austrian Alps'

- Gymnasium Groeberzell, in Germany, for:
'The Ammersee and lts Wetlands'

- Samskola, in Saltsjobadens, Sweden,for:'A
Town in the Sea Re-discovered from Space'

- Amtsgymnasiet, in Sonderborg, Denmark,
for: 'The lsland of Als from Space (Coast-
Arc h aeo lo gy/ H i sto ry)'

All of them have received the data that they
requested and are now hard at work with their
teachers. By the end ofthe school year, or end-
spring 1999 at the latest, the five teams will

deliver their reports in the form of a web page,
which ESA will host or link to its Sea & Space
home page.

Conclusion
This novel educational event has truly
demonstrated the potential and enthusiasm
that exists today for using modern tools in

Europe's classrooms. lt has brought specialists
from space-related organisations and children
and their teachers in Eurooe's schools a lot
closer together. lt has given those children the
chance to participate in a major European
Union event that exoloited technical know-how
to communicate with a future generation that
will take many of today's novelties for granted
as being part of everyday life. The practical
uses of the Internet are already making it a
communications tool that no one wants to be
without. Ten years from now the Global
Positioning System (GPS) will be as common
as laptop computers are today, and images of
the Earth from space will be very much more
accessible to a wider public as online services
rmprove.

The initial phase of the Sea & Space initiative
was planned to last until the end of June 1998,
but the large amount of interest that it has
generated has encouraged us to keep it open,
providing as it does an ideal communications
platform for education that combines four key
elements: an Earth-observation image data-
base, simple image-processing tools, a viable
and inexpensive means of communication, and
access to the advice of experts. @esa

Figure 5. One of a series of
viewgraphs for introducing
and teaching remote
sensing in secondary
schools. The material can
be used as it is for display
during a lesson, or can be
downloaded for further
editing
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Figure 2. Artist's impression of the descent of
Huygens through Titan's atmosphere
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Figure 1. Mating of Huygens onto Cassini
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A Second Life for the Huygens
Engineering Model

S. Dodsworth, C. Sollazzo, M. Denis & R. Goda
Mission Operations Department, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

The Huygens mission
The Huygens Probe is ESA's contribution to the
joint ESA-NASA Cassini/Huygens interplanetary
mission. The ESA Huygens Probe is being
carried on NASA's Cassini spacecraft (Fig. 1) to
Saturn, where it will be released for entry in the
atmosphere of Titan, Saturn's largest moon.

The Huygens Engineering Model (HEM) is proving to be an invaluable
asset for the Huygens flight operations activities. lt will contribute
significantly to the probability of successful execution of the mission,
especially in the event that unforeseen changes must be made to the
planned mission scenario prior to the Probe's release or that
unexpected system behaviour is discovered during check-outs.

The unique opportunity of having direct access to a real spacecraft on
the ground is keeping up the motivation and honing the expeftise of
the Huygens Flight Control Team, while also contributing positively to
the public-relations needs for this and future ESA missions.

The Cassini/Huygens spacecraft was launched
by a Titan-lV/Centaur rocket from Cape
Canaveral on 15 October 1997, for a seven-
year flight to Saturn and a four-year orbital tour
of the planet, its rings, its moons, and its
magnetosphere. Huygens will be released
before Cassini makes its first Titan flyby, will
then coast for 22 days, and will enter the Titan
atmosphere on 27 November 2004. During the
controlled descent phase (Fig. 2), on-board
experiments will execute a complex sequence .

of measurements to study the chemical and
physical properties of this atmosphere. The
data collected will be transmitted to Cassini,
stored on solid-state recorders and later
transmitted back to Earth. In the meantime,
Huygens will be activated every six months to
thoroughly test all of the on-board systems and
experiment equipment.

The European Space Operations Centre,
ESOC, in Darmstadt, Germany is responsible
for the Huygens Probe mission control.

A role in operations for the Huygens
Engineering Model
Dudng the post-launch phases, the operations
team has to be in a positron to create and test
the sequence of operations to be executed
during a reactivation (or 'check-out', as it is

called), and to react to failures of on-board
systems. The team must also be able to
analyse the behaviour of the system during the
main mission phase, especially if anomalies
occur. This requires suitable test and analysis
tools and the relevant exoertise to be available
to the operations team. The limited access to
Huygens, and the 'one-shot' nature of the
mission make it imperative that any changes
are completely validated before being
implemented on the flying spacecraft.

The Huygens Engineering Model (HEN/),

refurbished by the inclusion of flight-spare units
and hardware upgrades to make it
representative of the Flight Model spacecraft,
was selected as the most realistic and effective
tool to support the operational and test
activities and to rehearse in advance on the
ground all of the operations critical to mission
success. In addition, by using the Engineering
Model, the operations team will be able to
continuously refresh and enhance their
knowledge of the Huygens systems and their
operational behaviour, a key factor in
maintaining expertise over the whole mission
lifetirne.

The HEM (Fig. 3), together with two sets of
Electrical Ground Supporl Equipment (EGSE),

was delivered to ESOC in early 1998, shortly
before the second Huygens Probe reactivation.
One set of EGSE and the HEM were installed in

a room close to the Huygens Dedicated Control
Room (DCR), and the operations team were
trained in its use. The second set of EGSE was
retained as soares. After validation of the set-
up, the EGSE was modified to replace obsolete
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Figure 3. The Huygens
Engineering Model

Figure 4. The Electrical
Ground Support Equipment

(EGSE) architecture
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computer hardware with more modern
equivalents, to ensure the continued
maintainability of the system throughout its now
extended lifetime. All that remained was to
make the connection to the Huygens contror
system, which was done using the Ground
Segment Interface Unit (GSIU), already
developed to support testing of the Control
Centre with the real Flight Model Huygens
Probe orior to launch.

Architecture and integration within ESOC
Like the Flight Model, the Engineering Model is

made up of two parts: the Probe itself, which
contains the on-board experiments, and the
Probe Support Avionics (PSA), which remains
attached to Cassini. Whilst Huygens is mated
to Cassini the PSA receives the signals from the
Probe through an umbilical cable, and during
the descent via the high-gain antenna on board
Cassini. The data is then ore-processed ano
transferred directly into Cassini, and stored on
board the spacecraft. The same paths are
available to the EM Probe, and the RF signals
are attenuated to provide the signal strength
that would be seen in flioht.

The EGSE is used to:

- provide the power and data interfaces to the
HEM

- control and record ooerations

- record test results

- provide measurements not accessible to
telemetry

- provide stimuli during tests

- continually monitor safety-critical para-
meters and terminate testing if necessary

The interface between the HEM PSA and the
EGSE includes the Cassini bus interface unit,
which means that the data transfer across this
intedace is exactly the same as that being used
on Cassini. The PSA check-out equipment
provides for the conversion of data into a form
convenient for passing across an Ethernet
Local Area Network (LAN). Other check-out
equipment allows direct interfaces to the Probe
alone, or to the experiments. The GSIU
provides the bridge between the EGSE LAN
and the ESOC operational LAN (Fig. a).

Operational use of the HEM
The HEM is one of a suite of support tools used
by the operations team. The others are:

- a simulator, incorporating hardware
and software emulators of the on-board
processors, used for initial sequence testing,
initial validation of software chanqes and
team training

- a Software Development Environment for
production and debugging of software
modifications.

In combination, these tools provide an
environment in which both changes to system
software and check-out sequences can be
exhaustively tested and finally validated.

Contribution to anomaly investigation
Already, the HEM has proved to be an
invaluable tool in supporting system-level as
well as payload investigations. Unexpected
effects observed in flight during the first two
check-outs could be reproduced on the
ground, confirming the correct behaviour of
Huygens. The HEM has also been used as a
test bench for instrument software debugging.

During the first check-out eight days after
launch in October 1997, the Huygens team
observed a radio-frequency anomaly between
the Probe and the Probe Suooorl Avionics
(PSA). The overall signal strength measured by
the PSA was generally too low when compared
to measurements made on the ground, and in

addition the signal was unstable. lt looked as
though the Probe was not as good in flight as
on the ground, and that if the signal were to
continue to deteriorate during the seven-year
flight, the Probe might not able to communicate
with Cassini during its descent towards Titan.
The second check-out in March 1998 was
even more discouraging in that the signa
strength was even lower. By then, Cassini/
Huygens was close to Venus and half the
distance from the Sun as at the time of the firsl
check-out.

Still confident in Huygens' performance, teams
at ESOC, ESTEC, DASA and Aerospatiale
cooperated in trying to identifu the possible
sources of the problem. A strong correlation
with the position of the Sun in the field of view
of the Cassini High Gain Antenna (Fig. 5)
indicated that the anomaly was most likely
caused by an outside influence, namely
radiation from the hot environment of the inner
Solar System, rather than any hardware failure
or deterioration. They reasoned that the 4 m
antenna on top of Cassini could be collecting
solar radio noise and directing it to the same
component receiving signals from the Probe
itself via the umbilical, thereby interfering with
communication between Cassini and Huygens.

A special test was set up and executed at ESOC
on the HEM. The results seemed to prove that
this was actually the mechanism driving the
behaviour observed in flight. Increasing levels of
noise were injected into the receiver's 'Mission
Port' (simulating noise coming from the HGA),
using the EGSE Link Simulator. A marked
decrease in the signal strength measured by the
PSA was observed at each steo.
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Figure 5. Correlation
between the Sun-pointing ot

the High Gain Antenna
(HGA) and Huygens'
receiver AGC signal-

strength variation.
Top and centre panels:

Variation of the Sun cone
angle with respect to the

HGA boresight.
Bottom panel: Strength of

the receiver AGC signal
recorded during the 2nd in-
flight checkout (F2 AGC A;

F2 AGC B), compared to the
signal range measured on

ground before flight. The
signal strength measured

during the off-Sun Huygens
receiver calibration test

(AGC test CH A; AGC test
Ch B) is also shown
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To achieve final confirmation of the theory for
the in-flight Probe, Cassini had to be pointed

away from the Sun by 12" to provide a clean

radio-frequency environment. A sequence of
telecommands then switched the Probe on for

30 minutes on 28 May 1998 to observe the

radio-frequency signal strength. The results

were extremely positive. Not only was the

signal very stable, but it had recovered its

nominal value, and was, in fact, even better
than that which had been observed on the

ground, as indicated in Figure 5.

The HEM had been used as the test bench to
reproduce the anomaly and plan this special in-

flight test before actually executing it in space,

Support to sclentists
ln June 1998, the scientists for the Descent

lmager and Spectral Radiometer (DISR) - one

of the six experiments on board, which will

capture images of Titan during Huygens'
descent toward its surface - were at ESOC to
use the Engineering Model to test their
equipment.

After analysing data both from ground tests
and from the first and second check-outs, the

scientists became aware that they will need to
optimise their instrument's memory manage-

ment in order to make their instrument more

robust. During their week at ESOC, the
scientists took hundreds of pictures using the

DISR on the HEM to test different software
configurations.

The ESOC team is already in the process of co-
ordinating a new set of tests on the HEM to
support investigations with another Probe
instrument, the Doppler Wind Experiment,
which interfaces directlv with the Probe radio

subsystem.

Focus of interest
While priority is always given to engineering and

operational requirements, the Huygens
Engineering Model is a natural point of
attraction for all visitors to and staff at ESOC,

who are used to seeing spacecraft only as

collections of telemetry data presented on

computer monitors.
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sohos recovery

SOHO's Recovery
- An Unprecedented Success Story

F.G. Vandenbussche
Scientific Projects Depaftment, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
On 25 June 1998 (07:12 U\, the following
e-mail was issued by the Operations Team at
NASA/GSFC:
"After the planned momentum management,
while still in thruster mode, the Attitude and
Orbital Control Subsysfem (AOCS) switched
lnto ESR (Emergency Sun Re-acquisition
mode) on 24 June at 23:16, due to a procedure
problem. On 25 June at 02:35 a second ESF
occurred during standard ESR recovery,
triggered by roll rate; the reason is unclear.

Some time later, at 04:38, a third ESR triggered
by a fine Sun-pointing anomaly and all
telemetry uzas /osf, The Deep Space Network
(DSIV) used a 70-m station (Madrid)to search
for the downlink. Weak signal from the
spacecraft is at the moment being received
intermittently, but stable communication has
not been established yet".

The SOHO mission is a major element of the joint ESA/NASA
International Solar Terrestrial Programme (ISTP). ESA was responsible
for the spacecraft's procurement, integration and testing. NASA
provided the launcher, launch services and ground-segment system
and is responsible for in-flight operations following the launch on
2 December 1995. The SOHO mission operations are therefore
conducted under a NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFG)

contract with Allied-Signal Technology Corporation (ATSC). Following
the spacecraft's in-orbit checkout and the transit from low Earth orbit
to its operational halo orbit around the Lagrangian point (L1) between
the Earth and the Sun, the SOHO mission was declared fully
operational in April 1996. SOHO then completed its two-year primary
mission and entered an extended-mission phase in May 1998. On
25 June 1998, all contact with SOHO was lost.

The space scientist's and space engineer's
worst nightmare was beginning to unfold -
SOHO was lost in space!

Within just a few hours of this e-mail message
being received, an investigation team
composed of ESA and Matra Marconi Space
exoerts (MMS was the SOHO Prime
Contractor) was in place at ESTEC in Noordwijk

and at MMS in Toulouse. This team - in

constant communication with NASA/GSFC in

Greenbelt (USA) - studied the situation very
carefully in order to propose measures for
recovering spacecraft telemetry and attitude.
The first recovery procedure was established in

Europe, transmitted to GSFC and sent to
SOHO on 25 June aI22.07 UT. lt very soon
became evident, after discussions with Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena
(USA), that the weak signals that were being
observed at the DSN station in Madrid were
only spurious, and that SOHO was not sending
any live signals.

Due to the critical situation with the soacecraft
and in order to centralise decision-making, it

was decided to transfer the investigation team
to GSFC. The first members left from ESTEC
on 26 June, and the full ESA and MMS team
was in place at GSFC by 28 June.

Milestones in the investigative process
The subsequent investigations showed that the
loss of contact with SOHO had been oreceded
by a routine calibration of the spacecraft's three
roll-control gyroscopes ('gyros') and by a
momentum-management manoeuvre. The
spacecraft's roll axis should normally be
pointed towards the Sun and the three gyros
aligned to measure incremental changes in
soacecraft roll attitude.

Calibrations are oerformed to determine the
drift biases associated with each of the three
roll-axis gyros when the spacecraft has no
angular rotational motion about its roll axis
when under star-tracker control. Once these
bias values have been accurately determined,
they are up-linked to the spacecraft's onboard
computer to be subtracted from the gyro
measurements when determining the actual
motion of the spacecraft. The biases drift slowly
over time and with temperature fluctuations,
which means that gyro calibration must be
repeated periodically.
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The gyros are used primarily for Initial Sun
Acquisition (lSA), for thruster-related activities
such as momentum management and orbit
n+a+inn l,anni^a anA lar Fmornannrr Qr rnJLdLrUr-nuupil rv, dr ru rur Lr ilut9ur ruy our I

Reacquisition (ESR) Momentum management
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Attitude Control Unit (ACU) computer, and is
performed approximately every two months to
maintain the reaction-wheel soeeds within their
operational limits. The reaction wheels provide
the three-axis control torques needed to
counteract internal and external disturbance
+nrnraa imneriod tn tho qneconrqft qnrl

thereby very precisely control its attitude. and
also to slew the spacecraft for special roll off-
pointing manoeuvres.

Momentum management is necessary
because the reaction wheels increase in speed
over time in order to maintain spacecraft
attitrrde in the nresenCe of the external
disturbance torques. As the wheels accelerate
to speeds that approach their operational
limits, momentum management is performed
to restore the reaction wheel speeds to
adequate initial values.

In the momentum-management mode, the
ACU computer commands the wheel speeds
to new initial values and the spacecraft attitude
disturbance that follows from the wheel
deceleration/acceleration is counteracted by
firing the thrusters.

Normally, the three roll gyros perform the
following functions:

- Gyro A is connected to the Failure-
Detection Electronics (FDE) for roll-rate
sensing for ESR to allow spacecraft roll-rate
control using thrusters

The Emergency Sun Reacquisition (ESR) mode

ESR mode is a 'safe hold mode' or a 'safety net' configuration entered
autonomously by the spacecraft in the event of anomalies. lt is a hard-
wired analogue control mode that is part of the Failure Detection
Electronics (FDE). Unlike the other control modes, it is not under the
control of the Attitude Control Unit (ACU) computer. Thrusters are used in

ESR to control the soacecraft attitude.

Once the spacecraft has entered the ESR mode, a recovery sequence must
be commanded and executed under ground operator control to proceed to
the 'normal mode' from which science observations are made. The first
step in this recovery sequence involves the use of the ISA mode, in which
the ACU computer takes over the commanding of the thrusters to point the
spacecraft towards the Sun using the onboard Sun acquisition sensor SAS-1 .

- Gyro B is connected to the FDE for
ayaoeer\/a rnll-reio /ennma[r\ datonfinn\u, ,v, | ,q,y/

- Gyro C is connected to the ACU for roll

attitude sensing during computer-based
control modes using thrusters.

Conservative usage of SOHO's gyroscopes
has always been implemented because gyros
are recognised as being life-limited items.
Problems encountered in other programmes
using similar gyros led to the introduction of
additional changes following launch to further
preserve gyro lifetime. Consequently, Gyro A
was deactivated (spun down) after every
calibration manoeuvre to conserve its life.

There is an automatic onboard function to
reactivate Gyro A if the spacecraft autono-
mously enters its ESR mode. However. all

gyros are intended to be fully active during
momentum-management manoeuvres.

ESR-5 of 24 June 1998, 23:10 (UD
The Failure-Detection Electronics of Gyro B

was set to 'high gain' for wheel management
and was left on 'high' instead of 'low' after
completion of the task. The reason was a
recent change to the spacecrafl command
procedure. made in May. During standard
momentum management, an ESR was
triggered as a consequence of high gain, i.e.

the roll-rate threshold was 20 times too low.

ln ESR-5, the spacecraft reconfigured to
B-side (redundant/backup system used
when there is a problem with the A-side/main
system) and went into ESR Sun-pointing
mode as expected. Gyro A, nominally
available in ESR, was not spinning because the
onboard software gyro-setting function was
disabled from the ground. As roll control in
ESR is based on the availability of a spinning
gyro (A), this would subsequently lead to
ESR-6.

ESB-6 of 25 June 1998, 02:35 (Ul)
During the recovery from ESR-5 in initial Sun-
acquisition mode, the spacecraft spun-up due
to a non-zero Gyro-A drift-compensation value
in the roll controller, while Gyro A was not
spinning. The roll-rate anomaly was detected
by Gyro B and the spacecraft was put into
ESR-6. Subsequently, the spacecraft went
back into B-side configuration. Sun-pointing
was achieved by the Failure-Detection
Electronics as expected

ESR-7 of 25 June 1998, 04:38 (UT)

During the recovery from ESR-6, Gyro A
output was read as zero by the ground
operator (as expected in ESR), but in fact this
value was caused by Gyro A not spinning.
Gyro B's output was found to be non-zero and
yudged faulty. lt was therefore switched off by
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the ground, eventually causing ESR-7. During
the recovery from ESR-6, again via the lnitial

Sun-Acquisition mode, fufther uncontrolled
spin-up of the spacecraft was due to:

- Gyro A not spinning

- gyro drift compensation

- Gyro B being unavailable to stop the spin
UD.

Spin-up continued with increasing 'coning'
motion, producing increasing pitch/yaw off-
pointing (Fig. 1) until the fine Sun-pointing
anomaly detector triggered at a spin rate
estimated at about 7 deg/s; the spacecraft
then fell into ESR-7. The ESR-7 controller
diverged at this spin rate, which greatly
exceeded design values. This loss of attitude
control ultimately resulted in loss of power,
telemetry and thermal control.

Spacecraft status at loss of telemetry
Battery management
The battery-management status was not as it
should have been. Two batteries were fully
charged at the time of telemetry loss, but only
one of them was connected to the main power
bus, with the current limited to 14.5 A. This
was not enough to power the essential loads
such as transponder, data-handling, etc., for
which two batteries should normally be
connected to the bus, giving a 50 A capability.
In addition, the spurious switch-offs of three
out of four battery-discharge regulators
between January 1997 and May 1998 had
gone undetected.

Ana lys i s of p owe r- su bsystem beh av i ou r
Following ESR-7, the power subsystem
behaved as expected, until the loss of telemetry.
A correlation of the diverging Sun-acquisition
sensor angles (pitch and yaw), showed a good
match with the solar-array regulation and
battery-discharge/charge modes. Due to the
limited current from the batteries (with only one
of the four regulators active), a bus under-
voltage occurred and triggered a random
electrical load shedding, thereby reducing the
bus load by around 10 A. When turning back
towards the Sun, the automatic regulation
system started to recharge the battery that had
just been discharged, until the solar-array
shadowing caused by spacecraft depointing
again put it into battery discharge shortly before
the loss of telemetry.

Analysis of RF subsystem behaviour
The RF subsystem reconfigured as expected
during ESRs 5, 6 and 7. Telemetry is (by

design) available on only one low gain antenna
during an ESR. After ESR-7, there was loss of
telemetry aI04:43 (UT) and possibly the loss of
carrier at 04:52 (UI.

Analysis of data-handling subsystem
behaviour
The data-handling subsystem reconfigured as
expected during ESRs 5, 6 and 7.

Dynamic behaviour
Early in July, it was possible to run the dynamic
mathematical model at MMS in Bristol (UK)

which concurred very well with the last few
minutes of telemetry. SOHO was, based on
spacecraft dynamic considerations, expected
to transit from an X-axis spin into a spin around
its Z-axis, which would eventually be pointing
coarsely towards the Sun. lt was not known
whether the + Z-axis would be pointing at the
Sun. The predicted time for transition ranged
from 1 day to several weeks, while the spin-rate
prediction varied from 4 to B deg/s.

Figure 1. Rotational axes
and sign conventions for
SOHO manoeuvres
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Figure 2. SOHO transfer trajectory and L1 halo orbit

Figure 3. Computed potential halo escape trajectories, for delta-V's of 1 to 5 cm/sec

The Investigation Board
The SOHO Mission Interruption Joint ESA/NASA Investigation Board was
established by the ESA Director of Scientific Programmes and the NASA

Associate Administrator of the Office of Space Science to gather information
and determine the facts, as well as to identify the actual or probable cause(s)

of the SOHO mission interruption.

The primary purpose of this Board's investigation and subsequent
management action was to identify and effect necessary changes and pursue

corrective actions to prevent the recurrence of similar problems in the future
and thereby improve the effectiveness of ESA"/NASA operations.

The Board met at GSFC in early July 1998 and published its preliminary repoft
on 10 July. The final repod was published on 31 August. Recommendations
were reviewed on 2 and 3 December 1998 during the Re-certification Review.
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Thermal predictions
Thermal simulations were run at MMS in

Toulouse (F) and spacecraft temperature
oredictions were established for the + and - Z-
axes being pointed towards the Sun, and for
intermediate cases with angles of + 45" to the
Sun. These thermal oredictions showed that
certain eouioment items and instruments on
the side of the spacecraft in shadow would be
experiencing extremely cold temperatures, e.g.
-62'C for the high-power amplifiers. The
thermal model was subsequently also installed
at GSFC for the on-going analyses.

The orbit oredictions
SOHO's nominal trajectory is a halo orbit
around the L I Lagrangian point (Fig. 2),

approximately 1.5 million kilometres from Earth.
Halo orbits around L1 are inherently unstable
and station-keeping (propulsive) manoeuvres
must occasionally be used to stabilise them. lf
this reference trajectory is propagated from the
point where SOHO's telemetry was lost and no
additional delta-V is applied, it diverges only
very slowly, retaining orbital halo characteristics
up to mid-November 1998. Thereafter, the
divergence would accelerate and eventually
result in the spacecraft's escape into a solar
orbrt.

Several hypothetical trajectories based on
post-loss delta-Vs were studied for delta-V's
ranging from +1 to +5 cm/s (Fig. 3). The inedial
orientation of the Z-axis would be moving by
about l deg/day due to the global orbital
motion of the spacecraft around the Sun near
the Ll point. This implied that after roughly 90
days, the Z-axis would be perpendicular to the
Sun, such that the solar arrays would face the
Sun for half of the spin period. This meant that
if SOHO was to be recovered, it had to be
achieved when the Z-axis would be coarsely
oeroendicular to the Sun and before the end of
November. Fortunately, the two conditions
were compatible.

Spacecraft recovery ffable 1, Fig 4)

On 23 July, based on a proposition from
researchers at the US National Astronomy and
lonosphere Center (NAIC), the 305-m diameter
dish of the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto
Rico (Fig. 5) was used to transmit an S-band
signal (at 2.38 GHz and with a power of about
580 kW towards SOHO whilst using the 70-m
dish of NASAs Deep Space Network in

Goldstone (USA) as a receiver, thereby locating
the spacecraft's echo and tracking it for more
than one hour. The radar echoes from SOHO
confirmed its predicted location, and a spin rate
of 1 rom,
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Table 1. Main Events in the RecoverV Activitres

Day

t/o
tto
204

215
220
224
240
242
259
259
259
266
268
268
278

Date Time

04:38
04:43
1O:OO

22:51
23:14
23:39
23"02

05:45
18:29
18:33
16:58
17:30
19:52
18:21

ESR
Days from Event(s)

Emergency Sun Reacquisition (ESR-7)

Interruption of mission
Confirmation of orbital position and spacecraft
spin rate by Arecibo and DSN radar
Reception of spacecraft carrier signal by DSN
Reception of spacecraft telemetry
Begin thawing of hydrazine tank
End thawing of hydrazine tank
Begin thawing of hydrazine lines
Start of attitude recovery
ESR-8
SOHO lock to Sun
SOHO in RMW
Orbit correction lfirst segment)
SOHO in Normal Mode
Start of instrument recommissioning
Completion of instrument recommissioning

25 June
23 July

3 Aug
B Aug.

1 2 Aug.
28 Aug.
30 Aug
1 6 Sept.
1 6 Sept.
1 6 Sept
21 Sept.
25 Sept.
25 Sept.

5 Oct.
5 Nov.

39
44
48
o4
66
83
83
83
90
92
92

102
133

Figure 4. Some of the key events in SOHO's recovery
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Figure 5. The Arecibo radio
telescooe in Puerto Rico

Carrier recovery
From the moment that contact with the
spacecraft was lost, the Flight Operations Team

at GSFC continued up-linking commands, via

the DSN, for at least 12 hours per day (normal
pass) plus all available supplementary time. The
ESA ground stations in Perth (Australia), Vilspa
(Spain) and Redu (Belgium) suppoded the
search for a down-link signal. Special
equipment was set up at the ground stations to
search for spikes in the down-link spectrum
and view it in real time at the SOHO operations
facilities.

On 3 August, contact was re-established with
SOHO after six weeks of silence. Spikes in the

down-link were detected by the spectrum
analyser installed at Goldstone and by ESA 's

Perth station, aI 2244.945 MHz and with a
ground Automatic Gain Control (AGC) of

-1 35 dBm. The spikes were lasting between
2 Io 10 s as expected. A commanding
sequence was successfully executed through
receiver-2, which was connected to the -Z
facing low-gain antenna. Attempts during the
following days to command the spacecraft via
its +Z facing low-gain antenna were
unsuccessful, indicating that it was SOHO's

-Z-axis that was pointed towards Earth.
Analysis of the frequency of the spikes being
detected allowed SOHO's rotation period to be
more accurately established; it was 52.8 sec.

From carrier detection to telemetry reception
The next objective, after conract had been re-

established on 3 August, was to acquire and

decode the telemetry. Unfortunately. despite
taking special measures at the ground stations
in order to be able to receive bursts of
telemetry, it proved impossible to decode any
such telemetry, which would have told us the

status of the spacecraft, lt was decided to use
the on-board batteries, by first recharging them
for several hours and then switching on the
telemetry using that stored energy.

Qarioral r+famnfe tn nharna orron nno nf tho

batteries and connect it to the power bus were
unsuccessful. Investigations by battery experts
in Europe showed that below 20 V there would
not be enough power to maintain the Battery
Charge Regulator (BCR) in an 'on' position.

Therefore. to charge just one battery it was
necessary to keep sending the 'BCR on'
command repeatedly. On 8 August. after 1O h

of in-loop commanding, telemetry was
successfully switched on and battery-2 was
connected to the bus. Seven frames of
telemetry were then received at the GSFC
Control Room via the normal network. To avoid
discharging the battery, the Battery Discharge
Regulator (BDR) was opened at the end of the
test, switching off the power and hence the
transmitter.

At this time, it was established that the
following items of equipment were working
correctly: the Central Data Management Unit
(CDMU), including the decoder, transponder-2,
High Power Amplifier-2 (HPA-2), the Service
Module Remote terminal Unit-2 (SRTU-2), and
the AOCS Remote Terminal Unit (ARTU).

Now the main challenge was to keep the +28 V
bus alive by ensuring that the battery remained
charged. The next day, 9 August, the telemetry
was switched on again and a command issued
to also switch on the Payload Remote Terminal
Unit (PRTU). This enabled temperature
readings to be acquired for each instrument.

Battery charging
A new power budget was established based
on the power consumptions of the onboard
equipment needed for the recovery operations
being planned, as well as the charge/discharge
ratio of the batteries. Since the solar arrays
were only illuminated for part of the time (the

angle to the Sun at this time was approximately
45'), the batteries were being charged for only
45% oI the time. The newly established power
budget showed that the batteries would charge
over several cycles if the total power
consumption remained below 67 W. However,
telemetry required 105 W for a minimum
configuration, and would therefore quickly drain
the batteries. Recovery of the spacecraft would
therefore require periods of battery charging
alternated with other activities. After lively
debate among the recovery-team members,
the 'end' of battery charging was first set at
between 45 and 46.5 V and was later
readiusted to between 40 and 41 V
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Attitude determi nation
During the same period, the telemetry data on
the Sun Acquisition Sensors (SAS) had been
collected. The availability of this data confirmed
that the Failure Detection Electronics (FDE)

were working fine as far as SAS data processing
was concerned. The analysis of the SAS data
confirmed a spin period for SOHO of 52.6 s,
that the spacecraft's +Z-axis was facing the
Sun and that the angle between the spacecraft
rotation axis and the Sun was about 36.7".

Thawing of the hydrazine tank
Another challenge was the thawing of the
onboard hydrazine tank and the associated
pipes and thrusters. From the first temperature
readings from the telemetry and the thermal
analyses performed, it was estimated that at
least 48 kg of the estimated 200 kg of
hydrazine in the tank was frozen. Thrusters 1,

3, 4,7 and B and their associated pipes were
also frozen, due to temperatures colder than
-21"C (minimum thermistor reading obtained).
These elements are on the -Z-axis of the
spacecraft and therefore not illuminated by the
Sun. The +Z-facing side of the spacecraft showed
more favourable temperatures, around 0'C.

The tank thawing operation was started on 12
August, after a cycle of battery charging, but
the first signs of a temperature increase were
not observed until 25 August. The tank heating
was performed with the two batteries on the
bus and, after telemetry switch-off, by providing
power only to the tank heaters (all other
equipment was switched off except for short
temperature and battery-voltage telemetry
checks every 4 h). The tank thawing process
had to be interrupted three times to recharge
the batteries. The total power consumption
during the heating operation was about 87 W
(with telemetry off).

Thawing of the tank was completed on
30 August, after 275 h of heating (more than
11 days, without taking into account the
battery charging periods). This was longer than
the expected 7 days owing to higher than
estimated heat losses during the interruptions
to charge the batteries, and probably also the
larger mass of frozen hydrazine. A very careful
balance between the time devoted to battery
charging and the power available for thawing
the complete propulsion subsystem had to be
maintained.

Thawing of the hydrazine lines
Once the tank had been thawed, the thawing of
the pipes and thrusters was started on
3 September. Following a long discharge cycle,
it was not possible to recharge the batteries
whilst simultaneouslv maintainino the

temperature of the propulsion subsystem - the
latter was becoming colder and the batteries
were discharging. Priority had to be given to
recharging the batteries as well as the
maintenance of the 28 V bus, which was crucial
for communication with the spacecraft. It

therefore became evident that the complete
thawing of the propulsion subsystem was a
major challenge.

Fortunately, it was possible to patch the
onboard data-handling software in order to use
the available solar-array power more efficiently,
switching the heaters on only when power was
available from the solar arrays. Also, by fine-
tuning the battery-charging/thawing cycle, an
optimum duty cycle of 2 h of charging and 5 h

of heating was established.

Thawing of the propulsion subsystem was
believed to be not yet complete when
spacecraft attitude recovery activities were
started on 16 September - thrusters 78 and
8B, and their associated pipes, were still
Irozen. This had prompted the investigation of
alternative attitude-recovery strateqies without
these thrusters.

Possib/e recovery scenarios
Four possible alternatives were identified:
1. Full ESR recovery - a two-step approach

based on the assumption that the full B-side
of the propulsion system would be available
for recovery. The first step would be
stepwise spin-down of the existing Z-axis
rotation to about l deg/s. Full recovery would
then be initiated once the Sun was close to
the centre of SAS-1's field of view. During
this ESR recovery, all eight branch-B
thrusters would be used with SAS-1 for
pitch and yaw control, and with one of the
gyros for roll control.

2. ESR without roll control - this approach took
into account the possibility that there might
be insufficient power for the above scenario;
ESR recovery without roll control would be
pursued, using the Z-axis de-spin, four
thrusters of branch-B onlv. and SAS-1.

3. Dual-spin recovery - this scenario, proposed
by NASA, was based on the idea of
stabilising a spinning spacecraft around its
axis of minimum moment of inertia.
However, this posed nutation problems, and
would not achieve a closed-loop coarse
Sun-pointing attitude like in ESR.

4. ISA recovery - similar in concept to ESR
recovery, this approach uses the A-side with
ISA mode, in case the B-side (ESR mode)
would not be available. An imoortant
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difference is that the ISA mode makes use
of the SAS-1 sensor only, leading to less

than hemispheric coverage (ESR uses three
SASs, and thus has omni-directional
coverage), this would make the timing of the
ISA triggering more critical.

The final choice was alternative 2 - ESR

without roll control.

Attitude recovery
After a three-week-long period of meticulous
preparation and an aborted attempt on 9
September, attitude recovery was established
on 16 Seotember as follows:

- After a full battery charge, the propulston

subsystem received a 6 h heating boost in

order to test the thrusters needed for
recovery. (lt was established that all 8
branch-B thrusters were available.)

- A design calibration was carried out,
followed by a 2.37 deg/s de-spin (in three
steps). In less than an hour, data evaluation
confirmed that the thrusters were working
as expected and that the target spacecraft
spin rate had been achieved.
A ^^^^^i +hr'^^ ^+-- A seuut tu Lr ltue-sLep oe-spln manoeuvre
brought the spacecraft rotation rate down
to 0.86 deg/s. After a careful check on the
success of the manoeuvre and a 'go' for all

subsystems, ESR-8 was triggered to point
the soacecraft towards the Sun without roll

control. The roll rate was then corrected
using thrusters 5 and 6 in open-loop from
the ground.

On 22 September, there was an attempt to
make the transition from ESR to ISA (lnitial Sun
Acquisition), then to FSA (Fine Sun Acquisition)
and on to RMW (Roll Mode with Wheels).
However, this was not successful for several
reasons and ESR-9 was triggered. Later the
same day, while recovering from ESR-9, a

command timing problem triggered a
reconfiguration of the data-handling system
and a spacecraft emergency was declared on
23 September, lasting until normal-mode
recovery.

After a busy week of recommissioning
activities for the various spacecraft
subsystems and an orbit-correction
manoeuvre, SOHO was finally brought back to
normal operating mode on 25 September, at
19:52:58 UT. Remarkably, the only equipment
failures at spacecraft level were in two of the
three gyros. All other subsystems were
working as well as they had before contact
was lost.

I n stru ment re- com m i ssio n i n g
From thermal models, confirmed by
housekeeping data received on 9 August, it

was established that the instruments had been
through an ordeal of extreme temperatures,
from approximately +100'C to less than

-120"C. Understandably, the twelve instru-
ment teams were anxiously awaiting the
moment when they could switch on and check
out their instruments.

Instrument re-commissioning started on 5
October with the SUMER instrument, followed
by VIRGO on 6 October, GOLF on 7 October,
COSTEP and ERNE on 9 October, UVCS on
10 October, MDI on 12 October, LASCO and
EIT on 13 October, CDS on 17 October, SWAN
on 18 October, and CELIAS on 24 October,
The re-commissioning exercise proceeded
very smoothly proving that, even after more
than three months of forced inactivity, the
experiment operations teams were
collaborating and working as effectively as they
had before the SOHO mishap. All twelve
instruments also performed as well as they had
before the unforlunate loss of contact, and

Figure 6. Some of the
members of the SOHO

Recovery Team, at
NASA./GSFC on

17 September 1998
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some even better. despite the extremes of heat
and cold to which they had been subjected.

Epilogue
As luck would have it, SOHO's tribulations for
1998 were not yet over. On 21 December, the
last onboard gyro failed during the preparation
of a routine orbit-correction and wheel-
management manoeuvre. The spacecraft was
again put into ESR mode. using two-axis
attitude control for pitch and yaw and
controlling the roll axis in open-loop from the
ground. By early in January 1999, it was
possible to control the yaw manually from the
ground. The use of thrusters to maintain
SOHO's attitude had a significant impact in

that a weekly orbit correction was now
needed, consuming an average of 7 kg of
hydrazine.

Following SOHO's initial recovery with only one
gyro operational, a gyroless mode of operation
was already being contemplated. In early
January, therefore, it was decided to
accelerate the development of gyroless
operation. This called for modification of the
onboard Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem
(AOCS) software and, in particular, the
controller that had used the gyro. A software
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belore being delivered to GSFC for uploading
on 29 January. Recovery from ESR was
staded on 30 January and wheel-management
and orbit-correction capabilities were achieved
on I February, making SOHO the first three-
axis-stabilised ESA spacecraft to be operated
without a gyro.
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WWW
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sohowww.estec.esa n/ (European site) and
sohowww. nasco m. nasa. gov (US site)
-[he latest FIT imanes can also be found
on the Web at:
unbra. nascom. nasa gov/eit/eit_full les.html

The Re-ceftification Review
The SOHO Mission Interruption Joint ESA/NASA Investigation Board strongly
recommended that the two Agencies immediately proceed with a
comprehensive review of SOHO operations, addressing issues in the ground
procedures, procedure implementation, management structure and process,
and ground systems. This review process should be completed and process
improvements initiated prior to the resumption of SOHO normal operations.

The Re-certification Review took place at GSFC on 2/3 December .1998.

The conclusions and recommendations of the Review were as follows:

The Board acknowledges the outstanding achievements of the SOHO
Recovery Team
The spacecraft is operating in a Sun-pointing mode with all instruments
on and collecting high-quality science data
Roll gyro redundancy has been lost, which increases the risk
associated with recovery from future spacecraft anomalies
The Board endorses the implementation of several measures to increase
ground-system effectiveness in order to reduce risk to operations
Recommendations include a strengthened management structure and
processes with increased staffing and includes a phased approach to
transition to normal ooerations
lmplementation of the response to these recommendations will
contribute significantly to the mitigation of risk in future operations and
ensure the obligations of both Agencies.

SOHO Mission Interruption Joint ESA/NASA Investigation Board
- Extract from Final Report
Contact with the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft vrzas /ost
in the early morning hours of 25 June 1998 (EDT1, during a planned period
of calibrations, manoeuvres, and spacecraft reconfigurations. Prior to thls,
the SOHO Operations Team had concluded two years of extremely
successfu/ science operations. A joint European Space Agency
(ESA)/National Aero-nautics and Space Administration (NASA) engineering
team has been planning and executing recovery efforls since loss of contact,
with some success to date.

ESA and NASA management established the SOHO Mission lnterruption
Joint lnvestigation Board to determine the actual or probable cause(s) of
the SOHO spacecraft mishap.

The Board has concluded that there were no anomalies on board the
SOHO spacecraft, but that a number of ground errors led to the major loss
of attitude experienced by the spacecraft.

The Board finds that the /oss of the SOHO spacecraft was a direct result
of operational errors, a failure to adequately monitor spacecraft status, and
an erroneous decrsion which disabled parl of the onboard autonomous
failure detection. Furlher, following the occurrence of the emergency
situation, the Board finds that insufficient time was taken by the Operations
Team to ful/y assess the spacecraff stafus prior to initiating recovery
operations. The Board discovered that a number of factors contributed to
the circumstances that allowed the direct causes to occur.

The Board strongly recommends that the two Agencies proceed immed-
iately with a comprehensive review of SOHO operations addresslng rrssues
in the ground procedures, procedure implementation, management
structure and process, and ground sysfems. This review process should
be completed and process improvements initiated prior to the resumption
of SOHO normal operations.
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mission control and web technology

Use of WWW Technology for Mission
Gontrol Systems

S. Haag, J. Gallego & M. Jones
Mission Control Systems Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

What is a mission control system?
Descriptions of mission control systems are
often obscured in layers of jargon and tedious,
irrelevant detail that conceal the relative
simplicity of their principles. We will try here to
give a simple explanation of a mission control
system's basic functions, and then make an
analogy with systems more familiar to the
layman to help reinforce this.

The remarkable increase in the popularity of the Internet, fed by rapid
expansion of its supporting technology, has led to new ways of doing
business, as well as revolutionising the entertainment industry. In
pafticular, people are beginning to use the Internet for many daily
tasks, such as on-line shopping, on-line banking, booking travel, etc.

Until recently the world of mission control was a closed one, carried
out from control rooms equipped with expensive custom-built
systems. Providing access to mission data from outside this hermetic
environment was difficult and expensive. The Internet and its
technologies - especially those associated with World Wide Web
WWW browsers - are beginning to change all that.

In essence, a Mission Control System (MCS) is

responsible for monitoring the health of a
spacecraft and for controlling it. lt may also
monitor and control elements of the supporting
ground equipment. lt comprises a computer
system connected to one or more ground
stations, which are responsible for com-
munication with the spacecraft. Via the ground
stations, the MCS receives telemetry data from
the spacecraft, which it uses to monitor the
spacecraft's health. The MCS controls the
spacecraft by sending it telecommands, which
are in effect instructions to the spacecraft. An
MCS thus operates on the same principles as a
process control system, in which the process is

monitored via readouts of sensors and
controlled via commands to the orocess. The
telemetry data will contain so-called
'housekeeping' parameters; typically these are
regularly sampled on board to acquire
information about the spacecraft's subsystems.
These parameters can contain analogue values,
^, ,^h L^++^-,, ^hsuon as oarrery cnarges ano currenls,

temperatures of particular components, or
binary values, such as an on/off indication for
an on-board experiment.

The practice during the Launch and Early Orbit
Phase of a mission has been to operate
mission control from control rooms at ESOC,
either the Main Control Room (MCR) or
Dedicated Control Rooms (DCRs). These
control rooms are equipped with work stations
supporting the various displays. lt is important
to note that in this traditional approach,
spacecraft operations activities have always
been localised in the MCR or the DCR at ESOC.
This simplifies security (i.e. authentication and
authorisation of users of the control system).

Analogies between MCS and other
systems
From the point of view of the interactive user, a
mission control system has many features in

common with commercial Information
Technology (lT) systems, such as those for
banking, stockbroking and e-commerce.
Typically these systems have a certain number
of 'screens' falling into two categories:

- Various views of the data the system deals
with (e.9. for banking, the statement of
recent transactions on an account; for
stockbroking, the current price of a selection
of shares). These screens correspond to the
telemetry displays and telecommand history
displays of mission control.

- Those which allow the user to give
instructions to the system (e.9. for banking,
to initiate a transfer from an account). These
screens correspond to the interface for
sending telecommands to a spacecraft (in

ESOC terminology, the'manual-stack').

On-line or Internet banking allows account
holders to manage their accounts via the World
Wide Web NVWVU They need a simple PC with
Internet access and a suitable WWW browser.
Typically they start the browser, key in the
Internet address (Unified Resource Locator:
URL) for their on-line banking service. The user

AA
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will have to give security information (e.9.

account number and oassword or Personal
ldentification Number: PIN) - this corresponds
to the 'roles and privileges' facilities of an MCS.
He/she will then get the on-line banking home
page that will have hyperlinks in the form of
desktop icons to the various services provided.

Each such service will typically have a 'screen'

associated with it. The user may then have to
provide further security information (e.9. to
carry out a cash transfer) and the screen may
be a form. The analogy can be carried further.

After making cash transfers the user can ask
for a list of completed transfers, the analogue of
a telecommand history. In some forms of e-
commerce, the response to say a purchase
request, will be provided in the form of an e-
mail. In MCS terms, this is the analogue of a
telecommand report, a feature of ESAs Packet
Utilisation Standard (PUS).

The question is then, if such services can be
provided to the public at large for such a
security-sensitive service as banking, can a

similar service be provided to the space data or
operations community by mission control
systems? This article sets out to demonstrate
that the answer is definitely yes. Because of the
high cost of space missions, it is natural that in

the past a closed, conservative approach has

been taken to the implementation of control
systems. However, the pressures to reduce
costs and the increasing demands of users are

changing this. Remote access to mission
control systems is now really needed and we
can cite three reasons:

1. During certain phases of a mission, support
is needed from the spacecraft manufacturer or
from payload providers. Traditionally, they have
come to the mission control centre and used
facilities there, but it would be cheaper for them
to work from their home bases.

2. Payload providers need to access the data
provided by their on-board experiments and to
be able to control them. Typically this has been
done via expensive special-to-proyect Payload

Operations Control Centres (POCCS) or
Science Operations Centres (SOCs), with
dedicated communications links to the mission
control centre. The idea of having remote
access to payload control from the
exoerimenter's home base has been around for
a long time under the name of 'telescience'. As
the number of low-cost missions which cannot
afford expensive POCCs/SOCs grows, the
pressure to provide genuine telescience
rncreases.

3. There are great pressures to reduce the cost
of operations. For routine operations, one way

to do this is to automate them, thus reducing
the amount of manual control needed.
However, it is unlikely that all situations can be
dealt with automatically and spacecraft
specialists may still need to be called out.
Traditionally the engineer would physically
travel to the control centre. Remote access to
mission control data via Internet technology
could allow more responsive on-call support
without the engineer having to leave home. Of
course, automation technology is also required
(not the subject of this article).

The technologies
Object orientation
Until the early 1990s, most software
engineering (i.e. building of software) was
based on the techniques of structural analysis,
involving the analysis of data-processing
problems by functional decomposition. In such
analyses, data was treated separately from
function.

Object-oriented methods originated in the
Simula6T and Smalltalk programming
languages, and the techniques of structured
analysis, particularly data modelling. Although
the approach dates back some 20 years, it has
only recently become mature to the extent that
it is the mainstream paradigm for the 1990s.
Object-oriented methods differ from structured
methods by:

- starting development with the identification
of the objects in the problem domain with
which the software will deal

- building an object model (rather than a
functional model)

- integrating functions and data into objects,
instead of separating them between the data
model and the functional model.

Object-oriented methods are supported by a
number of object-oriented languages, of which
C-- and Java are the most well-known.

For reasons for which we do not have space
here, object-oriented methods have proved to
have many advantages over the earlier
structural ones. In parlicular, software with rich
functionality is made easier to implement
because of the ability to inherit code. This
inheritance property also permits easier re-
useability, which can be realised using object
libraries (analogous to subroutine libraries in the
older technology) and application frameworks,
which are in effect reusable obiect-based
architectures.

The object-oriented paradigm is now leading to
a new discipline of component-based software
engineering in association with technologies
such as CORBA and DCOM (discussed later).
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Client/server
There is no precise consensus in the lT Industry
on the meaning of the term 'client/server', but
the following 'definition' probably captures the
most common understanding. In the client/
server approach, an application is split into a
server and a client process. The server process
provides services and the client consumes
them. A server can service many clrents at once
and regulates their access to resources, This
also means that client/server systems are
usually distributed. However, it is also possible
to localise server and client(s) on one machine.
Client/server computing is the most basic
technology undedying the Internet.

There are different possibilities for distributing
tasks between client and server, for example:

- All the processing is done on a server. while
the client user work stations are iust used as
display terminals.

- Distributed Aoolication Model: some of the
processing is done on each client station.
while the basic kernel processing is done on
the server. This configuration is very flexible,
since the task distribution between server
and clients can be varied accordino to need.

CORBA
In most organisations today, heterogeneous
computing environments, i.e. mixtures of
different platforms, operating systems and
languages, are a reality. Differences between
platforms reinforce the need for multi-vendor
solutions. CORBA (Common Oblect Request
Broker Architecture) is a standard defined by
the Object Management Group (OMG), an
industry consortium, whose objective is to
A^+i^^ ^ ^^+ ^{ '^t^*?ces for interooerableUVlll lE O DUL Vl ll ILVI l(

software. CORBA is a soecification of the
framework that enables the integration of
different components split over a network of

work stations and written in different
programming languages. lt provides location
transparency in that a client located on any
work station can access objects located on a
server, over a network. CORBA is based on
two main concepts:

- An Interface Definition Language (lDL) to
define object interfaces; these can be
invoked from any language providing
CORBA bindings (this includes C, C" and
some versions of Java; see below)

- The Object Request Broker, which is the
object key. lt lets objects transparently make
requests to. and receive responses from
other objects located locally or remotely.

- CORBA is the definition of a form of
client/server middleware - in fact the best
available to date.

Vendors provide products to support the
CORBA standard. The work repofted here has
used the product ORBIX from lona (lreland).

DCOM (Distributed Common Object Model) is

an alternative standard in the area, supported
principally by Microsoft .

Java
Java is an object-oriented programming
language, similar to but simpler than C**. Java
code can be downloaded to Web browsers in

the form of 'applets', which can then be
executed on the client. The Java code
executes within a so-called 'Java Virtual
Machine' (VM) resident on the client work
station. This gives platform independence, in
that it permits the use of any client platform that
can support the Java VM environment. The
latest version of the Sun Java Development Kit
(l.2),Ior example. also supporls CORBA.

scos-2000
SCOS-2000 will be ESOC's latest and most

Figure 1. Location
independence achieved
using CORBA
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Figure 2. Local model and
VIEW

Model: comprises a set of
telemetry parameters

View: oresentation of the
data on the screen

modern mission control system. lt is an
upgrade of the SCOS-ll system, described in

earlier issues of the ESA Bulletin and
successfully used for four missions to date. In

SCOS-2000, the telecommand system is

rewritten and made fully generic. The internal
runtime database system is being replaced by
a Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) product for
better performance and function. SCOS-
lllSCOS-2000 runs under the Unix operating
system (currently Solaris 2.6 on Sun platforms).

Like SCOS-ll, SCOS-2000 is a distributed
system using client server and object oriented
technology. In addition it uses CORBA
technology.

SCOS-||/SCOS-2000 is an example of an
application framework. The technologies used
allow easy mission customisation, a point
already proven with SCOS-2000 in low-cost
implementations such as that for the Teamsat
mission (repoded upon extensively in ESA
Bulletin No. 95) in 1997. SCOS-2000 will be
completed in mid-1999 and an early release
was demonstrated in December 1998.

As an open system SCOS-l|/SCOS-2000 is an

excellent choice of platform to provide a basis
for remote access, and is thus the MCS kernel
that the work reported here uses. Most of this
work was carried out in the last 18 months
or so using SCOS-ll, but it will be applicable
for SCOS-2OOO and will be adapted as
necessary.

Remote displays using X technology
Xl 1 is the foundation for the standard graphical

desktop environment for most Unix systems.
The idea of X1 1 is to provide desktop access to
any platform in a network from any other
platform. In the Unix world, the X11 display
system runs just like any other application on
the desktoo. The X1 1 server resides on the
local desktop and handles all local X protocol
communications, The protocol contains all

+^"messages ror screen upoales, mouse
movements, window positions, etc. The X client
application resides either on the local Unix work

Model

station or on the remote server. The two oarts
of the svstem - the X server and the X client -
are in operation whether the programs are run

locally or remotely (but it can also run on the
local Unix work station). So an X1 1-based
application automatically inherits the ability to
be run remotely from a simple 'X-terminal'.

For SCOS-ll this means that, for example, an
application on the Soho spacecraft data
retrieval system at Goddard Spaceflight Center
can be stafted remotely from an X-terminal in

Darmstadt, and Soho telemetry thereby viewed
from Darmstadt. This facility has also been
used with firewall security between the two
networks. There are new facilities available in

firewalls that permit one to connect sites with all

the necessary security control, but the fact that
the X-protocol itself has no security mechanism
(no encoding of the data) means security is

limited.

X is also a powerful tool for doing remote
maintenance. lt has been used for SCOS-ll
installations at sites remote from the SCOS-Il
maintenance team residing at Darmstadt.

Remote displays using CORBA
Siemens Austria has carried out a study entitled
'Exploitation of New Information Technology on
Flight Control Systems', in which they
implemented a remote Man/Machine Interface
(MMl) to SCOS-ll using CORBA technology.

The basic idea of the study is to use CORBA
technology to run the display objects on a PC
platform. This was facilitated by the fact that
SCOS-ll displays use a design pattern called
the 'Model View Controller' (MVC), shown in

Figure 2. A 'design pattern' in object-oriented
methods is yet another form of reuse, and
comprises a specialised object model for
solving a particular problem. In the case of the
MVC, the problem is that of separating a model
of some system from its display (or 'view') and
the interactions via the 'controller' with these
two using, for example, mouse and keyboard.
This separation allows easy building of new
views. For a control system like SCOS-ll, the
model comprises a set of telemetry parameter
objects. The view object within the context of
telemetry displays is a presentation of a single
model on a screen; whenever the model
changes, the view object is informed and
updates its displays. Via the clock control, the
user may change the model (e.9. switch
between live and retrieval processing modes).

This model-view controller approach can be
reused within a CORBA imolementation. as
shown in Figure 3. The model and views are
distributed over a heterooeneous client-server

52
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nerwork. Views. which are acting as clients. are
located on different work stations (e.9. PCl
Windows NT). Figure 3 shows two models, one
for real-Lrme data, the othe. for retrieval. Tne
portlng of the view to a PC is straightforward,
since ILOG VIEWS. the commercial package
supporting the Graphical User Interfaces
(GUls), is also available on that platform and
a lows support of Motif, Windows and
Windows 95 N/N/l standards,

Remote displays using Web technology
The previous aoproacn involved porling the
view obtects to the PC/NT cl;ent plattorm. An
alternative approach is to implement an
interface via a WWW browser. This has the
or.l',rntaan il-'al nn ^li^^+ ^^++'^,^,^ h^^ r^ A^ ^^+quvor rLogE Lr roL ru uilur rr -urrvvdlu |dJ tu uu JUt

up on the PC/NT piatform other than a Web
browser. This involves implementing a Java
applet Lhat is downloaded to Lhe client Weo
browser to execute the view

A first step in Lhe prototype was to irrplement a
telemetry quenu facility, whereby the user can
request static and dynanrc informalion on one
parameter at a time Since it only deals with
one parameter. Lhere is no problem of
performance. Figure 4 shows the resulting
Web baseo telemetry query display.

The second step was to implement an
alphanumerc dsplay facility, whereby users
can select several parameters from the list and
build their own alphanumeric display (Fig 5)

This demonstrates that Java provdes excellent
features to build an MMl, but it also shows that
it requires a lot of resources on the user work
slatinn in nrdcr rn rrnlglg the SCreen when

receiving the new values AL present a message
is sent to the Java virlual machine every time
any parameter is updated To avoid this,
^-r-m^l^r r rnz-lrtan ^^n ho nrnr rnorj tnnathorPql Ol I IELEI UPUOTUJ Udl I vu Vtuu|'fuu rvlJglt tsl

and sent in a batch to the user work station.

A qimnlifioel qcham:iin nf iho eorr rn iq qhnrrin invr tr rv uvLuv

Figure 6. A Web server has been implemented
to which the PC client connects. e g, via the
Internet, Ihe Web server in L;rn is connected
tn : SCOS ll qrrciom via e qnpciel inlar{aaovvvv ru I

which provides parameter values. In order to
communicate with the SCOS ll system, a C**
inte'face server acting as a conmunication
channel between the SCOS-ll server and Lhe

Java application was builr I his server is
responsible for message exchange between
the Java user applicatron and the SCOS-ll C-
-^/\/^r -^++,^,^"^ -rh^ \A/^h ^^^,^. h^r +^ h^JUI VUI JUILVVdI U, IIIU VVUU bUI VUI IIdU LU UU

Figure 3. Distributed models
and views
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Figure 5. Alphanumeric
display facility
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Figure 6. Java interface

located on the same work station as the
interface server as applets can only
communicate with the Web server (due to
security restrictions). This work was carried out
by J. Gallego, a Young Graduate Trainee at
ESOC.

Gombining Web and CORBA technology
The work reported here is at the preparation
stage and will be carried out wlthin the
framework of a study called Web Remote
Monitoring, also by Siemens Austria.

The implementation of the parameter interface
using CORBA opens SCOS-2000 to the
external world. External components will be
able to connect to SCOS-2000 using this
intedace in a standard manner, independent of
the programming language (C**, Java). As
mentioned earlier, the newest version of Java is
integrated with CORBA: this will ensure
comoatible evolution of these Java- and
CORBA-comoliant oroducts in the future.

lf the SCOS-ll system is installed behind a
firewall system, the use of CORBA allows one
to implement security-controlled access by
external users (Java applets embedded in the
HTML used for building Web pages) to the
SCOS-Il system, via a technique called 'HTML
tunelling'.

While our current prototype, which uses Java,
can only be used on a Local Area Network
(LAN) and cannot pass a firewall, the merging
of COBBA and Java and the installation of
special CORBA security software on the firewall
machine solves this problem. Figure 7 is a
schematic of the orooosed architecture.

Remote control
We have talked at length about remote
monitoring, but what about remote control (i.e.

commanding)? In principle, the techniques for
remote monitoring could also be applied, e.g.
to set up a remote manual stock. However,
there are issues that have nothing to do with
remote access technology. In particular, e.g. for
an on-board experiment, remote commanding
would only be useful if: (a) the MCS can ensure
that the remote commands are going to the
intended experiment and (b)the commands do
not cause changes in resource consumption
on board which affect either the soacecraft bus
or the other experiments. For this reason,
external command operation requests are
normally submitted to a 'mission planning'
orocess. lt follows that the uses of remote
control are likely to be strictly limited to very
special cases, such as independent on-board
exoeriments without resource constraints. The
Web Remote Monitoring study will also
examine remote control.

sUN/soraris 

E 
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Figure 7. Using a Web
technology architecture
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Gonclusions
This article has described several aooroaches
to providing remote user interfaces to mission
control systems:

Using X11 technology: this works well in a
Unix environment in which there are no
security restrictions (e,9. a Local Area
Network ). lt comes 'free-of-charge' with a
Unix-based MCS and is also of great
advantage for the maintenance of the
system when, as is increasingly the case, it
has to be installed at a remote siie.

Three possible approaches to making the
system even more open, by allowing displays
to run on PC clients using either CORBA or
Web technology, or a combination of both.
Broadly speaking, the approach wins on
performance grounds and can handle security,
but requires the user to install the display
software on his client olatform. The Web
approach does not require any specific
software installation other than a Java-enabled
Web browser. Because of the overhead of
the Java Virtual Machine, it has lower
performance. An approach combining Java
and CORBA is a good compromise in having
the advantages of both browser access and
good security.

The Web-based approaches are of particular
interest for 'lights-out' operation, which
requires: (i) high-level automation of the ground
system, (ii) complemented by remote access to
the system by engineers, either in their offices
or 'on-call' at home. The work reported here
goes a long way towards fulfilling the second
part, since by these means 'on-call' engineers
could provide out-of-hours assistance from
home in the event of unforeseen contingencies.
Technical feasibility is confirmed by the work

done to date. However. the ouestion of
performance needs to be resolved by
prototyping demanding displays, such as the
alphanumeric and graphic displays so essential
in the operations environment.

Do the results of these studies answer the
question of which operating system to adapt
for modern mission control systems, and in

particular the vexed issue of Unix versus
Windows NT? At this point, Unix and NT are
currently the leading modern operating
systems. However, without going into any
examination of their comparative strengths and
weaknesses, it is taken for granted that both
systems are suitable for mission-critical
applications such as mission control systems.
Furthermore, it is not possible to predict how
these systems will evolve over the next ten or
so years.

The results of these studies clearly show that
working in a heterogeneous environment (e.9.

mixed Unix and NT olatforms) is well
understood and is no problem, Our view is that
the correct policy is to reduce dependency on
particular operating systems, and avoid getting
tied into particular vendor's proprietary
products, This can be achieved using the
integration technologies presented here, and it
is further helped by the fact that many popular
COTS products are available for both Unix
and NT @esa
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Water Recovery in Space
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lntroduction
'Life support' covers the theory and practice of
sustaining life in environments or situations in

which the human body is incapable of
sustaining its own natural functions. There are

essentially only three practical, non-exclusive
ways to ensure the biological autonomy of man

when isolated from his original biosphere:
provide all required consumables at the start of
the mission or resupply them, regenerate life-

support materials during the mission, or utilise
in-situ resources (in the case of manned
missions on olanets).

In the absence of recycling, water represents over 907o of the life-
support consumables for a manned spacecraft. In addition, over 90o/o

of the waste water generated can be classified as moderately or
slightly contaminated (e.9. shower water, condensate from the air-
conditioning system, etc,). The ability to recover potable water from
moderately contaminated waste water hence enables significant
savings to be made in resupply costs. A development model of such a
water-recovery system, based on membrane technology, has been
produced and tested using 'real waste water' based on used shower
water. Results indicate some 957o recovery of potable water meeting
ESA standards, with total elimination of microbial contaminants such
as bacteria, spores and viruses.

Historically, air, water and food were taken on
board and the waste stored and returned to
Eafth. This was a completely open-loop life-

support system used successfully for short-
duration space missions. As space missions
get longer, however, supply loads get heavier

and soon prohibitive, effectively limiting the
duration of such missions, however exciting
and potentially important they may be. lt

becomes crucial then to close some vital loops
to permit longer missions.

When we consider the three vital looos of a life-

suppod system, i.e. air, water and food/solid
waste, the most demanding in terms of mass
constraints is the water loop. Indeed, water
represents approximately 92% by mass of the
total life-support consumables (see Table 1).

Closing the water loop by recovering potable
water from waste water will therefore already
provide for 92o/o of human needs, i.e. 92%
autonomy of man in space.

Background
Waste water can be roughly classified
according to its degree of contamination. lt is

now generally accepted that highly
contaminated water, such as urine, must be
subjected to a process involving phase change
before it will be regarded as suitable for re-use.
Such phase-change systems have been
studied for several years, notably in Russia and
the USA, and include techniques such as AES
(Air Evaporation System), TIMES (Thermo-
electric Integrated Membrane Evaporation
System) and VCD (Vapour Compression
Distillation). Moderately or slightly contaminated
water, such as hygiene (washing, showering)
water, condensate recovered from the air-

conditioning system, product water from the
air-revitalisation (oxygen recovery) system and
possibly also the product water from the urine
processing system, can be treated in other
ways which promise to be less complex,
consume less power and provide a higher
percenlage recovery rale.

From Table 1 it can be seen that over 90% of
the exoected waste water can be classified as
'moderately contaminated'. lf, in addition, the
product water from the processing of the highly
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contaminated waste stream is regarded as
'moderately contaminated', the need, as a first
priority, for an effective, reliable and efficient
'core water recycling system' for processing
moderately contaminated water becomes
evident.

Core water recycling system
Based on the conclusions of past studies
financed by the Agency, a core water recycling
system was designed, aimed at recovering
potable water from hygiene water, typified
by shower water. The system, shown
schematically in Figurel , uses a combination
of filtration and reverse-osmosis units in

successive stages to eliminate solids, organic
and inorganic molecules, including micro-
organisms, from the product stream. The aim is
to produce water meeting the ESA quality

standards for ootable water defined in ESA
PSS-03-402.

To validate the technology, a development
model has been designed, built and tested.
This development model water-recovery unit
(Fig. 1) is contained in a rack approximately
2 m wide, 2.1 m high and 0.6 m deep, and
consists of four successive membrane units:
one ultra-filtration (Ufl unit based on a mineral
membrane, and three successive reverse-
osmosis (RO) units. lt is sized to produce
approximately 2 litres of drinking water per hour
(Fig. 2). The role of the first (ultra-filtration) unit
is to reduce the turbidity of water, i.e. to
exclude particulate materials and high-
molecular-weight macromolecules. Elimination
of low-molecular-weight organic molecules as
well as ionic compounds (salts) is the task of
the three successive reverse-osmosis units.
The test bed operates nearly automatically,
controlled by software specifically designed for
that purpose, the marn exception being the
periodic purges needed to maintain membrane
pedormance, which are done manually.

The UF unit consists of a cartridge containing
seven tubular 'Carboseo M1 ' ultra-filtration
membranes (zirconium and titanium on a
carbon support), connected in parallel. These
membranes have a molecular weiqht cut-off of
150 x 103 dalton, and a total filter'surface area
of 0.16 m-. The operating pressure is typically
2-4ban

The RO units consist of Filmtec SW30 (first unit)
and Filmtec SW3OHR (second and third units)
membranes, made from polysulfone on
polyester support, each about 6.4 cm in

diameter and 36.5 cm in length. Each has a
total membrane area of 0.9 m- and typically
ooerates at a oressure of about 55 bar.

Table 1. Average human requirements per person per day

Consumables

Type Mass (in kg) Type Mass (in kg)

Gaseous state

Metabolic oxygen

Sub-total (gaseous)

Liquid state

Water for:

- food re-hydration

- food preparation

- drinking

- dish washing

- hand/face washing

- snower

- raunory

- toilet flushing

Sublotal (liquid)

Solid state

Solids for:

- dry food

- packaging, bags, paper

Gaseous state

Metabolic carbon dioxide

Sub-total (gaseous)

Liquid state

Water from:

- metabolic perspiration

and respiration

- unne

- faeces

- dish washing

- personal hygiene

- raunory

- toilet flushing

Sub-total (liquid)

Solid state

Solids from:

- sweat

- unne

- faeces

- packaging

Sub-total (solid)

TOTAL

083

0.83

0.62

0.89

1 .15

079
1.62

5.46

1.82

545
12.50

0.50

29.29

1.00

2.28

1.50

009
5.46

7.27

12.50

050

29.60

o02
0.03

009
0,89

1.03

31.63

100

Sublotal (solid)

TOTAL

151

31.63

During operation, the incoming waste water is
pre-filtered and stabilised by the addition of
biocide (0.2% oxone solution). Sulphuric acid is

then added, if necessary to obtain a pH of 4.
After processing through the ultra-filtration unit
(UF1 ) and the first two reverse-osmosis units
(RO1 and RO2), sodium hydroxide is added to
the permeate to raise its pH to 7, before the
final reverse-osmosis stage (RO3).

Test plan
The test campaign, illustrated in Table 2, was
conducted in three stages:
(i) Test-bed commissioning, consisting essentially

of system verification and preliminary testing
at subsystem and system level.

(ii) Performance during a short-duration (24 h)

test with reference water.
(iii)Performance during three long-duration

(100 h) tests with real waste water.
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Figure 1. The water-recovery test bed
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Figure 2. Water
production cycle inside
the recovery unit

Experimental tests were performed using real
waste water based on:

- shower water (10 litres of commercial
mineral water to which had been added
2.5 g of soap)

- condensation water (2 litres of demineralised
water)

- bactericide (oxonia alO.2% concentration by
vorume)

- sulphuric acid, as required to provide a pH
of 4.0.

Achievement of a recovered water quality
compliant with the ESA standards for potable
water (ESA PSS-03-402) was considered as
the major success/failure criterion, especially
regarding the system's ability to prevent any
microbial (bacterial or viral) risk. The second
major criterion was the percentage of water
recovereo.

Test performance and results
During the testrng, parlicular emphasis was
praceo on:

- quality of the recovered water

- elimination of any microbial contamination

- performance of the membranes

- performance in terms of the percentage of
water recovered.

The recovered water complied with the ESA
standards for drinking water (see Table 3), with
one exception, namely the TOC ftotal Organic
Carbon) concentration. This was due to the
addition of oxonia to the waste water.

The ability of the Water Recovery System to
eliminate all microbial contamination was
tested four times:

18 th1

18lh 1

Table 2. Overall flow of the test camaaion

VERIFICATION AND PRE-TEST

CHOICE OF REGULATION PARAMETERS

FUNCTIONAL TEST

SYSTEM VERIFICATION

Verification at component level
- Verification of automated mode

- Ultrafiltration membrane permeability
- NaCl retention by RO membranes

PERFORMANCE TEST WITH REFERENCE WATER

During test - Data collection
- Permeate & retentate sampling
- Compounds & microbial analysis

Purging operations

- Cleaning operations
- Performance synthesis

After test

PERFORMANCE TEST WITH REAL WASTE WATER

During tesl

After test

During test

After test

During test

After test

.1st 
Run

- Data collection
- Permeate & retentate sampling
- Compounds & microbial analysis
- Purging operations

- Cleaning operations
- Performance synthesis

2nd Run
- ldem as lst run
- Microbial overload on day 4

- ldem as lst run

3rd Run
- ldem as 1st run
- No oxonia added to waste water after day 2
- Microbial overload on day 4

- ldem as 1st run

59
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Table 3. Quality of recovered water compared to ESA standards

Table 4. Membrane performance during long-duration test number 3

(i) test of microbial retention by the UF unit
alone during test-bed commissioning

(ii) monitoring of microbial elimination during
the first long-duration test

(iii)simulation of a 'microbial accident' (serious

microbial contamination) durinq the second
long-duration test

(iv)simulation of two simultaneous microbial
accidents (serious microbial contamination
coupled with a failure in the bactericide
[oxonia] delivery) during the third long-duration
test.

Microbial contamination was induced by the
addition to the waste water of the followinq

- Escherichia coll ATCC 1053^6 bacteri? aI a
final concentration of 5 x 1O' CFU.ml-'

- Bacillus subf/r,s ATCC 6633 spores at a final
concentration of 1 x 1O' CFU.ml-'

- Bacteriophage MS2 virus at a final
concentration of 2x 10e BFU.ml-1.

In the first three tests, the presence of oxonia
alone was responsible for the complete
elimination of the microbes (bacteria and
viruses). In the fourth test, the presence of
microbes was observed in the first tank before
the ultra-filtration unit, but none was found after
that unit.

In all cases, neither bacteria nor viruses were
detected after the ultra-filtration unit, assuring
the complete decontamination of waste water
and protection for the down-stream reverse-

Flux

tn m oar
t.n m
,._1 2In .m
,._1 2t.n .m

Salt Retention

99 4o/o

99,60/o

99.50/o

Hygiene Water
ESA Standard

5-B 5
3
10
10

10
1 000
50
50

TBD
750
120
0.5

Recovered Water

6 2-7.8
<0 01

<o 25
13-27

230
<0.8
<1 .1

<0.4
<0.2
<1.1
<1.8
<0.1
<0. l

osmosis membranes against bacterial
contamination and bio-film develooment.

The performance of the membranes was
according to specification and remained
constant throughout the tests. Table 4 shows
the membrane oerformance from test run
number 3, but these results are typical and
varied very little from run to run. The water-
recovery yield was always above 95%.

These 100 h tests demonstrated the correct
functioning of a water-recovery system based
on membranes. lt also validated the control
software allowing an automated mode of
functioning. The purging procedure during
testing and the cleaning procedure between
tests, performed manually during this test
campaign, were also validated. In order to
support extended testing, the next logical step
in development, to explore performance over
periods of months rather than days, the control
software needs to be upgraded to enable
purging and cleaning to be carried out
automatically.

Conclusions
The ability of current membrane techniques
to recover potable water from moderately-
contaminated waste water has been
demonstrated. The associated control system
and purging/cleaning procedures have also
been verified. The design has proven to be very
robust in the face of simulated 'microbial
accidents'. Although the design appears to
protect the membranes efficiently against risks
from, for example, bio-degradation or bio-film
development, continuous testing has so far
been limited to only a few days. The next logical
step, prior to testing in space conditions, is to
explore the long-term (months rather than
days) performance of the system. @esa

Parameters

pH
Conductivity
Turbidity
TOC
Oxidative power
F

CI

NOs

POq2'

SOq2-

Na-
K-
NHa-

Drinking Water
ESA Standard

6.5-8.5
0,75
2.5
0.5

(mS.cm-')
(NTU)

(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)

(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)
(ppm)

1

200
25
5

250
150
12
0.5

Membrane Type

UFl B5.O

RO1 (SW30) 8.8

RO2 (SW3oHR) 12.2
RO3 (SW3OHR) 13 0



I'acte en conseil

L'Acte en Conseil

G. Lafferranderie
Conseiller juridique, ESA, Paris

Premiere constatation: cette appellation est
recente meme si certains' ont cru pouvoir se
r6f6rer a I'Acte adopte par les signataires
europeens de I'Accord intergouvernemental
sur la Station spatiale internationale (lGA) signe
a Washington en septembre 1988. Dans ce cas
il ne s'agissait que de la mise en place d'un
Comite charge de suivre pour les

Une nouvelle appellation est apparue en 1993 dans le monde des
instruments juridiques de I'ESA: I'Acte en Gonseil. Pour quelles
raisons, qu'appelle-t-on un Acte en Conseil dans le systdme juridique
de I'ESA? Quels sont ses objectifs, comment se pr6sente-t-il? Toutes
questions int6ressantes pour celui qui se penche sur les textes
juridiques concernant les programmes et activit6s de I'ESA mais qui
peuvent l'6tre 6galement pour d'autres, en d6montrant notamment
I'ing6niosit6 dont le juriste doit faire preuve pour offrir rapidement des
solutions dans le cadre - politique et juridique - de textes existants i
adapter.

Gouvernements europeens signataires de l'lGA
I'application de celui-ci. Les repr6sentants des
gouvernements europeens signataires et le

Conseil de I'ESA (puisque I'Agence elle-m6me
avait un role) ont alors par un instrument
juridique qu'on a denomm6 'Acte' institu6 ce
Comite, arr6t6 sa composition et son mandat
(ESA/C/MlN/87, Annexe lll). fActe en Conseil
dont nous parlons ici n'a rien a voir avec ce
dernier. C'est une appellation que vous ne
trouverez pas dans la Convention de I'Agence
(y compris ses Annexes) ni dans les
reglements, etc. La Convention parle de
Declaration et de rdglement d'ex6cution pour
les programmes facultatifs et il fallait trouver un
nom distinctif.

Les traits principaux
L Acte en Conseil ne concerne que des
programmes facultatifs gouvern6s par les
instruments juridiques identifi6s dans I'Annexe
lll de la Convention: Resolution du Conseil dite
'habilitante', Declaration des Etats participants
et reglement d'ex6cution du programme'.

Jusqu'd pr6sent trois Actes en Conseil
existent :

- I'Acte en Conseil relatif d la conduite en
commun des programmes Plate-forme
polaire et POEM (adopte le 16 d6cembre
1 993 ESA/C/CX|/AcI-EO)

- I'Acte en Conseil relatif aux programmes
spatiaux habites et la contribution de
l'Europe a la cooperation d la Station
spatiale internationale (ESA/C/CXl/Act-
ISSP(Final) adopte le 15 f6vrier 1994), et

- l'Acte en Conseil sur les mesures relatives d
I'achevement du programme Ariane-S
developpement (ESA/C/CXXVll/Act(Final)
adopt6 le 18 decembre 1996) concernant
les programmes Ariane-S developpement,
Ariane-S 6volution, Infrastructure Ariane-S et
Arta Ariane-5.

La caracteristique de I'Acte en Conseil est
donc bien de concerner des programmes
facultatifs existants selon leurs propres rdgles;
un Acte en Conseil seul ne peut creer un
programme facultatif '.

f Acte en Conseil esI exceptionnel car il reponc
de maniere collective a une situation de crise et
enonce les engagements a remplir dans une
periode de relative courte dur6e. La crise es1

bien s0r financiere et demande le rassemblement
de ressources de diverses origines et des
m6thodes de gestion adapt6es.

ll est adopt6 en Conseil(il pourrait l'6tre dans le

cadre du Conseil directeur de programme en
cnarge des programmes en question), ce pour
renforcer la notion de solidarite. Le Conseil,
l'instance supr6me, est t6moin en quelques
sorte de cet engagement; il donne sa caution
politique. ll faut relever que le premier, l'Acte en
Conseil sur les programmes Plate-forme polaire
et POEM-1 a d'abord d6lib6re dans le Bureau
qui, selon la Convention, est plac6 aupres du
Pr6sident du Conseil oour l'assister et oui
permet des d6lib6rations confidentielles entre
les 'chefs de delegation'.

fActe en Conseil, dans ce cas, a permis
I'entree en vigueur simultanee de deux
D6clarations. ll s'ensuit oue I'Acte en Conseil

ol
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est adopt6 par les Etats participant 2i chacune
des D6clarations concern6es et non pas par le

Conseil lui-m6me, ce qui se reflete dans le

preambule qui liste ensuite les autres
documents juridiques, D6clarations, etc.

Un Acte en Conseil lie entre eux deux ou
plusieurs programmes facultatifs et assure une
passerelle entre les D6clarations correspond-
antes qui conservent leur valeur et ne sont pas

amend6es par I'Acte en Conseil.

LActe en Conseil doit 6tre alors vu comme un

document d valeur politique, I'affirmation d'une
solidarit6 entre plusieurs Etats participants et

un instrument juridique permettant de mettre
en place une gestion commune en respectant
les dispositions de chaque Declaration
concernee (enveloppe financidre, echelle de
contributions, considerations sur le retour
n6nnranhinr ra\

Les Etats participants auraient pu se lancer

dans la r6vision des D6clarations ou etablir une

nouvelle Declaration, exercice qui contenait ses
p6rils: rediscuter les participations, agreer de

nouveaux contenus de programmes; il 6tait
plus raisonnable d'essayer de construire sur

I'existant que de le demolir, le consolider en

16orientant l'6difice.

Au plan juridique, cela peut paraitre curieux,
mais | 'Acte en Conseil n'est ni une D6claration
ni une R6solution. Ses dispositions peuveni

conduire a amender les reglements
d'ex6cution. Peu importe I'appellation: ce qui

importe c'est I'objectif et la place dans
I'ensemble juridique relatif d plusieurs
programmes facultatifs.

D6clarations, Acte en Conseil et rdglement
d'ex6cution doivent 6tre consider6s comme un

tout, un ensemble ou chacun a sa propre
partition a jouer.

Examinons les textes
On citera notamment le pr6ambule de I'Acte en

Conseil ISSP du 15 f6vrier 1994 :

"Soulignant que le pr6sent Acte poursuit les

objectifs suivants: (i) reaffirmer I'engagemenl
politique de l'Europe de jouer pleinement son

role de Partenaire au programme de Station
spatiale internationale; (ii) permettre, par la mise

en vigueur des Declarations amend6es sur les

programmes MSTP et Columbus, la poursuite
ordonn6e et la n6cessaire r6orientation des

activites de I'Agence consacr6es d la d6finition

d6taill6e et a la pr6paration de la technologie
pour ce qui est appel6 d devenir la pidce

maitresse de la contribution europ6enne a la
Station, les contributions complementaires a la

phase initiale du programme et le concept
op6rationnel et d'utilisation - compatible avec
les besoins des utilisateurs et leur satisfaction
par les programmes correspondants de
I'Agence - applicable d I'ensemble forme par

ces contributions europeennes; (iii) associer les

deux programmes de faqon d constituer un

programme global du 31 mars 1994 au 31

d6cembre 1995; et (iv) faire la liste des 6tapes
necessaires pour p16parer la d6cision du
Conseil au niveau ministeriel sur un programme
global dr partir du 1er janvier 1996."

Sur la place des D6clarations et la gestion
unifiee des programmes, on se r6f6rera d l'Acte
en Conseil EO du 16 d6cembre 1993:

"Considerant la n6cessit6 de conduire de faqon

coh6rente ces deux programmes (PF-POEM-1)
qui partagent le mOme obiectif,"

"Consid6rant oue la coh6rence mentionn6e ci-
dessus suppose de prendre des mesures
sp6cifiques de nature 2r unifier la conduite de
ces deux programmes"

Les budgets annuels des deux programmes

sont 6tablis et vot6s simultanement et
constituent un seul budget global divise en

deux sous-emplois budg6taires dont chacun
est financ6 en fonction de son propre bareme
de contributions.

Une oolitioue industrielle unifi6e est mise en

oeuvre..,; tout d6passement de co0t expos6
oendant I'execution de ces deux 6l6ments est
assimil6 a un d6oassement de co0t cumule
unique r6put6 imput6 aux deux sous-emplois
budg6taires proportionnellement aux valeurs

des deux enveloppes financieres.

Aucun Etat ne peut se retirer de I'un ou l'autre
de ces elements, except6 lorsque ce montant
total est sup6rieur au d6passement de co0t
cumul6 vis6 d l'article lll.4 de I'Annexe lll de la
Convention.

Ce meme esorit se retrouve dans I'Acte en

Conseil relatif dr l'achdvement du programme
Ariane-:

"Soulignant que le pr6sent Acte en Conseil a
pour oblet de prendre, moyennant I'ensemble
des mesures applicables aux programmes
Ariane-S et aux differents acteurs en cause,

des disoositions oermettant d'achever le

programme de developpement Ariane-5".

Cet Acte en Conseil rassemble des
engagements pns :

- par les Etats participant au programme de
d6veloppement Ariane-5,
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par les Etats pafticipant aux programmes
Ariane-5 complementaire,
et par les Etats participant d la D6claration
sur la phase de production (qui n'est pas,
rappelons-le, un programme facultatif de
I'Agence au sens de I'article Vl.b. de la
Convention).

ll faut aussi mentionner en annexe l'6change de
lettres avec Arianespace, ce qui ajoute un autre
acteur d'autant plus qu'Arranespace parle au
nom de l'industrie, ce quifait l'originalit6 de cet
Acte en Conseil.

Ces diverses citations confirment le caractdre
politique exceptionnel, l'objectif d'unification de
programmes approuv6s et de solidarit6.

Conclusion
fActe en Conseil est et demeure un instrument
exceptionnel oour faire face d une solution de
crise, sans mettre a bas I'existant d6ja negoci6.
Divers 6v6nements, defaut de souscription,
6volution dans les contenus technioues.
rendent n6cessaire et vital un regroupement
rapide des ressources dans une gestion
harmonlsee. fActe en Conseil est une mesure
ad hoc, temporaire, destine d pr6parer I'avenir,
dans un souci de solidarit6 euroo6enne. Je
crois que c'est ld le maitre mot de l'Acte en

Conseil, la solidarit6 europeenne sur un objectif
commun dans un souci de la meilleure
utilisation des ressources disponibles. Le juriste
d'alors et les d6l6gations ont su trouver une
reponse qui a fonctionne. Etait-ce la seule?
Vaut-elle pour I'avenir, pour d'autres cas?

I K. Madders, A new force at a new frontier,6d.
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1997. Toutefois a la

note 45, page 218 de l'ouvrage, il est dit ceci:
'But its use as a tool for coherence has its
origin in the crisis which befell especially ESA's

manned space programmes in 1991 and
1992...',

z G. Lafferranderie, Consid6rations sur la pro-
c6dure d'engagement des programmes
facultatifs, Bulletin ESA n'51, ao0t 1987, p.53.
Voir aussi 'La Convention de l'ESA a I'oeuvre',
Colloque ECSL, Florence, ed. M. Nijhoff Publ.,
1 994.

s Un programme facultatif est un programme
entrepris dans le cadre de I'Agence, conforme
d sa mission et auquel participent les Etats
membres int6ress6s. Ceux-ci d6finissent dans
une D6claration leurs engagements, le contenu
du programme, son enveloppe financiere. ll y a
donc une D6claration par programme @esa
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Risk Management at ESA

G. Preyssl & R. Atkins
Product Assurance and Safety Department, ESA Directorate for Technical and
Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

T. Deak
Scientific Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes, ESTEC,

Noordwiik. The Netherlands

lntroduction
The prime management standard of the
European Cooperation for Space
Standardization (ECSS) initiative*, ECSS-M-00,
places risk management in a key position

among the standards defining management
practices. The details of the risk-management
process, are defined in the standard ECSS-M-
00-03, 'Risk Management'. ESA was one of
the main contributors to the definition of the
ECSS risk-management process and the
results of all ESA initiatives have been
amalgamated into an approach to integrated
risk manaqement.

Exposure to risk is unavoidable, but one of the most frequently
recurring findings of investigations of catastrophic events in recent
years has been the observation that insufficient attention was placed
on systematic risk assessment and management. ln fact this was one
of the notable conclusions from the investigation of the Ghallenger
explosion. Projects have to assess and manage these risks in a
systematic and pragmatic cost-effective way.

Risks are introduced by potential problem

situations in a prolect that have undesirable
consequences in terms of cost, schedule, and
technical performance. A risk scenario is the
sequence of events leading from the initial

cause to the undesirable consequence. The

cause can be a single event, or an occurrence,
which triggers a dormant problem.

The magnitude of a risk is measured in terms of
its probability of occurrence and the severity of
its consequences. Scores can be attributed to
represent each probability and severity. The
probability score is then a measure of the
likelihood of occurrence of the risk scenario,
and the severity score is a measure of the
amount of damage or penalty to be expected.
Information on the risks is often displayed in a
nsk diagram. In addition, a risk scale can be
introduced to categorise risks and classify them
as acceptable or unacceptable. Figures 1 and
2 show examples of a risk diagram and a risk

scale, which can be used to communicate
information on risk scenarios.

Risk reduction is achieved by lowering the
magnitude of a risk, by lowering its probability
and/or severity with the help of preventive and
mitigation measures. Preventive measures aim
to eliminate the cause of a problem situation,
whilst mitigation measures aim to prevent the
propagation of the cause to the consequence,
or reduce the severity or the probability of the

consequence.

A risk is deemed acceptable when its
magnitude is less than a given threshold.

Overview of the risk-management process
The steps inherent in the risk-management
process are:

Step 1: Definition of Risk-Management Policy
Steo 2: ldentification and Assessment of Risks

Step 3: Decision on Acceptability and Reduction
of Risks

- ln 1996 the ESA-PSS

specification system was
superseded by a new series o1

standards developed by the
European Co-operation for
Space Standardization (ECSS)

On a space project they are

made applicable through
contracts with industry,
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From 30 March to 2 April 1998, ESA held an

international workshop on risk management
with the twofold objective of conftrming the
existence of suitable and practical solutions
for systematic risk management on projects,

and exchanging experiences on this subject.
The encouraging results from the presentations
and discussions have been used to define a
set of recommendations for the further
implementation of risk management within ESA
projects.

ECSS and the risk-management process
Definitions
Risk can be seen as a 'project resource' in

addition to the conventional resources such as

cost, schedule and technical performance,
which includes safety and dependability. Risk
management is a proactive process, aiming at

the ootimisation of these resources in the
course of a programme.
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Step 4. Monitoring, Communicating and
Annontanno nf Riclzc

Risk management must begin at the outset of
a project, and the various steps in the process
must be iterated throughout the project life

cycle, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Sfep 7: Defrnition of Risk-Management Policy
The risk-management process cycle starls with
the definition of a project risk-management
policy. The set of tradable resources on the
prolect is established and the project goals and
constraints assocrated with these resources
are identified. Furthermore, a risk-categorisation
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Figure 1. Risk diagram

Figure 2. Risk scale

Figure 3. Risk-management
process cycle
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Figure 4. Consequence
severity categories

Figure 5. Probability
cateoories

scheme based on consequence severity and
probability categories is established.

Figure 4 shows an example of a scheme for
scoring the impacts on the tradable resources
of cost, schedule and technical performance,
whilst Figure 5 shows an example for scoring
the probabilities of risk scenarios in a qualitative

way

Qiclz ennant2666 46jf6ria a"n ao+nl-'liohnn +nI lron ouuglJtqr rug vr r9l ld dlu uJtoullol lvu Lv

claqqifir iho riarinr ta ri^1,^ aa annnn+aFrln arurqrrily Lr ru vur rvuo rrJnJ dJ dUUVPLqUIV Vl

unacceptable for the project.

Step 2: ldentification and Assessment of Risks
The second step in the risk-management
nrnccss deals r,vith the identification of all risk

scenarios including their causes, which lead to

the undesired consequences specified in the
riqk nnlicv Thc qconc Of the identifiCatiOn Can

cover various project risk domains such as:

- management

- programmatics and politics

- requirements

- tachnnlnnrr and doei,-, ,- -,-,gn
- engineering and integratron

- manufacturing and qualification

- operations

- safety and dependability.

The probabilities and severities of the different
risk scenarios are identified in order to
determine the magnitudes of the risks and to
rank them accordingly. Information sources
include expert judgement, previous experience,
data from other projects, and analyses.

Step 3; Decrston on Acceptability and
Reduction of Bisks
The third step in the risk-management process
leads to decisions as to whether the individual
risks are acceptable. or whether attempts
should be made to reduce them, according to
the risk policy In the latter case, appropriate
risk-reduction strategies are determined within
the optimisation of tradable resources. Then
the optimum risk-reduction strategy is
imnlcmcnted to resolve the risks and its
effectiveness verified.

Step 4: Monitoring, Communicating and
Aaaanlanaa nf Riclu c

The last step in the risk-management cycle
nnmnriqoc tha nnntr^l ^+ -ll onnnn+ol-'lnuvrr r|\Jr rouo rr ru uvr rrrvl vl all ovuv|!Jtoulv,

resolved and unresolved risks and risk-
reduction actions by systematic monitoring and
tracking. This involves periodic reassessment

lrnpact on
Performance

5
Maximum:
Unacceptable,
no alternatives
exist

Maximum: Can't
achieve maior oroiect

Maximum: Cost
lncrease
> 15o/omilestone

4
High: Major reduction,
but workarounds
available

High: Project
milestone slip
> 1 month,
or project critical path
imoacted

High: Cost increase >

10%

Medium: Moderate
red uction,
but workarounds
available

Medium: Project team
milestone slip 1 1

month

Medium: Cost increase
> 5o/o

z
Low: Moderate
red uction,
Some approach
Retained

Low: Additional
activities required,
able
To meet need dates

Low: Cost increase <

50

1

Minimum: Minimal or
no impact

Minimum: Minimal or
No imoact

Minimum: Minimal or
no imoact

Chance of occurrence
per mission/project

5 Maximum: certain or almost certain to occur, will occur at
least once. the chance is 1 to 1

4 High: will occur frequently,
The chance is between 1 to'1 and 1 to 10

Medium: will occur sometimes,
The chance is between 1 to 10 and '1 to'l 00

z Low: will seldom occur,
The chance is between 1 to 100 and 1 to 1000

Minimum: will almost never occur,
The chance is less than '1 to 1000
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ESA Workshop on Risk Management
Objectives of the Workshop
The roots of risk management in ESA are to be found in the pioneering work performed by the Agency's Product
Assurance and Safety Department. Starting with safety risk assessment, the Deparlment has developed tools and
procedures for assessing space-project risks. The Workshop held at ESTEC (NL) from 3 March to 2 April 1998, was
convened to share these developments with experts in the field, especially those from other industries, and to confirm that
they are indeed serving as a sound foundation for practical systematic risk management on ESA pro;ects.

ESA, national space agencies and industry are under pressure to cut costs, to deliver faster and to increase the
performance and sophistication of space systems. The inevitable implication therefore is that the risks on programmes will
increase. lt is for this reason that ESA selected "How do you cope with faster, cheaper, better ... and more risky" as the
motto for the Workshop. Systematic risk assessment and management provides an important means both of coping with
these increasing pressures and evaluating the limits of acceptability of the "faster, cheaper, better" approach.

Overview of sesslons
About 140 participants from all over the world attended the meeting, with more than 1O% coming from the USA and
Japan, and 20% were ESA staff.

The first day of the Workshop took the form of a risk-management seminar, which gave participants the opportunity to
familiarise themselves with risk-management principles and to view risk management from different perspectives. These
introductory lectures were given by C. Preyssl (ESA), J. Fragola (SAIC, USA), M. Frank (SFA, USA), G. Hall (MHA, UK) and
T. Bedford (T-U-Delft, NL).

On the second day, the Workshop proper began with a plenary session in which the various approaches to rrsx
management at ESA, NASA, and the space and non-space industries were presented and compared. Keynote addresses
and speeches on these topics were given. A. Soons (ESA) stressed the importance of systematic risk management and
ESA's commitment to it for its projects. P. Rutledge (NASA) explained the risk management process at NASA, and drew
attention to the relevant pages on the NASA Web Site:

http://pdi. msfc. nasa. gov: 801 B/srqa/delivery/public/html/index. htm.

J.Chachuat's (Matra-Marconi Space) presentation summarised his experience in the implementation of risk management
and highlighted the main barriers to its successful implementation in projects and gave some "golden rules". P Kafka
(GRS), representing the non-space sector, explained the risk-management policy in the nuclear technology field and the
trend from deterministic to probabilistic risk assessment.

The atternoon plenary session dealt with risk-management approaches on projects, where technical and programmatic
issues become integrated, including the risk-management programme for the Space Shuttle. More information on United
Space Alliance's approach to risk management can be found at:

http://usa1 . unitedspacealliance.com/usahou/orgs / 1 O- 1 2/ .

Other presentations dealt with risk management on the International Space Station proyect, the standardisation work on
risk management by the European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS), past and present ESA activities on risk
management and the applications of risk management to Dutch Rail projects and software-intensive systems.

On the third day, there were five sessions dealing with approaches, methods and applications of technical and
programmatic risk considerations in the space and non-space sectors. The presentations and demonstrations stimulated
a critical review of the state-of-the-art and achieved considerable cross-fertilisation between the various industries
reoresented.

Present experience with risk management was the topic of the morning session on the last day. The conclusions and
recommendations derived from all sessions were presented during the closing afternoon session, after a round-table
discussion. One of the main recommendations to ESA was to continue and intensify the active support of systematic risk
management within the Agency as an organisation and in its prolects by including, for example, risk-management
requirements in new projects.
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Figure 6. Risk trends
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and review of the risks and the updating of the

assessment results after iteration of the risk-

management steps. New risks or changes to
existing risks are identified, as well as areas

where a more detailed risk analysis has to be
performed or better data is required in order to
reduce uncertainties. lt is verified whether the
risk reduction and control activities are having

the intended effects, and the risk trend over the
project's evolutron is illustrated by identifying

how the risk magnitudes have changed over

the project's lifetime.

The risks and the risk trend are communicated
to the project's team members. Finally. the

residual risks are subjected to formal risk

acceptance by the appropriate level of
management.

An illustrative example of risk evolution during a
project is shown in Figure 6.

lmplementation of risk management
The responsibility for the implementation of risk

management rests with the project's

management. The risk-management process,

however, requires a team effort, involving all

project-team members, and it supports all

project decision making. Project management
has to ensure that all of the necessary data and

resources are available to successfully
implement integrated risk management during

all project phases. Project management must
also establish the prolect risk policy, ensure the

adoption of a risk-management culture on the
prolect, and use the risk information gathered

for its project decision making.

The individual project team members support
the implementation of risk management in

different ways. Product-assurance team
members can facilitate the process by
providing know-how. The other team members
provide risk data for the various project
domains, communicate relevant risk
information to management, and implement
the actions resulting from the risk management
aooroach.

Gonclusions and outlook
Systematic risk management is necessary to
cope with the considerable risks of space
projects and the ever-rncreasing pressure on

resources. Efforts to achieve a breakthrough in

the introduction of formal risk management at

ESA have therefore been stepped up. The ESA

Workshop, held as part of this implementation
strategy, helped to raise awareness of the risk-

management issues and to identify suitable
practical solutions for systematic risk
management in the space domain. The Agency
has already starled to build on the Workshop
findings and recommendations, strengthening
its commitment to risk management as an

integral part of its activities. Further studies are

in progress, more project applications are being

carried out, risk management is being
addressed in the context of the emerging
ECSS standards, and training initiatives are
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L'initiative PME a I'Agence spatiale
europeenne

F. Doblas & N. Bougharouat
Bureau de la Politique industrielle, Section des Relations industrielles, ESA, Paris

finitiative PME de I'ESA a 6t6 6tablie avec le
double objectif de faire b6n6ficier le systeme
ESA et les industriels du spatial des avantages
que les PME innovantes peuvent leur appofter,
et de faire beneficier d leur tour les PME des
possibilit6s offertes, autant par I'ESA que par
une collaboration accrue avec les entreorises
spatiales, tout en apportant une attention
particulidre a ne pas accroitre la fragmentation
actuelle de I'industrie de fournisseurs
d'equipements spatiaux europ6ens.

Pourquoi une 'initiative PME' a I'ESA? La volont6 d'encourager la
participation des PME (Petites et Moyennes Entreprises) est un
6l6ment nouveau dans le contexte de la politique industrielle de
I'Agence spatiale europ6enne. La question est apparue lors de la
pr6paration de la R6union minist6rielle de mars 1997. Le Conseil au
niveau minist6riel a demand6 au Directeur g6n6ral de donner une
place sp6ciale aux PME dans les activit6s de I'Agence et un accds
6quilibr6 aux activit6s technologiques:
(a) en leur garantissant la participation dans la d6finition du plan des

actions technologiques de I'Agence
(b) en adaptant d leur taille les rdgles de cofinancement
(c) en leur offrant le support technique des experts et des

laboratoires de I'ESA afin de leur apporter le compl6ment
n5cessaire au d6veloppement de leurs propres comp6tences.

f initiative a 6t6 adopt6e par le Comite de la
Politique industrielle (lPC) en mars 1998, pour
une p6riode d'essai de deux ans, et pour un

montant de 5 M€. A la fin de cette oeriode. une
decision devrait etre prise sur l'opportunite de
continuer ou de modifier l'initiative, au vu des
r6sultats obtenus et des b6n6fices attendus.

Pour profiter au mieux des synergies offertes
par d'autres programmes europeens destines
aux PME, la d6finition adopt6e dans I'initiative
ESA correspond d celle propos6e par la

Commission Europ6enne dans sa Recom-
mandation 96/280/CE, du 3 avril 1996, qui
peut se r6sumer bridvement comme suit :

Sont considerees comme des PME les
compagnies ayant un effectif de moins de 250
personnes et un chiffre d'affaires annuel

inferieur e 40 M€ et qui sont independantes
des non-PME (la definition des criteres
d'independance n'est pas repetee ici, car elle

est tres longue).

Deux types de PME sont vis6s par I'initiative :

les PME de haute technologie (normalement,

des soci6tes de taille r6duite, ayant des liens

privil6gi6s avec des groupes universitaires ou

des laboratoires de recherche) et des PME

sous-traitantes des grands groupes.

Pour les PME de haute technologie, I'initiative
PME se propose en particulier de leur
faciliter I'acces aux plans de travail et
d'approvisionnement de I'Agence. Ceci repose
sur la conviction que ces societes peuvent
aooorter une vision alternative et ameliorer
consid6rablement les synergies entre l'activit6
soatiale et d'autres domaines collat6raux. C'est
clairement le cas oour certains domaines
techniques, tels que I'ing6nierie systdme, le

d6veloppement logiciel, l'analyse du signal et
de I'image, l'6lectronique, I'in96nierie logiciel,

etc... En outre, les PME de haute technologie,
et les 'star1-up' en particulier, peuvent avoir un

effet tres positif dans la g6n6ration de nouvelles
id6es et conceots. Ce cot6 'iconoclaste' n'est
pas d n6gliger, car il peut representer une

alternative valable et d considerer face aux
souhaits et options proposes par les grands
groupes, l-activit6 espace, par sa sp6cificit6,
aussi bien technique que politique et
strat6gique, a tendance d une certaine
isolation. Linitiative PME essaie, avec des
moyens tres limit6s, de contribuer d rem6dier d
cette situation.

Pour les PME en g6n6ral, I'initiative pr6voit des
mesures visant d ameliorer leurs conditions de
vie (accds d I'information, accds privil6gi6 aux
installations et moyens techniques de I'ESA,

ouverture de oossibilites de contacter d'autres
societes oouvant devenir des clients ou
partenaires potentiels, etc.). Comme on peut le

constater ci-aprds, beaucoup de ces mesures
g6n6rales seront benefiques non seulement
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aux PME, mais d toutes les soci6t6s ayant des
activites avec I'ESA, en pafticulier celles qui

sont de taille r6duite (PME ou pas), pour des
raisons 6videntes.

Mesures principales de I'initiative PME
Les mesures principales proposees dans
l'initiative PME sont bridvement exposees ci-
apres:

Programme visant a encourager la
participation des PME de haute technologie
dans .la d6finition de certaines actlvifds
technologiques de l'Agence (programme
ARCOP)
Ce programme est construit d'une faqon
similaire aux 'exploratory awards' 6tablis par la
Commission Europ6enne dans le 4eme (et le

Sdme) programme cadre de R & D. Lobjectif
est de donner la possibilite a des PME de
r6aliser des 6tudes de faisabilite ou des
validations o16liminaires visant a d6montrer
I'application de leurs technologies, produits ou
proc6dures d la r6solution de problemes
techniques auxquels les programmes spatiaux
sont confront6s. La cooperation des PME avec
des organismes de recherche est
particulierement encourag6e. Les contrats,
d'un montant maximum de 30 k€, et d'une
dur6e limit6e g6n6ralement a six mois, sont
alloues apres evaluation par les services
techniques comp6tents. Une Annonce
d'Opportunit6 (AO) sera lancee courant 1999
pour cette mesure. Un montant de 500 k€ a
6te prevu, ce qui permettrait de financer une
vingtaine d'activit6s.

Au cours de l'ann6e 1998, on a d6ja pu tester
partiellement cette mesure : dans les quelques
cas oir I'on a accompagn6 et introduit de
nouvelles PME aupres des services techniques
d I'ESTEC (en particulier, dans le domaine du
logiciel et du contrdle thermique) il s'est avere
que leurs capacit6s 6taient consid6r6es
comme remarquables et qu'elles avaient une
technologie tres int6ressante. fidee d'une
6tude de faisabilite, pendant laquelle les PME
seraient aooelees aussi a entrer en contact
avec les soci6t6s travaillant dejd dans le
domaine soatial a donc 6t6 trds bien accueillie
par les services techniques correspondants.

Cette pratique de 'veille technologique' est d6jdt

utilis6e par certains services techniques. Ce
que I'initiative PME propose est une
g6n6ralisation de cette d6marche d d'autres
domaines, et avec un acces structur6 aux PME

de haute technologie.

Traitement particulier pour les PME dans I'AO
limit6e aux 'non-primes' pour des
d6veloppements technologiques d vocation

commerciale (en cofinancement)
Une premiere AO, financ6e par le TRP, pour
des d6veloppements technologiques e
vocation commerciale (en cofinancement) a ete
lanc6e en 1998, dans le cadre de la phase
pilote pour I'adaptation de la politique
industrielle de I'ESA, telle que definie dans la

R6solution minist6rielle de mars 1997. La
r6ponse industrielle a 6t6 consid6rable (75

offres reques, dont 36 soumises par des PME).

A I'interieur de cette AO, les offres soumises
par des PME ont deux chances d'6tre
s6lectionn6es : d'abord en tant que PME, avec
un financement specifique et, si elles ne sont
pas retenues, elles passent dans le groupe
general des offres soumises par les 'non-
orimes'.

Un montant de 1 M€ avait 6te prevu ii I'origine
pour cette mesure. ll a ete d6jd presque
totalement consomm6 dans l'AO de 1998 (0.9

M€). Un montant additionnel sera alloue dans
l'AO a r6aliser en 1999.

Programme de transfert de technologie de
I'ESA. Action accrue visant les PME
Partant de la constatation que les PME de
haute technologie sont bien placees pour le

transfert de technologie, car dynamiques et
naturellement pr6sentes dans plusieurs
domaines d'activite, il a et6 juge opportun
d'inclure dans l'initiative PME un volet transfert
de technologie, qui devrait profiter au mieux
des capacites de ces entreprises.

La sp6cificite du transfert de technologie tel
que prevu dans l'initiative PME, est qu'il
encourage la diversification dans des secteurs
autres que I'espace (en d'autres termes, le
transfert de technologie interne aux
entreorises). La mesure vise donc des PME
spatiales et essaye de contribuer a leur
diversification dans d'autres domaines
d'activit6.

Une AO sera lanc6e en 1999. Un montant total
de 1.1 M€ est prevu pour cette mesure.

Programme de formation et d'assistance
technique aux PME
Cette mesure fut explicitement demand6e par
les Ministres au Directeur g6n6ral dans la

R6solution minist6rielle de mars 1997. La
mesure, en cours de d6finition, pourrait prendre

deux formes complementaires:

(a)Les moyens techniques de l'ESA sont mis a
la disposition des PME qui en font une
demande justifiee, pour I'aide d la r6solution
de probldmes techniques auxquelles elles
sont confront6es (par exemple, une firme
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travaillant dans le domaine de l'electronique
qui aurait besoin d'un support ponctuel
dans des analyses ou validations
structurelles, ou de compatibilit6 6lectro-
mrnn6tinr ro otc ) l_'esSentiel de la meSUre

est de faciliter la mise a disposition des
experts de l'ESA dans les differentes
disciplines pour des actions ponctuelles
aupres des PMEs qui en ont besoin. Les

moyens techniques 6tant en priorit6 affect6s
aux activites de base de l'ESA, cette
mesure, quoique importante pour cedaines
PME, reste limitee en fonction des
disoonibilit6s.

(b)Les PME sont invitees a d6tacher leur
personnel aux installations techniques de
I'ESA, pour de courtes p6riodes de
formation/familiarisation avec les orocedures
et techniques ESA (cont16le de qualit6,
tests, preparation des offres, laboratoires,
etc...).

Un montant de 500 k€ a 6t6 or6vu oour cette
mesure. ll est destin6 a financer les frais de
mission des ing6nieurs ESA en d6placement au

sein des PME et a financer oaftiellement
I'accds du personnel des PME d la formation
ESA.

Programme d accds privil6gi6 des PME aux
installations et laboratoires de /'ESA
Cette mesure se d6compose en deux volets :

(a) Un accds des PME aux moyens techniques
ESA e des taux favorables. Une oolitioue
d'imputatron financidre des co0ts
d'utilisation des installations et laboratoires
de I'ESA d des taux favorables pour des
PME est en cours de proposition aux
instances correspondantes (AFC et Conseil)
!^^^ r^ ^^r-^ r^^ nouvelles reoles oourUAI IJ IU UdUIU UUJ

l'utilisation des installations et moyens de
I'ESA par des tiers. ll est propos6
l'application du 'co0t marginal' aux PME en

ce oui concerne tous les services fournis
oar des exoerts et des laboratoires de
I'Agence en vue de completer les capacites
techniques n6cessaires au developpement
de leurs comp6tences.

(b) Une meilleure information sur les moyens
disponibles. En parallele, une meilleure
publicite des moyens disponibles
(plaquettes descriptives des installations)
sera realisee dans le court terme.

Un montant de 27O k€ est orevu oour cette
mesure. ll est destin6 a la realisation de
plaquettes descriptives des diverses
installations et a la fourniture de suooort
ponctuel, si n6cessaire, pour I'utilisation par

des PME des dites installations.

Clause visant a encourager la passation de
sous-contrats d des PME
Cotto mocr rro nrrirrnil nr ro nnr rr noriainq

vIvYvIlYvvlvvvI

approvisionnements technologiques en com-
petition, I'Agence encourage les fournisseurs
potentiels d int6grer des PME dans leurs offres,
avec une oarticioation industrielle non
n6gligeable. f6l6ment essentiel de la mesure
est que l'Ex6cutif prendra en compte dans
l'6valuation des offres. outre la oualite
technique (refl6t6e dans la notation technique)
et le orix. l'inclusion de PME a un niveau
adequat de participation. Cela est clairement
indique aux soumissionnaires dans I'appel
d'offres. Cette mesure est combin6e avec la

mise en euvre d'une nouvelle aoolication dans
le systeme 6lectronique par lequel I'industrie
regoit les appels d'offres, via Internet (EMITS),

permettant aux soumissionnaires potentiels de
connaitre les PME ayant des capacites et
souhaitant oarticioer aux activites concernees.

Les actions vis6es oar cette mesure sont des
activites technologiques innovatrices auxquelles
il est jug6 interessant d'associer des PME
travaillant d6jd dans des domaines connexes,
pour beneficier d'eventuelles synergies.

Une premiere liste d'activit6s a 6t6 propos6e a
l'lPC dans le plan TRP de 1998, et approuvee
i l'rrnanimita ^ar ao r\^mi+x ^,,i ^ ^,,^^iq I ur rqr ilr rilLv Vqr vv \JVl lllLti, L.lUl d dUJJI

demande a I'Executif d'identifier des actions
susceptibles de faire l'objet de la clause de
sous-traitance PME dans le olan I999. Les
activites identifi6es par l'Executif dans le plan

1999 representent 30% du montant total des
activit6s prevues dans le TRP pour cette
annee, ce qui pourrait donner une participation
des PME de l'ordre de B%. lmmediatement
apres approbation du plan par l'lPC de Janvier,

l'industrie (et en particulier les PME) sera notifie,
par le systeme EMITS.

Une Instruction administrative est en
pr6paration. Elle d6terminera la proc6dure de
orise en comote de la clause de sous-traitance
PME dans l'evaluation des offres industrielles.

Am6lioration de I'information : cr6ation d'un
site sp6cifique d6di6 it I'industrie dans la
page lnternet de I'ESA (ESA lndustry
homepage')
fESA Industry homepage, en pr6paration,
repond a deux objectifs majeurs :

(a)Permettre a l'industrie en g6n6ral (et aux
PMEs en particuliefl d'obtenir l'information
n6cessaire pour participer d'une faqon
optimale aux activites de I'ESA, et pour
developper cette participation. Pour cela, les
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informations disponibles dans les diff6rents
seryeurs ESA, autant internes qu'externes,
et qui presentent de I'interet pour l'industrie,
ont ete regroup6es.

(b) Permettre aux entit6s ayant travaille pour
I'ESA (industries et organismes de
ranhornho on n6noral\ da qa rrnir alfrir la

possibilit6 sur ce site sp6cifique d'annoncer
leurs produits et capacites, d'etablir des
liens avec leurs pages Internet respectives,
d'6tablir des forums de discussion, entre
elles et avec l'Executif, de recherche de
partenaires, etc.

Une premiere version de'l'ESA Industry
Homepage' sera disponible prochainement.

Organisation par I'ESA d'ateliers visant it
mettre en contact des PME europ6ennes
avec des clients potentiels
L'idee est d'organiser des rencontres, a
l'6chelle eurooeenne. entre des PME et des
clients potentiels (des Agences et des
industriels soatiaux. maitres d'euvre et
equipementiers) pour permettre a ces derniers
de rencontrer des PMEs innovantes qui
pourraient les aider d augmenter leur
comp6titivit6.

Des reor6sentants de I'Ex6cutif ont eu
I'occasion, au cours de l'ann6e 1998, de
participer a des reunions de ce type,
organisees dans des domaines tels que
I'Analyse du Signal et de l'lmage et le Genie
Logiciel. f experience a et6 trds positive, car on
a pu rencontrer, dans une seule journ6e de
travail, des petites societes ayant une
technologie et des produits qui, dans certains
cas, 6taient au-dela des capacites requises par
les systemes spatiaux. Cette experience a
confirme une fois de plus que, dans certains
domaines techniques, une ouverture a d'autres
secteurs (via des PME) donnerait lieu a des
synergies trds interessantes.

Un premier atelier sera organis6 d l'ESTEC au
cours du premier semestre 1999, avec le

support technique du Comit6 Richelieu
(organisation des PME franqaises de haute
technologie),

Cr6ation d'une Unit6 de coordination PME au
sein de I'ESA
Pour mettre en GUVre l'initiative PME, une Unit6
de coordination PME a 6t6 cr6ee dans la

section des Relations industrielles, au sein du
Bureau de la Politique industrielle, Direction des
affaires industrielles et des oroorammes
technologiques.

Cette unit6 est resoonsable de la mise en

euvre des actions mentionn6es ci-dessus. Elle

assure aussi la fonction de 'guichet unique' afin

de permettre aux PME un accds plus efficace
aux diverses activit6s de l'Agence, ainsi qu'aux
mesures sp6cifiques envisag6es dans l'initiative
PME. Elle peut etre contact6 a l'adresse
electronique suivante: sme-unit@hq.esa.fr

Conclusion
f initiative PME de I'ESA est un premier pas, et
avec des moyens trds limit6s, mais elle est une
occasion qu'il ne faut pas rater. Elle apporte
beaucoup d'6lements de normalisation et de
rapprochement de I'activite espace avec les
pratiques dans d'autres secteurs, en soutenant
les PME comme 616ment d'innovation et
d'etablissement de synergies avec d'autres
domaines technologiques. En outre, elle
introduit une dimension qualitative interessante
dans la politique industrielle de l'Agence.
Finalomoni ollo an-ppone Un argUmen1
supplementaire aux pouvoirs publics pour
justifier la pafticipation aux activit6s de I'ESA.

Finalement, la notion du r6le des PME dans la
politique technologique est tres importante.
Les propos du ministre franqais de I'Education
nationale, de la Recherche et de la

Technologie, M. Claude Allegre, a ce sujet,
auxquels nous souscrivons totalement, sont
tres interessants :

'Nous aidons trop la recherche dans /es
grandes entreprises ef pas assez celle des
PME-PMI. Comme le soulignait un rapporl fait
par I'Acad6mle des Sciences des Etats-Unis d
la demande du President Clinton, lorsque la

recherche privee des grands groupes est
financ6e par I'Etat, e//e esf aussi pilot6e par ce
riarniar a'act-A-.'lira Oaf deS technocfates,
alors qu'il faut que la recherche privee soit
pilotee par le march6. Sauf pour les trds grands
projets comme I'a6ronautique, il est preferable
que /es fonds publics de recherche s'orientent
vers /es PME-PMI innovantes - les grands
groupes dont Ie role est ensuite essentiel ayant
une position de capteurs-d6veloppement vis-a-
vis de ces PME-PMI.' @esa
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Payload-Mass Trends for Earth-
Observation and Space-Exploration
Satellites

M. Rast, G. Schwehm & E. Attema
ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Space Exploration and Earth Observation from
space using satellites are both still
comparatively young scientific disciplines.
Remote sensing from space was born in the
early seventies, with the advent of the US
Landsat satellite series. lt has evolved rapidly
during the past 25 years and today provides a
wealth of information for environmental

This afticle reviews the factors and trends that have dictated the sizes
of Earth Observation and Space Exploration satellites over the past
15 years and draws some conclusions regarding their expected
evolution in the future.

research and other applications that are crucial
to the future of mankind. Over the same time
span, space scientists have started to
investigate both the near-Earth environment
and our planetary system with satellites and
space probes, starting with comparatively
simple 'particles and fields' missions and
progressing to complex, largely autonomous
planetary orbiters. The operation of space-
borne observatories has helped astronomers to
expand their science into wavelength domains
that are not accessible from ground-based
telescopes due to the observational limitations
imposed by the Earth's atmosphere.

As the goals have become more sophisticated
and the demand for ever more exacting data
has soared, there has been a perceived
tendency towards using larger platforms, like
Envisat, to carry the wide range of instruments
proposed for Earth Observation missions,
compared with the smaller spacecraft being
used for Space Exploration. Given the current
popularity of the 'smaller, faster, cheaper'
approach to space missions in general, now is
perhaps a timely moment to examine whether
the oerceotion is indeed correct and whether it
is a trend that will continue.

The fact that satellite payloads have evolved
dramatically over the years not only in terms of

their technological sophistication, but also in

terms of their mass and size, has had
implications both for the launch requirements
and ground-segment structures. However, this
trend towards ever larger space infrastructures
has slowly reversed in recent years, due to both
political and financial constraints.

The differences in mission requirements
Today the requirements for Earth Observation
missions are more stringent, and therefore
more resource-hungry, than for Space
Exploration because our knowledge of the
Earth is more advanced. The remote-sensing
observations made from orbit can be directly
validated in the terrestrial environment that is

being investigated. Earth Observation missions
are only justifiable, therefore, if they have clear
advantages over alternative ground-based
measurements. Such advantages can include
time series of data, large-scale synoptic
viewing, and global access and coverage.

Earth Observation missions are generally more
demanding in terms of accuracy, stability,
global coverage, revisit frequency, spatial and
spectral resolution, as the targets have to be
measured with high precision in order to satisfy
the requirements of geo-biophysical retrieval
procedures and the related models. Sea-
surface height, wind speed and surface
temperature are three examples of such
geophysical variables that need to be mapped
frequently and with high accuracy with the aid
of precision space-borne satellite sensors (Fig.

1). lt is this combination of measurement
precision and high repetition rate that drives
Earth Observation sensor sizes and masses.

The major advantages of remotely sensed data
lie in the synoptic context that these
observations provide and in their timely
coverage of targets that could only be achieved
with enormous effort if one still had to rely only
on ground-based and airborne measurements.
Many of the more critical applications require
long-term observation and thus a long satellite
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Figure 1. A selection of
operational remote-sensing
oroducts
(a) Sea-surface height from

ERS-2 Radar Altimeter
obseruations during the
1997 El Niio event

(b) Sea-surface temperature
in the Mediterranean
derived from ATSR

(c) Gridded wind fields in
the lndian Ocean
derived from ERS-1
Wind Scatterometer
data, indicating both
direction and speed

lifetime and high sensor stability. Such a

combination of performance requirements
often challenges the physical and technological
limits, even today.

Earth Observation missions can be and are

being commercially exploited and are making

an important contribution to the accurate
forecasting and monitoring of economically and
politically imporlant parameters. The dsk that
these missions might fail therefore has to be
minimised, which inevitably leads to a
maximum-redundancy approach being
pursued onboard the satellite, adding to sensor
complexity.

Space Science missions are generally more
exploratory in nature (Fig. 2), do not have to
satisfy operational requirements, and
consequently have less-stringent resolution
and stability requirements than Earth
Observation missions. Moreover, the tasks
assigned to Space Exploration satellites are
usually highly focussed, whilst Earth

Observation satellites have traditionally been
designed to serve a broader range of
disciplines and consequently of users.

These are prime factors in explaining the fact
that Earth Observation payloads and missions
have tended historically to be larger than their
Space Science counterparts.

Factors influencing mission scope and
payload complexity
Mono-disciplinary versus multi-disciplinary
m/ss/ons
ESA's currently operating and planned Earth
Observation missions are designed to serve a
wide range of scientific objectives and
ooerational user communities. The ocean/ice-
oriented ERS-1 and -2 missions are also
serving atmosphere and land applications. The

scientific astronomical observatory missions,

on the other hand, are designed for very
focussed missions and operate in very specific
wavelength ranges, e.g. infrared, X-ray, or the
submillimetre. The Solar System exploration
missions also have to address a wider range of
scientific objectives in order to gain the support
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of the wider science community, given the small
number of flight opportunities that ESA can
provide within its severely constrained Science
Programme.

Operational yersus research objectives
Operational remote-sensing missions require
high reliability, long lifetimes and a high level of
redundancy. Space Science missions can
accept a greater degree of risk because they
do not have to satisfy operational requirements,
such as guaranteeing the provision of
continuous data inputs for numerical weather
forecasting.

Sensor technology evolution yersus mission
requirements
It is important when entering into discussions
about the differences between ooerational and
research missions to view missions and
instruments (sensors) separately.

Taking the evolution of space-borne Synthetic
Anartr rro Radare /SARe\ in Fr rrnna aq an

example, it is clear that owing to increasing
observational requirements, the mass,
spacecraft size and resource demands have
gone up significantly between the ERS-1/2
type SAR (378 kg incl. the Wind Scatterometer)
and the Advanced SAR on Envisat (830 kg). On
the other hand, advances in technology.
particularly in the electronics and detector
areas, have led to a reduction in the sizes and
masses of the individual instruments. The
evolution of interferometers and spectrometers
is a good example in this respect. Overall,
therefore, there is a balancing effect between
the demand for increased performance on the
one hand, and the technical solutions being
devised to satisfy the need for lighter and
smaller instruments on the other.

As far as the 'active' instruments like lidars and
radars are concerned, the power requirements
dictate the size of the solar panels and thus the
overall mass budget for the mission. Together
with the complex electronic hardware needed,
this often leads to higher mass budgets
compared with the scientific missions, which
tend to rely on passive instrumentation,

Small versus large satellites
Both scientific and operationally oriented
missions can, of course, be implemented using
a number of smaller rather than one large
spacecraft. This reduces the risk, but at the
^^-^ +i-^ -^^,,r+^ '^ a loss of svneroisticJdt I tu L[ | tu I uJutLJ il |

capability for the various instruments. The latter
is one of the main reasons why Earth
Observation satellites have tended to increase
in size as more exacting requirements have
been imposed, rather than opting for several

smaller spacecraft. In the case of operational
meteorological satellites, the evolution from
NOAA's Tiros series to ESA's Metop satellite
series provides a clear example of this trend.

Political and financial constraints
Political and financial conditions are also highly
determining factors because the mission
designers always try to fully exploit available
launch capacity. e.g. Ariane-4. Ariane-5 or
Soace Station. as well as the available financial
anrrolnno Thic tanoa+ hae hoan nloarlrrv'vs' ' t

demonstrated by the development of Envisat
and Metop, which started life as a single large
so-called 'Polar Platform', with the present
Envisat payload, plus a Wind Scatterometer
and the complete NOM TIROS payload (the

latter two now form the bulk of the Metoo

-i^^;^^ ^^,,t^^^\r ilJJrvr r l.Jayrvau,/.

A further financial constraint is the fact that
many Earth Observation and Space Science
missions require specific orbits, which often
prevent shared launches and hence the
optimum exploitation of the multiple-launch
capabilities of Ariane-4 or Ariane-S.

The influence of changing political and financial
constraints on the sizes of Eadh Observation
and Space Science missions is certainly
reflected in Figures 3 and 4.

Payload mass evolution
ln order to make a meaninoful comoarison of

Figure 2. The Horsehead
nebula region imaged by
lSO. The three bright
reddish dots, visible in the
insets, are recently-born
stars
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Earth-observation and scientific soacecraft and
payload masses, one has to break down the
payloads in each case into the sensor or
instrument element and the supporting
mechanical and electrical equipment. In the
case of Space Science missions, for example,
support equipment for probes, including
shielding and landing (e.9. parachute)
equipment, should not, strictly speakrng, be

counted as 'true' oavload.

In Frgures 3 and 4, the launch masses of
various satellites (including platform, fuel and

ancillary equipment) are compared with the so-
called 'dry payload masses', i.e. excluding
interfaces, fuel and harnesses. lf one then looks
at the launch-mass/dry-payload-mass ratios

depicted in Figure 5, the 'efficiency' of the
larger satellites no longer looks so unfavourable
compared to the alternative of undertaking a
sequence of several smaller missions. This

having been said, both the Earth Observation
remote-sensing graph and the one for Space
Exploration still indicate that the general
tendency, at least for the near future, is towards
reduced spacecraft sizes for both types of
mrssrons.

ls smaller also cheaper?
By spreading the cost of a sequence of smaller
missions over time, the immediate financial

burden is lower compared with a large mission
like Envisat. This does not mean, however, that
the total mission costs associated with meeting
the requirements of comprehensive Earth

Observation or Space Exploration missions are

necessarily reduced when the route of 'more

and smaller satellites' is followed. To realise the
original mission objectives for a large payload

mission with small satellites, several missions
have to be flown simultaneously and therefore

at the end of the day the overall resource

demands do not decrease.

The degree of dsk associated with a suite of
smaller satellites is less than that associated
with a single large satellite with a more
comprehensive payload (i.e. not all eggs are in
one basketl), but it is more difficult to fulfil

synoptic and coverage/synergy requirements
with a number of smaller satellites. The suite of
smaller satellites also reouires a flexible
launcher family for multiple launches satisfying
specific mission requirements, such as
contemooraneous observations and mission
synergy.

Thus, generally speaking, the 'financial relief is

only of a temporary nature, as ultimately similar
financial demands are spread out over a longer
period of time, which in itself involves additional
COSIS.

Past and future trends
Untilthe early nineties, the primary limitation on

spacecraft size was the available launcher
capability and the readiness of the necessary
enabling technology, with mrssions tending to
expand to fill the available launch mass. Even

though ESA had always had to comply with
predefined financial targets, only the Horizon
20OO Programme brought hard upper limits for
the scientific Cornerstone or Medium-Stzed
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Figure 3. Launch-mass histories for Science and Earth-Observation satellites
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missions. This setting of a priori defined
financial limits has the unfortunate
consequence of ruling out some demanding
but extremely interesting long-term scientific
missions, such as those to the outer planets.

NASA has even gone a step further with its
Explorer or Discovery series, where
deliberately low budget targets are set and the
scientific return has to be optimised within
these targets. However, NASA has the
advantage of benefiting from technology
developed as pad of the former Strategic
Defense Initiative, which has provided a wealth
of innovative technology in terms of instrument
miniaturisation. These missions are very
focussed in terms of scientific objectives,
usually carrying just a few payload elements.
Yet they are still designed with the launcher
capabilities in mind, either in terms of cost or
launchable mass for the required trajectory.
The US has an advantage here too in that it
has a wide variety of launchers available
covering a broad range of launch categories.
Nevertheless, when one analyses the mass
figures for a variety of NASA missions, the
same trend is found, i.e. the payload/dry
spacecraft mass ratios for their 'faster. better,
cheaper' missions are still in a comparable
range of 12Io 2O%.

The recent imposition of the concept of
'affordability' implies that not only Earth
Observation, but also Space Exploration
missions must become smaller at the expense
of mission objectives and performance
requirements. Nevertheless, to realise the
original mission objectives for a large-payload
mission with small satellites, several missions
have to be flown simultaneously and therefore
the overall resource demands do not
decrease. Higher pedormance requires more
sophisticated facilities if real scientific progress
is to be made, which means increased
complexity and therefore risk.

At the end of the day, for both the Space
Science and Earth Observation domains, the
acquisition of increased knowledge tends to
demand more resources rather than less.

Conclusions
Looking to the future of space exploration, with
mankind pushing further and further rnto deep
space and possibly visiting other planets, the
demand for knowledge and the resulting
requirements will become even more exacting.
The size of the individual missions could be
reduced by splitting up the payload
complements to allow smaller, dedicated and
more focussed spacecraft to be flown.

However, where the overall mission goal is

comprehensive Earth or space'system'
observation, such as for climate monitoring, the
end result will be very similar, or even higher
resource 0emanos.

It is important to remember in this context that
the limiting factor in recent years has been the
launch capability, and not so much the
availability of financial resources. History also
shows that the instruments (or payloads) in
both the Earlh Observation and Space Science
disciplines can be expected to get smaller as
technology advances. However, this will play
only a subordinate role, because the growth in
requirements will drive sensor mass and size
and balance out the 'technological savings'.

The historical evolution of instruments and
missions in both Earth Observation and Space
Exploration has demonstrated that the
user/science community has responded to
political pressure and financial constraint by
first increasing and later decreasing the sizes of
its spacecraft in its efforts to make savings. The
net effect has been a cyclic development
scenario whereby the payload masses for
currently planned launches tend to be of the
same order of magnitude as those 15 to 20
years ago.

Given the much more soohisticated nature of
today's mission objectives, the imposition of
further reductions in mission size for either
discipline - Earth Observation or Space
Exploration - would probably drive
capacities/capabilities below the threshold at
which meaningful missions can be conducted,
despite the greater capabilities of today's - and
tomorrow's technology. Even if the overriding
goal is lower financial spending, a reasonable
sized framework of Space Exoloration and
Earth Observation missions needs to be
maintained if Europe is to protect its scientific
and cultural standing in the World. @esa
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Focus Earth Botswana
J. Lichtenegger, M. Barbieri & G. Galabresi
Remote Sensing Exploitation Division, ESA Directorate for Application Programmes,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltal',

The area around Gaborone, the country's
caoital town, was selected to demonstrate the
ootential of information derived from Earth-

observation satellites at a local Workshop for
remote-sensing educators on 18-21 October
1998. A series of images from the Synthetic
Aperture Radars (SAR) on board ESA's

European Remote Sensing Satellites (ERS)

were generated especially for the event.

With a population of 1.5 million and territory covering 581 000 km2,

Botswana's economy still depends mainly on its diamond-mining
industry. However, tourism has also been recognised as a potential
source of considerable income, with a large portion of the territory
now designated as a National Park. Up-to-date knowledge of the land
cover has therefore become a priority for its sustainable development.
This can be achieved more easily with the help of space remote-
sensing techniques, which are particularly suitable for monitoring
such a large area.

coherence image (displayed in blue) (Fig. a)

- a hill-shaded relief map with colour-coded
height information, based on the digital
terrain model resulting from the
interferometric processing of the 26 and 27

December 1995 tandem-pair (Fig. 5)

- a hill-shaded relief map with the
thematic information from the multi-
temporal colour-coded SAR image (Fig. 6).

Brief description of the area
Botswana is part of the South African plateau.

It is characterised by hilly grasslands and

ephemeral watercourses in the east, and by the
Okavango swamps and Kalahari desert in the
west. The vegetation consists primarily of semi-
desert thorn scrub. The annual average rainfall

is around 500 mm, varying between 100 to
800 mm from one year to the next. Agriculture
is purely rain-fed. Agricultural actiMty around

Multi-temporal SAR images
The multi{emporalSAR image shown in Figure

1 was obtained by combining images acquired
at the beginning of the dry wtnter season (July)

and of the wet summer season (December).

Close to the centre of the image, one can

clearly pick out the town of Gaborone (bright

dots and patches), situated just north of an

artificial lake (blue and red-green). The town's
old centre to the south can be detected as a
particularly bright area. lt consists of small

houses or huts, many of which have

corrugated-iron roofs (see Fig. 2 for grealer

detail).

Hills in the surroundings, some of which are

cone-shaped and others in the form of raised
plateaus, are covered by small trees and scrub.

The plain is part fields and part scrub, the latter

appearing in a dark homogeneous colour.

Fields shown in blue are probably sorghum
fields, whilst the yellow-greenish hues would be

synonymous with cereals or set-aside fields.

Light yellow indicates wet soils or swampy
land, while watercourses appear bright grey.

Gaborone includes essentially cereals,

The Workshop, organised by the United sorghum and grazing land.

Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs in Vienna,

Austria, together with the Universities of
Stockholm and Botswana, brought together 35

lecturers from across the whole African
Continent. The ERS SAR images presented at

the Workshop were also used bY the
Parlicipants during a short field trip for them to
make their own comparisons with in-situ
ground observations.

Five particular types of SAR image products

were prepared and analysed:

- a multi-temporal image composed of three

data acquisitions, on 2 July 1994 (displayed

in blue), on 26 December 1995 (displayed

in green), and on 27 December 1995
(displayed in red) (Figs. 1 & 2)

- a coherence image, generated from the 26
and 27 December 1995 tandem-Pair
acquisitions (Fig. 3)

- a multi-temporal image composed of the
mean values from the 26 and 27 December
1995 acquisitions (displayed in red), the 2

July 1994 acquisition (displayed in green)

and the 26 and 27 December 1995
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Figure 1 . Multi-temporal ERS SAR image, representing an area about 70 km by 1 00 km, composed of 3 data acquisitions: 2 July 1 994 (blue),
26 December 1 995 (green) and 27 December 1 995 (red). Gaborone lies right of centre in the image, just north of a dammed lake appearing in
blue and red. The area in the bottom right corner is part of the Republic of South Africa (data acquisition by the SAC/Micomtek/CS|R South African
station)
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Figure 4. SAR imagery composed of the radar intensity of a multi-temporal image such as in Figure 1 and of the coherence image as shown
in Figure 3. This colour image is especially valuable for delineating bodies of water and discriminating different vegetation typeJand
settlements.
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Figure 5. Hill-shaded reliei
mao with colour-coded
height information,
computed from a digital
terrain model. The model is
a result of the
interferometric processing
of the ERS SAR tandem-pair
acouired on 26 and 27
December 1995. This image
product is of interest to
geologists for
geomorphologic studies, but
can also serve as a basis
for thematic maps to be
used in schools and for land
management

Figure 6. Enriched satellite
image product suitable for
use as a background for
thematic maps (e.9. road
maps). lt is composed of
SAR intensity (multi-
temporal) and coherence
(tandem-pair) data. The hill-
shading is based on the
digital terrain model and
determines the intensity of
the image, whilst colours
(hue) and colour saturations
are provided by SAR
backscatter and coherence,
respectively
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Further information can be retrieved from a so-
called 'coherence image' (Fig, 3), produced by
correlating phase information from ERS-1 and
ERS-2 on successive days, namely the 26 and
27 December 1995. The degree of correlation,
or 'coherence', is a measure of the very small
changes (in terms of geometrical structure such
ac cr rrfeno rnr rnhnocc a+n \ +hn+ ^^^t vr^Aqo our rqvg rvuvr il raoo, 91v.,/ tl lqL vvvul I vu

between those two days. lt also represents a

measure of the bio-mass, because the denser
the vegetation cover, the lower the resulting
correlation will be. Agricultural fields show high
coherence and are therefore very bright, whilst
scrub appears in grey, and high trees on the
hills are imaged in dark grey. In the coherence
imaoe. eroded areas can be discriminated from
hioher trecs Sr rr:h a distinction cannot be
made using a 'normal image' just with
values. Watercourses aooear in dark hues in

areas where higher trees grow. However, there
is no difference between those trees and a
body of water (top right), as both features have
low coherence. In this case, the intensity image
can be consulted. Steep hill-slopes appear very
dark or black. They are often vertical walls, as
could be verified during the field trip. This
means that the combination of multi-temooral
data with at least one coherence image allows
the maximum amount of information to be
displayed (Fig. 4).

Basic products for cartography
In an attempt to generate a hill-shaded map-
base, furlher interferometry techniques were
applied using commercially available software.
Relying on a very limited number of elevation
points and some additional check points, a
surprisingly detailed Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) could be generated. As a next step, the
height information was conveded into a hill-

shaded map display by means of standard
image processing software, and the elevation
information was added in colour (Fig. 5).

The final oroduct so obtained can be used as a
basis for various types of maps, but is

especially useful for geo-morphologic/tectonic
studies. lt can also serve as mao-base for
educational and administrative purposes,
simply by adding the boundaries, etc., or it
could be used as background information for
road maps. Generally speaking, it represents a
basic input (DEM and derivatives) to a
Geographical Information System.

In Figure 5, the radar-derived information
includes only heights and locations, but no
ground features as they appear in Figure 1. In

Figure 6 an attempt has been made to combine
the two. This image includes the thematic
information from SAR intensitv and coherence

(26 and 27 December only), and the real hill-

shaded topographic information. To make this
merge, a colour transformation is needed,
which is commonly referred to as an 'intensity-
hue-saturation' transformation. In our case, the
image intensity is given by the hill-shading
values, while hue and saturation are
contributed by the intensity and coherence
measurements. The result is a first step
towards a radar space-map product, to which
additional information such as the names of
mountains, rivers, settlements, roads, etc. can
be added. Combination with a three-date multi-
temporal SAR data set would further enrich the
image content. lf map scales of better than
1:100 000 are required, a merge with very-
high-resolution optical imagery is necessary.

As has been demonstrated here for the
Botswana Workshop, ERS SAR is potentially
the most complete, integrated data source for
detailed digital mapping over large
geographical areas. SAR's independence from
cloud-cover makes it an indisoensable
information source for land-mapping in tropical,
as well as higher latitude areas. @esa
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DESCW: PC Software Supporting Remote
Sensing Data

S. D'Elia
Earth Remote Sensing Exploitation Division, ESA Directorate for Application
Programmes, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

R. Biasutti
Earth Observation Satellite Services Division, Eudmage, Rome, ltaly

What is DESCW?
DESCW (Display Earth remote sensing Swath
Coverage for Windows) is a software tool for
personal computers developed by Eurimage in
collaboration with ESA/ESRIN in 1992 and
improved over time in response to user
requirements, comments and suggestions,

DESCW software performs multi-mission inventory searches for the
major ESA-supported remote-sensing missions (ERS-1, ERS-2, JERS-
1, Landsat and Envisat) by displaying the satellites' coverage over an
Earth map. lt features 'Quick Looks'for the Landsat-S TM, ERS SAR
and JERS-I VNIR missions and prepares orders for selected scenes.

In version 4.0, special functions were added in order to simplify the
selection of image pairs suitable for intederometric applications.

In the latest version of the software (v, 4.1), 'lnterferometric Pairs
Selection' is assisted by a new feature, 'Tandem Pairs Selection',
specifically tuned for speedy identification of ERS-1 and ERS-2
scenes acquired as tandem pairs. With this feature, it is also possible
to identify those pairs best suited for specific interferometric
applications.

Weekly updates to inventory files ensure the
provision of scene locations, whether
'available' (already acquired),'planned' (future
passes) or'visible' (technically acquirable).

The most important features of DESCW are a

user-friendly graphical interface, a powerful
multi-area search mechanism and mission-
specific filtering tools (Fig. 1).

Background
The first version (1.xx), called DESC (Display

ERS-I SAR Coverage), was limited to ERS-I
satellite data and ran under DOS (Figure 2

shows the Data Selection screen of this early
version). The software followed the evolution
of the ERS-1 Mission Phases and was
complemented by a separate package to view

the ERS-I 'Quick Looks'. Related manuals were
printed in three issues until September 1993.

In version 2.00, the software progressed into
DESCW (Display Earth remote sensing Swath
Coverage for Windows), a multi-mission tool
supporting ERS-1, ERS-2, JERS-1 and
Landsat-S (also with Quick Look display), re-

designed to run under MS Windows 3.1x. The
first release, issued in March 1995, was
enhanced over time with many new features,
the most important of which were the addition
of a layered and tiled map in three levels of
resolution, and the polar projection view (June

1ee6).

In May 1997 version 3.00, running in both the
Windows 3.1x and Windows'95 environments,
was completed and included:

- a new combined Mission/Filter window

- an improved Frame List window (with sort,
selection and undelete)

- geographic/graphic definitions of Landsat
TM full-, quarter- and mini- floating scenes

- an imoroved Quick Look viewer for Landsat
TM and JERS-I VNIR

- area definitions by town or country name

- a new, simplified installation procedure

- the possibility to select Scene List columns
for printing or saving in a file.

In February 1998, version 4.00 was released (the

related manualwas printed in May 1998)with:

- binary inventory files for ERS-1 and ERS-2
providing additional details per frame on
acquisition stations, Processing and
Archiving Facilities (PAFs) and quality

- the possibility to select intederometric pairs
through a graphical and user-friendly
interface

- the display of main Envisat swaths (for the
ASAR, AATSR and MERIS instruments)

- multi-area support (single search performed
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Figure 1. DESCW windows -
multi-area searchEi]. Edit yiew Dcfirc gesrch lindow lelp

Dl€lEl *

against a complex area made up of a
collection of polygons, as for ltaly or France).

Also, the distribution format of the software and
the related inventory files moved from diskettes,
to CD-ROM, to online download and, finally, to
online push (April 1998).

What's on the DESCW screen
The major elements of the DESCW screen are
the Menus, the Toolbar, the Status Bar and the
Interaction Windows.

At the top of the screen, the Menu bar is

displayed, Just below it, the Toolbar allows
quick access to commonly used commands.

At the bottom of the DESCW screen, the
Status bar provides such information as:

- r:r rrrcnt antivc nrncagg

^^ ^.^h- ovotut I otuo I tdt I tu

- number of scenes retrieved by the most
recent query

- geographical coordinates (in degrees and
minutes) of the mouse position in the
Zoom window.

DESCW provides a number of Interaction
windows to the user. The three major ones are
the Navigation Map window, the Zoom window
and the Scene List window.

Figure 3. Navigation Map
windowFigure 2. DESC data selection

screen (1993 version)
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Figure 4. Zoom window -
one-day acquisition of
Landsat-S (green) and

ERS-2 (blue) data over
Germany

Figure 5. Scene List window

Navigation Map window
The Navigation Map window (Fig. 3) is a small

map of the Earth from where it is possible to
choose an area of interest - the Focus
Fectangle - to be displayed in the Zoom
Window. By moving the Focus Rectangle, the
area enlarged in the Zoom Window moves

accordingly. Conversely, by changing the area

in the Zoom window (through the scroll bars),

the Focus Rectangle moves.

Zoom window
The Zoom window (Fig. 4) is displayed either by

selecting the Zoom window option on the View

menu or by clicking, or dragging, on the
Navigation Map window. lt expands the area

contained in the Focus Rectangle from the

Navigation Map window, at a level of detail

determined by the Map Layers option. lt is

possible to zoom in and out using the Zoom
options on the View menu. Search area
polygons can be drawn in this window. When a
search has been completed, frames outlining

each of the scenes found are displaved in the
wrndow.

Scene List window
When a search has been completed, this
window (Fig. 5) will list the scenes found.
Moving the cursor over a column in the window
will highlight all scenes with the same value in

that column. For example, if the cursor is over
a number in the Track column, DESCW will

highlight all scenes with the same Track
Number; the same scenes will also be
highlighted in the Zoom window.

Full details about other windows and related

functions can be found in the manual and the
online help.

How it Works
A high-level view of the DESCW structure and
possible sequence of operations is shown in

Figure 6. After having broadly selected the
region of interest through the Navigation Map
window, it is possible to graphically draw the
polygon detailing the area of interest. The next

step is to identify the missions and date ranges

of interest, as well as other specific filtering
parameters (Fig. 7). The search can now starl
using the data of the Inventory files (updated

weekly from the Internet). The search result is

stored in the Working Set and displayed on the
Scene List window. Unwanted scenes can be
removed from the Working Set by selecting

them and clicking with the right mouse button
(all selected scenes will be removed from the
list and the Zoom Window).

Other functions can be activated for the
selected scenes. For example, double-clicking
on the Status column of a scene will display its
Quick Look (if generated and the related CD-
ROM is available), permitting also limited image

manipulation. Additional support functions (e.9.

show full coverage, show sub-satellite
track,show current satellite position show
scene details, compute shifted scenes, change
map layers/colours, save/load areas, para-
meters or user requests, etc.) can be activated
through other specific interaction windows.
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lnterferometric Pairs Selection
Inter{erometry is being successfully used for:

- Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generation

- movement detection (differential inter{erometry):
r ir:e sr rrface clisnlacements
. landslides
. subsidence
. earthquakes
. volcanoes

- land-cover mapping through coherency maps.

A special function has been added in order
simplify the selection of image pairs suitable for
intederometric aoolications.

Clicking on one specific column of the selected
scene, in the Scene List window, will open the
Interferometric Baselines window, showing all

the scenes with the same track and frame
number. For each scene, the orbit number, the
acquisition date. the values of the parallel and
oeroendicular baselines and the time interval
between the acquisitions, are shown.

Double-clicking on the orbit will re-compute all

the baseline values and the day interval with
respect to this orbit. lt is also possible to delete
the orbits that are not of interest and to print the
dialogue box. The tool is also able to compute
the baselines between ERS-1 and ERS-2
acquisitions The sole constraint is that only
ERS-1's phase C or G can be selected (35 day
cycles). Baseline values over 1024 m (parallel) and
4096 m (perpendicular) are set to these limits.

ERS-1 & 2 Tandem Pairs Selection
ln version 4.1 , the Interferometric Pairs
Selection is assisted by a new function, which
is specifically setup for fast identification of
ERS-1 and ERS-2 scenes acquired as tandem
pairs (i.e. acquired at one-day interval), with
perpendicular baseline values falling within a
pre-defined range and, therefore, best suited
for specific intederometric applications (Fig. 8).

For this function, a new set of ERS-1 and ERS-
2 inventory files were generated, separating the
sr:ene nairs into a nrrmber of different files
according to the difference in the perpendicular
baseline values as follows:

- below 30 m
- 30-100m
- 100-200m
- 200-400m
- 400-600m
- 600 - 1000 m

- above 1OO0 m.

This is a preliminary list: the final set ot ranges
will be selected after the completion of more
TESTS.

Practical evncricncc indicates that certain
ranges of perpendicular baseline values are
preferred for different application types. As a

very broad guideline for DEM generation and
land-cover mapping, values between 50 to
400 m are normally used, while for movement
detection a value below 50 m is suggested

Figure 6. DESCW structure

Figure 7. DESCW baseline
tool

Figure 8. DESCW mission
selection - tandem mission
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However, this does not preclude good results
with baseline values outside these ranges.

It is necessary to select all inventory files for
ERS-1 and ERS-2 containing scenes with
perpendicular baseline value differences falling
in the required range. For example, should the
required baseline be within 150 and 250 m, two
pairs of files will have to be selected. After this
initial selection, all the other DESCW features
a2n ho annlioel 2a rrqr ral innlrrdinn tho

Interferometric Pairs Selection.

With this new option, it is possible to use the
h-^^ri^^ ^ filter for the differentuoDEilt tE t ot tvE qD a

intederometric applications and, therefore, the
screen displays only the couples with a one-
day interval between the two acquisitions.

Other new features
Version 4.1 includes other new features or
enhancements in addition to the above
described ERS-I and ERS-2 Tandem Mission
Supporl. The main ones are:

- Multiple filters: it is now possible to define
more than one filter set for each mission and
include more than one time range, which
concs for examnle with seasonal searches
over the same area. Each filter set appears
as a separate line in the 'Selected Missions'
list and can be handled separately.
Inn"naonA nnr{a"mq646c. iho nrro6r timo

- ll lvl vq-Eu |Jvl lul lllqr ruuo. Lr ru \.1uur y ril | ru

(search and frames display) is greatly reduced.
with a more than an order of magnitude
improvement. This was achieved by
multi-threading, permitting full exploitation of
tho CPI I anrl nnfimi,,,srng memory usage.
/'-r rrran+ na+nlli+a Inna+i66. it iq nnccihlo tn cao- vullul lL DoLElllLU luudtrvr r. rL ro |'/voorvrg Lv ouu

in real time where the sub-track of the selected
satellite(s) is currently located. The satellite
icon moves with time. This representation is

generated from nominal orbital parameters
and is linked to current computer date and
time settings.

- Simplified maintenance: the software has
been fully restructured. permitting faster
ro:nlion tn norni ronr rj;gpgpfg in the fUtUfe.

Srlet ff. d mrc it6m Ee'dre to thc dS filcr.v.il.bb

17 lmtaf Sdt0u.

17 lda{ gdjc Ms
T InJ.{ Lddjrr5 &dJ.r+] old lnv.nldi.s

l- lrohn 0b INSAB LBtmq

T
17 lffi6ilri;i;;;;a

Installation and updates
The DESCW software and related inventory
files (updated weekly) are available. for free
installation and updates offline (see 'Support'

section) or online from the ESA/ESRIN server.

FIP access
Address earthnet.esrin.esa.it
username anonymous
Password (your e-mail address)
Directory /FTP/software/descw

World Wide Web access
http://earthnet. esrin. esa. it

Follow 'Software Gallery', then 'Software to
Obtain Satellite Earlh Coverage'.

BackWeb
BackWeb is a client-server application that
sends data from a server, via the Internet, to all

clients who have subscribed to a specific
'channel' lt applies data-push technology
using idle online time and check-point/restarl
(after a hreak the transmission resumes from
the point of interruption). The BackWeb client is
free of charge and can be downloaded from:

http ://www. backweb. com

Once the BackWeb client is installed,
subscribe to the DESCW channel from:

hIIn' / / earlhl esrin esa. itlbackweb

In order to complete the installation or updates,
select the required options (Fig. 9), and follow
the instructions provided by the installation
package.

Support
The DESCW software and manual are also
available offline. For a free copy please contact:

ENVISAT & ERS Help Desk
ESA/ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei
| - OOO44 Frascati - ltaly
Tel: +39-06-94 180777
Fax: +39-06-94 180 272
e-mail: eohelp@mail.esrin.esa.it

For more information, queries and suggestions
about DESCW contact:

DESCW Technical Support
ESA/ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei

| - 00044 Frascati - ltaly
Tel: +39 -06 9418O744
Fax: +39 -06 94 180 862
e-mail:descw-help.desk@eurimage.it @esa
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

(status end December 1998)
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rso
U ne imporlante conf6rence internationale
sur les r6cents rdsultats de la mission ISO

s'est d6roul6e a Paris, du 20 au 23
octobre 7998, Les quelques

400 astronomes qui y ont particip1 ont
pr6sent6 une soixantaine de
communications et plus de 220 affiches.

Les actes de cette conference devaient
etre publies en f1vrier 1999 par la Division

des publications de I'ESA, dans la s6rie

SP Parmi /es suTets d'un grand intdret
abord1s au cours de cette conf1rence,

la presse a notamment relevd la
pr1sentation d'une nouvelle vue de Ia

nebuleuse d' Andromede (r6alis6e dans
de frds grandes longueurs d'ondes
infrarouges), I' utilisation de felescopes
naturels (ou'lentilles gravitationnelles')
pour remonter a une epoque ou I'Univers

semble avoir ete beaucoup plus actif
qu'aujourd'hui, et la revelation d'un
anneau de matidre organique autour de
I'une des etorles de notre Galaxie.

L'ensemble des donn1es fournies par Ie

satellite a 6te retraite au cours de l'et6
199R nar lc Ccntrc des rlonnees /SO de
Villafranca (E), au moyen de laversion 'fin

de mission' du logiciel de traitement et
des fichiers d'etalonnage' pipeline'.

Ce travail a permis de constituer les
premidres archives compldtes et
homogdnes de donn6es lSO. En

decembre, la communaut1 scientifique a

commenc5 A avoir accds d ces donnees
via le Web. Les utilisateurs daposenf

aujourd' hui de nouveaux' produits de
consultation', permettant de livrer un

aperQu rapide mais precis du contenu
scientifique de chacune des 26 000
observations et plus frgurant dans la base
de donnees. L'interlace utilisateur offre
aux experls comme aux non speca/r.sfes

d' imporlantes capacites de recherche
appel5es d 6tre d6veloppdes dans
I'avenir. Les utilisateurs peuvent obtenir
les donnees d4sirees par CD-ROM ou
via un site FTP Une 'bibliotheque' de
documents explicatifs existe 1galement
sur le Web et permet de faire le meilleur
usage posslble des donndes proposdes.

Le m)me site Web (www.iso.vilspa.

esa.es) propose enfin differents logiciels
permettant de reduire et d'analyser les

donndes de manidre interactive.

Gluster-ll
La revue de validation de la mission a 6td

realisee avec succes en d6cembre. Elle a
permis d'examiner la compatibilite de
I'ensemble des el1ments conQUS pour
Ia mission et de qualifier plus
parliculidrement ceux qui ont 6td modifi6s
depuis la mlsslon Cluster d'origine.
Chaque 6l6ment de la mission (charge

utile, satellite, secteur sol systdme de
donn6es, lanceur) a 6t6 examin6.

L'integration du premier moddle de vol
(FM6) des nouveaux sale//ltes s'esf
deroulee conformement aux pr6visions.

La charge utile compldte esl ddsormais
installee et /es essals fonctionnels au
niveau du sysldme du satellite etaient
programm6s pour le debut 1999; puis

il sera expedie en mars chez IABG a

Munich pour y subir son programme

d'essals d'ambiance. Les travaux
d'integration du deuxidme modele de vol
(FM7) ont 6galement debutd et devraient
s'achever 3 mois environ aprds ceux du
FM6. Les unites de vol de I'ensemble des
el6ments ont ete verifiees avec succes, et
notamment celles du nouvel enregistreur
a 6tat solide et du nouvel amplificateur
haute puissance.

Une equipe de I'ESA est all6e en

novembre constater I' etat d' avancement
du lanceur Soyouz et de son nouvel 6tage
superieur Fregate. L'equipe a ete tres
favorablement rmpressionnee par la

comp6tence et I'engagement du
parlenaire russe, touf en etant pleinement

consciente qu'il reste beaucoup de travail

a accomplir avant que Fr6gate puisse €tre

declare op6rationnel. Les ultimes

negociations relatives aux assurances d

souscrire pour le lancement se sont
achev6es positivement, avec la possibilit6

d'un lancement de secours a bord
d'Ariane-4 si /es d6lar,s de realisation de
I' ensemble Soyouz-Fregate s' av6raient
trop longs. Le contrat de lancement signe
par I'ESA avec le consortium franco-russe
Starsem prevoit deux lancement rdussis

du tandem Soyouz-Fregate avant que I'on
puisse autoriser celui de Cluster-ll.

Des reyues ont 6galement ete organis6es
pour Ie secteur so/, /e systdme d'accds
aux donnees scientifiques de Cluster et
le Centre commun d'operations
scientifiques, qui ont permis de confirmer
que toutes /es mrses a jour du sysleme
1taient compatibles avec les imperatifs et
Ie calendier d'ensemble de la mission.

Le transferT de la station sol primaire

d'Odenwald (Allemagne) d Villafranca
(Espagne) a d6but6.

Integration of the Cluster-ll FMO flight
model, at Dornier (D)

Integration du moddle de vol FM6 de
Cluster-ll, chez Dornier (D)
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rso
A very successful international conference,

dedicated to recent ISO results, was held

in Paris from 20-23 October. lt attracted
nearly 400 astronomers, who presented

and discussed approximately 60 talks and

over 22O posters during the course of the
meeting. The Proceedings will be
published by ESA Publications Division in

the ESA SP series in February 1999.

Some of the highlights picked up by the
press were a completely new view of the
Andromeda nebula (seen at very long

infrared wavelengths), the use of natural

telescopes (the so-called'gravitational
lenses') to look back to a trme when the
Unverse seems to have been much more
active than now, and a ring of organic
matter surrounding a star in our galaxy.

During summer 1998, all ISO data were
re-processed at the ISO Data Centre in

Villafranca (E) using the 'end-of-mission'

version of the pipeline processing

software and calibration files, in order
to produce the first complete
homogeneously-processed archive of ISO

data. ln December, community access
started via the World Wide Web WWW
to this data, which includes some new
'browse' products designed to give a
quick but accurate impression of the
scientific content of each of the more than
26 000 observations in the database. A
wide range of search capabilities for both
general and expert users is provided by

the user interface and will be fufther
expanded. Depending on the volume to
be retrieved. data is orovided to users

either via FTP or on CD-ROM. A 'library'

of explanatory documents to help users
get the best out of the data has also been

made accessible via the Web. Various

software tools to reduce and analyse the
data interactively are also available via the
same site (www. iso.vilspa.esa,es).

Gluster-ll
In December, the project successfully
underwent its Mission Validation Review
(MVR). This Review examined the
compatibility of all elements of the mission

design and in particular addressed all

areas of the Cluster-ll mission that have

changed since the original Cluster mission

and certified their compatibility and
qualification status. Inputs for the MVR

were identified from reviews of each prolect

element - payload, spacecraft, ground

segment, data system and launch vehicle.

Integration of the first new flight-model
satellite (FMO) has proceeded according
to plan. The complete payload is now
installed and the spacecraft will undergo
system functional testing early in 1999,

before being shipped to IABG in Munich
in March for the environmental test
programme. Integration on the second
flight model (FM7) has also started and

will follow approximately 3 months behind

FM6. Verification of all units has been

successful, including the newly developed
solid-state recorder and high-power
amplifier.

In November, an ESA team reviewed the
status of the Soyuz launch vehicle and its

new Fregat upper stage. The review team
came away with a most favourable
impression of Russian expeftise and

dedication, though fully aware that a great

deal of work still needs to be done before

the Fregat becomes operational. Final

negotiations over launch insurance have

been successfully completed, providing

for a back-up launch on an Ariane-4 if

long delays should arise in the Soyuz-

Fregat development schedule. The launch

contract signed by ESA and the French-

Russian Starsem consorlium stioulates
that two successful Soyuz-Fregat
launches must be completed before the
Cluster-ll lift-off.

Successful reviews have also been held

for the Ground Segment and the Cluster
Science Data System/Joint Science
Ooerations Centre. These have confirmed
that all upgrades of the systems are

compatible with the mission requirements
and the overall schedule. The transfer of
the primary ground station from
Odenwald in Germany to Villafranca in

Spain has commenced.

XMM
The service module of the flight satellite is
undergoing environmental and functional
testing at ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL).

Vibration tests were successfully
concluded at the end of November.

Before the Christmas break, the service

module was installed in the Large Space
Simulator (LSS) and the thermal-vacuum
test was due to start on the first workinq
dav of 1999.

The focal-plane assembly, which carries

the X-ray instrumentation, will arrive at

ESTEC in February. This assembly will

follow the service module into the LSS

to start its test sequence also with a

thermal-vacuum test.

Three flight X-ray mirror assemblies, built
by Media Lario (l) under a direct ESA

contract, were formally handed over to
Dornier (D) in December. They will replace

the structural models, which are currently
integrated on the flight spacecraft to
protect the flight optics from
contamination during the test programme.

At Centre Spatial de Liege (CSL) in

Belgium, the combined testing of the
flight mirror module with the associated
X-ray baffles and reflection gratings has

been completed. Following the shipment
of the flight mirror modules to ESTEC, a

last flight-spare mirror module will arrive

from Media Lario in early January to
undergo acceptance testing.

X-ray instrument flight hardware delivery

was completed in late November with
the shipment of the EPIC pn camera to
Dornier to be integrated onto the focal-
plane platform of the flight satellite.

The efforts of the instrument groups are

now concentrated on finalising software
and documentation to prepare for the
testing and operation of their instruments.

The mission analysis conducted by ESOC

has confirmed the feasibility of the new
launch date in January 2000.

Deliveries of mission-control software
elements continue as planned. A first
combined test, linking mission-control
software at ESOC and the flight spacecraft
at ESTEC, was successfully conducted in

October. Preparations are now underway
for the first system-level validation test in

March. During this test, the spacecraft will

be fully controlled for the first time by the
ESOC mission-control system.

Integral
Spacecraft and payload
The shock and vibration testing at IABG
(D) were finished in the autumn, thereby
successfully completing the Structural
and Thermal Model (STM)testing
programme. The mechanical integration
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XMM

Le moddle de vol du module de service
subit actuellement des essais foncfionnels
et d'ambiance e tESTEC, Noordjwijk (NL).

Les essais de vibration ont 6t6 accomplis
avec succes fin novembre. Le module a

ete installe d Ia veille des vacances de
Noel dans le grand simulateur spatial
(LSS) pour y subi,r ses essairs fhermiques
sous vide pr1vus pour les premiers jours

de 1999.

L'ensemble au plan focal, qui comprend
l'instrumentation rayons-X, doit €tre livr6 d

I'ESTEC en f6vrier. ll succ6dera au module
de service dans Ie LSS en vue d'une s6rie

de fests qui commenceront egalement
par des essais thermrques sous vrde.

Trois moddles de vols des ensembles de
miroirs destrnes a I'etude du rayonnement
X, realises par Media Lario (l) au titre d'un
contrat signe directement avec I'ESA, ont
ete officiellement livres chez Dornier (D) en

d6cembre. lls remplaceront les moddles
structurels qui sont actuellement en cours
d'int6gration dans le moddle de vol du
satellite afin de prot1ger les optiques de
vol de toute contamination pendant le
programme d'essais.

Les specra/isfes du Centre spatial de
Liege (CSL), ont acheve /es essais

combin1s des modules de miroirs de vol

avec les deflecteurs rayons-X et les grilles

de reflexion associ6s. Apres la livraison de
I'ensemble des modules de miroirs i
I'ESTEC, Media Lario devait encore faire
parvenir, d6but janvier, un module de
miroirs de rechange aux fins d'essar.s de
recefie.

La livrabon du materiel de vol de
I' instrumentation Rayons-X s' est terminde

fin novembre par I'arrivee chez Dornier de
la camera photonique EPIC qur doit 6tre

int1gree a la plate-forme au plan focal du
moddle de vol du satellite.

Les activit1s des groupes 'instruments' se

concentrent desormais sur la mise au
point finale des logiciels et de la
documentation necessaires aux essais et
a I'exploitation de leurs instruments.

L'analyse de la mission realisee par
/'ESOC a confirm6 qu'il etait possible de
maintenir le lancement en janvier 2000.

La livraison des logiciels de contr6le de la
mission se poursuit comme prevu. Des

essa/S cornbnds, assocr,ant les logiciels

de controle de la mission a I'ESOC et le
modele de vol du satellite a I'ESTEC, ont
6t6 men6s d bon terme en octobre. On
prepare actuellement /es premlers essais

de validation au niveau systdme qui

doivent se d6rouler en mars. Ces essals,

realises au moyen du systeme de
contr6le de mission de l'ESOC,
permettront de proc1der pour la premidre

fois a une verification comoldte du
satellite.

Int6gral

Satellite et charge utile
Le programme d'essals du moddle
structurel et thermique (SIM) s'est
achevd a l'automne par les essals de
chocs et de vibrations realises chez IABG
(D). L'equipe d' integration mecanique
devrait s'attaquer, debut 1999, au moddle
de vol du module de servitude (SVM).

Une revue de conception du materiel
s'est lenue d6but septembre afin

d'evaluer la possibilite d'engager les

activites liees au niveau systdme du
moddle d' identification. L' examen du
satellite n'a rev6le aucun probldme

imporlant. La conception du systdme
a ete confirmee sur le plan des
per-formances, de la tol1rance aux pannes

et de I'exploitabilit4. Le d6veloppement
des elements specifiques d'lntegral ne
pr6sente 1galement aucun probldme

technologique. La commission a exprim1
son inqui6tude quant d la disponibilite des
moddles d' identification des instruments.

Les travaux relatifs a ces derniers ont
veritablement commence a Ia suite de
r'.cffe rcrn n trn dAnit rics retardS de
I iv rai so n et des dysfon ctio n nem ents
consfants present6s par l'1lement central
de I'equipement 5lectrique de soutien au
sol des progres imporlants ont et6
accomplis au cours des derniers mois et
l'achdvement du programme de moddles
d'identification est toujours prevu pour Ia
mi-1999.

Secteur sol
Co nfo rm 6m ent au x recom man datio n s
formulees lors de la dernidre revue du
secteur sol de decembre 1997, on s'esf
employe a faire progresser la conception
et la d6finition du plan de gestion global

de ce secteur. Une nouvelle revue

d'avancement, visant d 6valuer les

progres accomplrs et a faire le point sur le
secteur sol, a d6marr6 en d1cembre
1998 et devait s'achever debut 1999.

Rosetta
Le Comite de la politique industrielle de
I'ESA (PC) a definitivement approuve le

contrat de phase C/D (phase principale

de developpement) de Rosetfa au cours
de la reunion qu'il a tenue le 26 novembre
it Paris. Cette approbation met fin d la
proc1dure de s1lection du contractant
industriel rendue compliquee par la
sev6rit6 de la comp5tition.

La conception du satellite a fait, pendant
ce temps, d'importants progrds. La

configuration d' installation des instruments

esf ddsorrnar.s stable et I'on a acheve la
premidre s6rie d'analyses m6caniques et
thermiques. Aprds un cerlain nombre
d'iterations, il se confirme que la
conception thermique du satellite est
compatible avec l'4nergre solaire r1duite
disponible au point le plus eloigne du Soleil.

La phase B du projet s'est achevee par
une importante serie de revues qui ont
permis d'etudier en detail la conception et
I'etat d'avancement de fous /es 6l6ments
de la mission Rosetta, dont le satellite, la
charge utile et ses rnstruments, /e

secteur sol et Ie lanceur. Une 1quipe
independante a 6galement procede a une

revue de conception spdciale de
I'atterrisseur.

Sans mdconnaitre le caractdre
parliculierement critique du calendrier
d'ensemble de la mission, la commission
de revue de conception du systeme a

estime, debut dAcembre, que |on pouvait

raisonnablement avoir conftance dans le
succds de la mission ef de fous ces
6l6ments.

Art6mis
Le programme d'essals d'Artemis se
poursuit e I'ESTEC, Noordwijk (NL). Les

essals de simulation solaire ont ete
conduits avec succes et le satellite est a
present soumis a une serie d'essais
acoustiques et de vibrations.

Le terminal de relais de donn1es en
bande S de I'ESA a 6t6 soumis a une
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+c:m iq aynpctpr1 tn qt:d WOfk On the

flight model of the Serv ce Module (SVM)

p'ogra^rme aL Lhe beg n- ng of 1999,

A Hardware Des gn Review was held in
oer rr Qontomhor tn eqqo.- r^-^lin^^^ +^uur y ruv'ur rruur rv GTJLoJ rudur ruDD tu
qtari iha onninoorinn mndal criqtom lorrol

activities No malor problems were found
nn iho cnenonreft Tho cr-/srem oesrgn

was confirmed ln terms of pedormance,
fa;lt tole'arce a1d operability. Also. the
Intonr: -qnenifin rlovolnnrlgnt itens did

not present any technology problems
Tho Rn:.el cvnrcsspcl .nncern over the

availability of instrument engineering

mooets

Follow ng this Review, work on the
eng neering models began in earnest.
Dcsnilc del.:r,s n dolivcres of instrument
engineering models and cont nuous
irnr rh oqhnnl,nn fnr lho a6rn alaal"inrlrL ur r:j ru Lr ru uulv ErEUtl ludl

ground support equipment, significant
nrncrpqq in these :ctir|ties has been

made in the last months and compietion
of the engineering-mode programme is

stil expected by mid-1999.

Ground segment
(lonn nrnnreqq haq hee- made on
elpfininn lho nrrorell m2n2nomanl qnhomo

and design of Lhe ground segmenl, as

recommended by the prev ous ground-
ccnnent re'rp'ni ir- Dpccnber 1997,

,#-

A new Ground Segment Status Review

aimed at veritying this progress and

assessing the overall slalus of lhe ground

segment was kicked off in December and

should be completed by early 1999.

Rosetta
The ESA Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC), meet ng in Paris on 26 November,
-^..- +A- { ^^r ^^^-^,,^, rrr the Rosettagdvu Lr ru rlr dr dPPruvdr ru

Phase-C D (.nain develop.nert) contract
This concludes a rather complex process

of industrial contractor selection, wh ch at

Limes l.as seen very heavy competition,

In rh^ l-^-^ril-a rF,n naa666reft nlocinnll I Ll lg | | lYOl lLll I lg. Ll lE )pOUsUl o' L usolvl I

has made considerable progress. A
stable configuration for the instrument
accommodation has been achieved and

the first round of mechanical and thermal
^^^t,,^^^ h-^ ^t.^^^,, h^^araryses nas dileauy ueen comp eTeo

After a number of iterations, the
^^^^^^.^+ +h^."_^ n^^i^,spil(je(jrail .ner ilra. uesr!_Jn nas oeen

confirmed to be compatible with the limits

o'available solar array power at the

fadhest distance from the Sun,

As a corclusion [o Lhe projecLs Phase B,

an exte^sive series of "evews has closely

scrutinised the design and development
slatus of all e ements of lhe Rosetta

m ssion, including tbe spacecraft, the
instrument payload. the ground segment
and the rauncher. The Rosetta Lander has

also oeen subjected to a special design

review by an independent team.

Without ignoring the very critical overall

schedule situation, the Mission System

Desigr Beview Board concluded in earlv

December that there is a good degree of
confidence in mission success for all of
the elements,

Artemis
The Ademis satellite test programme is

continuing at FSTFC in Noordwijk (NL).

The solar-simulation test has been
qr ree oqq{r ,l[r r::rripr-l nr rl 2pl Lhe satellite

is now proceeding to the vibration and
2anr ralia iact nh2cac

Follnurinn lho qr rccpssfr rl CheCkOut of the
ESA Silex optical data relay terminal on

board the CNES Spot 4 Earlh
observation satellite earlier this year using

slars as counte' te'minals, a series o*

tests on the ESA S-band data-relay
Le.mina has now oeen carried ouT Spot-
A lolamalar eleta hac hoon qr renoqcfr .llii

rclaveci tn lho Snol / Control Centre in

Toulouse (F) via the US IDBS data-relay
systern

EOPP

Strategy and future programmes
The main emphasis in the reporting
period has been on attempting to identify
+h^,.,^., ^h^^i +^- tr^44 watch activitiesLr tv vvoy ot tvou tut Lot Lt I

Eafth Watch programmes are foreseen to
be developed in paftnership schemes
with the objective of establishing

sustainable systems Although the task of
identifying an acceptable approach has
proved to be rather complex, by early

December the Director General had

succeeded in convincing the main

industrial groups to work together,

Arlemis being prepared for solar-array
deployment testing at ESTEC (NL)

Preparation d'Artemis aux essais de

deploiement du g6nerateur solaue a

I'ESTEC (NL)

t

\_
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sdrie d'essarrs. Auparavant, on avait v6rifi6

le terminal de relais de donn6es Silex de
I'ESA place a bord de SPOT-4, Ie satellite

d'observation de Ia Terre du CNES en

utilisant /es 6torles comme base de
comptage. Les donn6es de telemesure

ont 6t6 relay6es avec succds vers /e

centre de contr)le SPOT-4 d Toulouse (F),

via le systdme de relais de donndes
americain TDRS.

EOPP

Strat6gie et programmes futurs
Au cours de la periode de r6f6rence, on

s'esf surfouf rnt6ress6 aux moyens de
d1velopoer les activites de surveillance de
la Terre. ll est pr6vu que les programmes

d'observation de la Terre soient lanc6s

dans le cadre de partenariats, avec pour
objectif de mettre en place des systdmes
durables. Bien que la determination d'une
strategie acceptable se soit r6v6l6e

relativement compliqu1e, le Directeur
g6neral est parvenu, d6but septembre
it convaincre les principaux groupes

industriels a travailler ensemble.

Missions futures
Les etudes de phase-A des quatre

missions de base d'exploration de la
Terre en cours de pr6paration ont franchi
en fin d'ann6e une premidre etape
impoftante avec la revue de d6finition
pr6liminaire. Paralldlement, I'appel d
propositions lanc6 aux chercheurs
principaux pour les premidres missions
de circonstance a permis de recueillir 27
propositions qui font actuellement I'objet
d'une evaluation.

Gampagnes
La campagne 7998 s'esf conclue au
d6but de I'automne par la phase

d'acquisition des donn6es de vol de
I'exo5rience CLARE tadar et lidar de
n6bulosite). Les activit1s s' orientent
d1sormais vers la prdparation de Ia

campagne 1999.

EnvisaVPlate-forme
polaire

Systdme Envisat
L'6valuation des r6ponses a l'avis d'offre
de pafticipation (AO) d des projets pilotes

et d'exploitation de donnees scientifiques

est aujourd'hui termin6e et ses rdsulfats
ont et6 accept6s par les Pays parlicipants

au programme. Les chercheurs
principaux qui ont ete chorrsrrs en seront
prochainement averlis.

Les activites se concentrent actuellement
sur la pr6paration de la verification du
systdme, et notamment de celle de
I'ensemble du secteur sol et sur celle de
l'6talonnage en vol des instruments, ainsi
que sur Ia validation des produits derives

de niveau 2.

Activit6s relatives au satellite
Le programme d' assemblage, integration
et essais (AlT du moddle d'identification
du satellite Envisat s'est poursuivi avec la
prdparation de ce moddle pour des

essais de com patibilite rad iofr6quence.

Une enceinte RF compldte a ete edifiee

dans ce but autour du satellite.

L'AlT du moddle de vol a franchi une

6taae imaortante avec I'achdvement des

activites d' integration du compartiment
des 6quipements de la charge utile du
moddle de vol dans Ie porte-charge utile,

suivie par I'integration de trois des
instruments du moddle de vol. DORIS,

MWR et GOMOS.

Charge utile Envisat
Les moddles de vol des deux instruments
GOMOS et RA-2 ont ete rdcemment
Iivr6s chez Matra Marconi Space (Bristol

GB) pour y 6tre integr1s au moddle de vol

du satellite. Un moddle mixte du MIPAS,

comprenant I'optique du moddle
d'identification et de qualification et des
elements 6lectroniques du modele de vol,

est en cours de livraison. Le moddle de
vol du sous-ensemble 5lectronique
central de I'ASAR est 6galement pr1t a
6tre livr6.

Les moddles de vol des instruments non
encore /ivr6s subr'ssent leur dernidre
phase d'integration et d'essais. Se2e des
vingt tuiles du moddle de vol de I'antenne
de I'ASAR ont d6jd 6t6 livr6es et int6gr6es
d Ia structure de I'antenne. On remedie
actuellement aux d6faillances constat6es
sur certains 6quipements de I'ensemble
optique du moddle de vol du MIPAS.

Deux canaux infrarouges du modele de
vol du SCIAMACHY sont en cours de
realignement et I'on recherche |es

causes d'un probldme de lumidre parasite

constate sur le moddle de vol du
MERIS,

Secteur sol Envisat
L'integration des installations du systdme
des donn6es de charge utile (PDS) sur la
plate-forme de r6f6rence se poursuit chez
DATAMAT e Rome (l) et une configuration
representative de la station de traitement
des donn6es de charge utile (PDHS) est
en cours d'installation a /'ESR//V, Frascati
(l) en vue de preparer la recette de la
version V1 du PDS.

Ious /es modules (installations) du PDS

sont d6ja en place sur la plate-forme de
ref1rence, meme si cerlains d'entre eux
ne sont repr6sent6s que par des logiciels
interm6diaires. Cette mdthode permet de
tester la circulation compldte des
donn6es et de valider les interfaces.

Le d1veloppement et I'integration du
secteur so/ des operations en vol (FOS)

progressent selon le plan prevu. Les

travaux poftent plus particulierement sur
la preparation des premiers essais de
v6rification du satellite.

M6top
La signature des documents de contr)le
des interfaces (ICD) des cinq instruments
fournis par la NASA a constitu1, au d6but
de l'6t6 dernien une imporlante etape
dans la poursuite du programme Metop.
Les ICD relatifs aux instruments A-DCS
et SARP fournis par /e CIVES peuvent

6galement 6tre consid6r6s comme sign1s
'de facto', et des progres significatifs ont
6t6 accomplis en ce qui concerne les

instruments resfants. La consolidation
des inteffaces et de la configuration
d'installation des instruments, ainsi que

/es progres accomplis en general dans la
conception du satellite et de ses sous-
systemes, a permis de pr6parer avec
succds la 'r6union de consolidation de Ia

conception' organis6e au d6but de
l'automne. Les arrangements conclus
doivent servir de base aux revues
pr6liminaires de conception (PDR) des
unitds et sous-sysfdmes, qui ouvriront
elles-memes la voie a la PDR du satellite,
prdvue pour le premier semestre de
1999.

Le consortium industriel Metop a lanc6 un

appel d'offres restreint pour la realisation

de I'instrument GRA$ qui faisait l'objet
jusqu'a present d'un programme de
developpement technologique dans le
cadre de I'EOPP. L'evaluation des offres a
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Future missions Space (Bristol, Ul$: GOMOS and RA-2. subsystem design allowed a successful
By the end of the year, the four ongoing For MIPAS, a mixed model, including the 'design consolidation meeting' to be held

Earth Explorer Core Mission Phase-A engineering-qualification-model optics in early autumn. The understandings

studies had reached their first major and flight-model electronics units, is being reached will form the basis for the

milestone, the Preliminary Concept delivered. The flight model of the ASAR unit/subsystem Preliminary Design

Review. Meanwhile, the Call for Proposals Central Electronics Sub-Assembly (CESA) Reviews (PDRs), leading up to the satellite

by Lead Investigators for the first Earth FM is also being readied for delivery. PDR in the first half of 1999.

Explorer Opportunity missions has

resulted in twenty-seven proposals, which The flight-model instruments not yet A restricted competitive Invitation to

are now entering the evaluation phase. delivered are in their final integration and Tender (lTI) was issued by Metop industry

test phases. The ASAR antenna flight- for the selection of the consortium for the

Campaigns model tile delivery has progressed well, GRAS instrument, previously managed as

The 1998 campaign year concluded with with 16 out of a total of 20 tiles delivered a technology development within the

the flight data phase of the Cloud Lidar and integrated on the antenna frame EOPP The tender evaluation resulted in

and Radar Experiment (CLARE) in the structure. Equipment failures on the the selection of a consortium led by

early autumn. Activities are now directed MIPAS flight-model optical unit are being Saab-Ericsson Space, which had

towards the 1999 plans. fixed, two infrared channels on the previously won a comparable development

SCIAMACHY flight model are being contract for an American programme.

realigned, and a parasitic light problem on

Envisat I potar ll'i"Y::l3J:'ht 
moderis beins 

l*fl"JY5.'":[ffi"?1'.ff:[:"sLx,T
platfOfm consortium led by Officine Galileo (l).

Envisat ground segment The joint ESA,/Eumetsat evaluation and

Envisat system lntegration of the Payload Data Segment subsequent negotiations were

The evaluation of the Announcement of (PDS) facilities on the Reference Platform successfully concluded and resulted in a

Opportunity (AO) for scientific data continues at DATAMAT in Rome (l) and a Contract Proposal which was submitted

exploitation and pilot projects has been configuration representative of a Payload to ESA's Industdal Policy Committee (lPC)

terminated and the results accepted by Data Handling Station (PDHS) is being and the Eumetsat Council. The latter

the Programme Participants. The selected installed at ESRIN in Frascati (l) in endorsed the procurement of two units

Principal Investigators (Pls) will be notified preparation for PDS Vl version for Metop-1 and -2. For Metop-3, a

in the near future. acceptance. competitive evaluation was requested
between a recurrent GOME-2 and a

System activities are presently focusing All PDS building blocks (facilities) have Dutch lmaging Spectrometer presently

on the preparation of the system been integrated on the Reference under development for the American

verification, in particular the Ground Platform, even though some facilities are EOS-Chem satellite

Segment overall verification, and the still intermediate software deliveries. This
preparation of the in{light calibration of approach nevertheless allows the testing A joint Metop/EumetsaVEPS seminar was

the instruments, as well as the validation of the complete data circulation and held in October on commonalties and

of the derived Level-2 products. validation of the interfaces. differences between the ground segments
of Envisat and Metoo/EPS. with

Satellite activities The Flight Operation Segment (FOS) participation from the two projects and

The Envisat satellite engineering-model development and integration is from Eumetsat.

Assembly, Integration and Test (AlT) progressing according to plan, with effotls
programme has continued with the concentrated on the preparation of the
preparation of the complete engineering- first Satellite Verification Test.

modelsatellite for the radio-frequency MgteOSat SgCOnd
compatibility test, For this test, a

comptete RF enctosure has been buitt GenefatiOn (MSG)
around the satellite. MetOp

The System Critical Design Review (CDR)

The flight-model AIT activities have gained A major milestone in the Metop was held as planned in October 1998.

momentum with the completion of the development effort was achieved early Some close-out actions remain which

integration of the flight-model Payload last summer with the signature of primarily relate to yet to be finalised tests

Equipment Bay (PEB) onto the payload Interface Control Documents (lCDs) for at the subsystem and instrument levels.

carrier, followed by the successful five NASA-provided instruments.
integration of three flight-model Furthermore, the lCDs for the CNES- Testing of the Structural and Thermal

instruments: DORIS, MWR and GOMOS. provided A-DCS and SARP instruments Model (STM) was finalised in December.

Envisat payload
were also signed de facto, and significant Acoustic testing and shock testing
progress was made on the remaining followed the vibration test in Cannes (F).

Two flight-model instruments have ones. The consolidation of instrument
recently been delivered for integration with interfaces and accommodation, and the The development of the MSG-1

the flight-model satellite at Matra Marconi general progress in satellite and spacecraft and the procurement of
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abouti au chotx d'un consoftrum e
n rr Qreh tr', -.a^n c]^ana elaiaPAt OCA|J-L| tL JJU/ / UI,CL L, uu/u

benefrciaire d'un confrat semblable paur
un programme amerrcatn.

1 A .^na^d;t ,m GOA/ltr r'liriaa nar Offiatno

Galileo (l). a soumis en septembre une
nronnqtfnn rlc mrcc cn oeUVfe de la
ahaqa (-/f't r'la GOA/1tr-) I 'avslt raliatt al

lac nonne istinnq t tltoriot tr,.__.es. conauttes par
l l .QA cl I t tm€rtsat onl abouil a une
aranacif,an .la ^^.f ret cOUmtSe aU COmite
rla la naliliar p tnr..lt tctrialla ...1a I Aaanna a+\'r ta PUltttguw r 'uuJr'/uro uY t nvct twc vt

au Canseil d'Eumelsal. Celte derniere
" ^ t^ ''turnitLtre de deux// /of d/ rus a G[)[Jt uuvc ]a tL

r tnilaq ela I inqlr, tmonf nn ,r lao tatalli+a-tt Pvur tYa Dd(q///tgJ

A4at.n-t o! Alalan . llng gy21ta11t,

a^na t taranltallo 2 ala rartt tico nar tr A/lolan-

- _ -:^/r_. ,^ ^^ coME 2 et uno vt lLl Y ut tY l vlJillluY uv I
<noalrnmalro imsaat tr naailanr'latq raali<a

prtt pllpmonf nnt tr lc qetcllite amencan
FOS Chem

Un seminaire conjotnt sur les
-^^^^^41^^^^^ ^r rl^-^-A/^^^^^ ^^+.^1---Ct I tL)tdt k,cJ ct u/JJU/ / /u/dt tLa- at tLt c
l^^ -^^t^.,rt oato Enviorr ot A/latnn/trP9/uJ JU( f gul J JU/J r I /V/Jdt wL tvtwLvp. I t e

s esl deroule en oclobre, avec la

nFfti.inltinn rlo rr:nrcs..nf1nls des deUX
nraialc af r'l'Fr tmolqal

M6t6osat
deuxidme
(MSG)

de
g6n6ration

I a rantt ta e ril inr ta r'la e anaaaltnn /CDQ\ rlt t

sysi c/lle s cs/ L/e/Uuiee comme prevu en

actobre 1998 ll reste encore a clore
cenains essa/s au niveau des inslrumenls
^+ A^^ ^^,,^ ^,,^+^ff^^

| 'illt tcfrefian to;nfF m.nfro lo e hsmne' Iat t 
'v

d'antennes du modele d'identification mis
^^ ^t-^^ ^^, ,, 1^^ A^.^,^.et tpHLe puul /ds ue//r/eifs eSSaiS.

I e programme d essais du modele
clrt trlt tral al lharmiat a /QTA4\ - ^^t ^^h^"^J'/ uulur G/ ar L] tct tttlqua \a I tvt/ J uJl dul /uvu

en deuembre. Les essars de vtbrations
r--lt^^. t Cnn^aa /tr\ an+ al6 a, //r/ie nrl/ golrJgo d 9o/ // rgo \r J vt I vtw Jurt 'J pol

:^^ ^^^-,^ 1^^',-t:^.'^- 2l de C1OCS.uuJ uJJdrJ duuuJ (/L/ugJ t

I a realrsation du satellte MSG I et les
a -.1 tvi I aq rl' c nnr a,, i.qin n nFm en I d eS

sdfe//lles MSC 2 el J se poursutvenl

conformement au calendrier prevu I a
raslicaltnn r.la< aa, ttn1ma-t- at Aa- oa',olCAttOALtVt t UL J UL/U'l.rU' ' 'gl /tJ qt UgJ JVUJ
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MSG-2 and MSG-3 are on schedule.
Engineering-model and flight-model
production at equipment and subsystem
level is in progress. The SEVIRI instrument
remains, together with the mission

communication subsystem, on a critical
path for the first flight model. The launch

of MSG-1 remains on schedule for
October 2000, with MSG-2 to be
launched in 2OO2. MSG-3 will go into

storage in 2003.

ERS

Throughout 1998, ERS system operations
continued to run very smoothly, with
excellent performance from the satellites
and ground segment. ERS-2 served as
the primary spacecraft, with the ERS-1

payload in hibernation and available as a
OacK-up.

On 17 November, the mission was
interrupted for 30 hours to protect both
ERS-1 and ERS-2 from the Leonid
meteorites storm. Special measures were
taken on-board to protect all of the
sensitive spacecraft elements. Extended
ground-segment coverage with a

complete operatrons team was set up

to monitor the satellites and react

immediately in case of problems.
Fortunately, no anomalies were detected
either during or after the storm.

Based on the good health of the ERS

system, a proposal has been submitted
to the ESA Earth Observation Programme
Board for an extension of operations up
to the year 2003. This would permit the
continuity of the full mission until Envisat

becomes operational, and of the wind
and ozone data until IVETOP-1's entry
into operation.

The following procedures and activities

have been introduced in order to prolong
the ERS system's operational lifetime for
as long as possible:

- New monitoring and warning
mechanisms have been implemented.

- The signal amplification gains of the

ERS-2 instruments have been increased

to compensate for payload ageing.

- The feasibility of maintaining satellite

attitude using only one or two gyros
supported by the digital sensors and
reaction wheels is being studied. The
initial results are very promising and

this new solution should be available
by mid-1999.

- A study has been started to find a
work-around solution permitting the
ERS-1 payload items to be operated
again in parallel (since the solar-array
failure, the instruments can only be

operated individually).

International Space
Station Programme

ISS Overall Assembly Sequence
The first International Space Station
Element, the Functional Cargo Block
(FGB) 'Zarya' , was successfully launched
from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in

Kazakhstan on 20 November. As the first
orbiting element, Ihe 20 Ion'Zarya'
pressurised spacecraft will provide the
initial propulsion and power for the Space
Station, The second International Space
Station Element, the Node-1 (Unity),

with two pressurised mating adapters
attached and one stowage rack installed,

was successfully launched on
4 December aboard the US Shuttle
'Endeavour' (STS-88). The rendezvous

wilh'Zarya' took place on 6 December
and the two elements were successfully
mated during the early hours of
7 December.

Following Ihe'Zarya' launch, the Heads

of Agencies met in Moscow to review the
ISS Overall Assembly Sequence. The
launch of the Russian Service Module
remains scheduled for July 1999 and an

additional Shuttle logistics flight (2A.2) has

been added to the Assembly Sequence
to suooort the Service Module's launch.

An updated Overall Assembly Sequence
should be available in spring 1999.

Columbus Laboratory
During recent months, it became
apoarent that the mass of the Columbus
Laboratory had increased to a level that
exceeded the specification limits. Actions
to reduce it to within specification were
initiated and this problem is now nearing

satisfactory resolution. In addition, some
delays have been encountered with the
Data Management System (DMS)

software development, and a computer
processing problem has been identified,
which could result in the system Critical
Design Review (CDR) being delayed.

The Electrical Ground Support Equipment
(EGSE) acceptance tests have started,
and the Electrical Test Model (ETM)

testing is now expected to start in

February 1999.

Columbus launch barter
Nodes 2 and 3
Manufacturing and welding of the
Structural Model primary structure has

started. The first radial bulkhead is

available and the second is in final

machining. Cone welding is complete.
Node-2 system analysis is nearing

completion, but configuration changes
required by NASA are causing secondary
structure delays. Node-3 configuration
and outfitting updates required by NASA
in the ISS Assembly Sequence, Revision
D, have been completed, but further
changes introduced by NASA are

impacting the Node-3 development
schedule.

Crew Ref ri gerator/ Freezer Racks
Breadboarding of critical design elements
has started, awaiting a decision from
NASA on the upload strategy and where
the Refrigerator/Freezers will be installed

in the Station firanshab versus Hab
Module). NASA has agreed to ESA's
present planning and has scheduled an

interface meeting for mid-December with
crew representatives to agree on a
technical solution that can be
implemented with reasonable effort.

Cryogenic Freezer Racks
In view of the recently announced delay in
the launch of the Cryogenic Freezer, the
Executive has decided to postpone the
Invitation to Tender (lTT) for Phase-B/C/D
by three months, until early 1999.

Cupolas
The Cupola barter negotiations with
NASA were successfully concluded in

October and the corresponding
lmplementing Arrangement was finalised.

Under this Arrangement, ESA will provide
two Cupolas, plus some enhancements
to the Columbus module, in exchange
for payload launch and return services
provided by NASA for five external
European payloads as well as an

additional launch mass allocation of 150
pounds on the Columbus module launch.

Following the ESA Industrial Policy

Committee's (lPC) approval of the
contract proposal, the Cupola
development effort was initiated in

December with Alenia Spazio as the
^vi,-^ ^^^+,^^+^.pt il | tv uut tU 4utut.
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- On recherche actuellement de

nouvelles so/utions permettant de

relancer I'exploitation en paralldle de la

charge utile d'ERS-1 (Depuis Ia

defaillance des panneaux so/alres, /es

instruments ne peuvent plus dtre

actionnes qu'un par un).

Programme de
Station spatiale
internationale

S6quence d'assemblage de l'lSS
Le premier 6l6ment de Ia station spatiale

internationale, le module'Zarya' (FGB), a

et6 lance avec succds du Cosmodrome

de Baikonour le 20 novembre dernier. En

tant que premier 6l6ment plac6 sur orbite,

ce cylindre pressuris6 de 20 tonnes

fournira les moyens de propulsion et

I'energie initialement n6cessaires d la

station spatiale. Le deuxidme module de

I'ISS, I'element de jonction numero 1

'Unity', equip6 de ses deux adaptateurs

d'accouplement pressurils6s et d'un bAti

de stockage, a ete lanc6 le 4 d1cembre a

bord de la Navette spatiale amdricaine
'Endeavour' /vol SIS-88). Le rendez-vous

avec 'Zarya' a eu lieu Ie 6 decembre et

les deux elements ont et6 r6unis aux
premidres heures du 7 d1cembre.

A la suite du lancement de'Zarya', les

reprdsentants des diff6rentes agences
concernees se sonf rencontr6s d Moscou
pour faire le point sur I'ensemble de la

s6quence d'assemblage de la station. Le

lancement du module de service russe

est toujours prevu en juillet 1999, et I'on

a ajoute - en soutien - une mission de

logistique supplementaire de la Navette

am6ricaine (2A.4 e h sdquence

d'assemblage. Une s1quence
d'assemblage r6vis6e devrait €tre

adopt6e au printemps 1999.

Laboratoire Golumbus
ll est aaoaru au cours des derniers mois
que la masse du laboratoire Columbus

avait augmente jusqu'a exc6der les limites

sp6cifi6es. On a entrepris d'y rem6dier et
la question esf en passe d'€tre r6solue.

La r6alisation du logiciel du systdme de
gestion des donn5es (DMS) a en outre
pris du retard et l'on a constatd un

probldme de traitement informatique qui

risque de retarder Ia revue critique de

conception (CDR) du systdme.

Les essais de recette des 1quipements

OR

de soutien sol 6lectriques (EGSE) ont

d6bute et ceux du moddle d'essais
6lectriques (ETM) devaient 6tre lanc1s

en fevrier 1999.

Compensation du lancement de
Columbus
Elements de jonction 2 et 3
La fabrication et Ie soudage de I'ossature

du modele structurel ont d6bute. La

premidre cloison radiale est disponible et

I'usinage de la deuxidme est en voie

d'achdvement. Le soudage des cdnes est

achev6. L'analyse de l'1lement de ionction
n"2 au niveau sysrcme est presque

termin6e, mais certaines modifications de

configuration demand1es par la NASA
provoquent des retards dans la realisation

de la structure secondaire. La

configuration et I'equipement de I'dlement

de jonction n"3 sont achev6s, ainsi que

/es rnrses d jour reclamees par la NASA

dans la revision D de la sequence
d'assemblage de /'/SS. D'autres
modifications introduites par la NASA vont

cependant avoir une incidence sur le

calendrier de realisation de cet 6l6ment.

BAtis r6frig6rateurs/cong6lateurs pour
l'6quipage
Le montage sur table des elements de

conceotion critique des bdtt.s

refrigerateu rs/ co ng 6lateu rs pou r
l'equipage a d6bute, en attendant que la

NASA fixe la proc6dure d'emport de ces

el1ments dans I'espace ef /eur chotSt.sse

un lieu d'implantation dans la Station

spatiale (lranshab ou module d'habitation).

La NASA a approuv1 le programme

actuel de I'ESA et organis6 en d6cembre

une reunion sur les interfaces en presence

de repr1sentants des astronautes. Cette
r6union devait permettre de se mettre

d'accord sur /es so/uflons fechnlques /es

plus raisonnables.

Bdtis cong6lateurs cryog6niques
L'Ex6cutif a d6cid6 de reporter de trois

mols (soit debut 1 999) I'appel d'offres

relatif d la phase B/C/D du programme de

cong6lateurs cryogeniques en raison de

I'annonce r6cente d'un report de la date

de lancement de cet 6lement dans
I'espace.

Couooles
Les n6gociations entam6es avec Ia NASA

sur I'accord de compensation relatif aux
coupoles d fournir par /'ESA se sont
conclues positivement en octobre et

l'Arrangement de mise en oeuvre

correspondant a ete d6finitivement

adopt6. Aux termes de cet Arrangement,

I'ESA fournira deux coupoles a la station

spatiale et apportera certaines
modifications au module Columbus, la

NASA assurant en 6change I'empoft dans
l'espace et le retour de cinq charges
utiles externes europ6ennes et accordant

d Columbus une masse supplementaire
au lancement d'environ 75 kg.

La r6alisation des coupoles a d6but6 en

d6cembre, apres l'approbation de la
proposition de contrat par le Comit6 de

la politique industrielle et la d1signation
d'Alenia Spazio comme maitre d'oeuvre.

V6hicule de transfert automatique

Aprds examen de sc6narios de rechange,

et malgre les incerlitudes qui pdsent

toujours sur la situation 6conomique et
financidre de la Russie, il a et6 d6cid6 en

octobre de conserver le sc6nario d'origine

consisfant a amarrer I'ATV au module de

service russe, moyennant quelques

m od ificatio n s techn i q ues m i n eu res d

aooorter au v1hicule de I'ESA. Cette

d6cision a permis de signer, le 25
novembre, le contrat relatif A la phase
principale de developpement (phase C/D)

conclu avec Aerospatiale.

La proc6dure d'6change de lettres entre
Ies directeurs gdn6raux de la RKA et de
I'ESA visant A officialiser I'engagement
de haut niveau souscrit par RKN
RSC-Energia pour I'int6gration de I'ATV

et Ia fourniture du mat6riel russe s'est
conclue le 19 novembre par la r6ception
d'une lettre sign6e par le Directeur
general de la RM. Cet engagement,
souscrlt en octobre par

RK,URSC-Energia, est conforme d

I'ensemble des imp6ratifs financiers et
techniques de I'ESA pour les phases de

developpement et d'exploitation. Une

r6union de d6marrage portant sur |es

activit1s d'integration de I'ATV a eu lieu

en d6cembre avec les repr1sentants de
RSC-Energia, d la suite de l'approbation
par I'IPC de Ia proposition

d' approvisi onnement corres pond ante.

X-38/CRV et application des
technologies de rentr6e
Le protocole relatif a la coop6ration
NASNESA au projet X-38/CRV a et6

signe le 21 novembre.

A Ia suite de la reorientation des activites
relatives au v6hicule de transport des
equipages (CTV) et de I'approbation
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Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

Following-on from the investigation into
alternative docking scenarios, and despite
the political and economic uncertainties
in Russia, it was decided in October to

retain the original scenario of docking the
AW to the Russian Service Module, with
some limited AW technical modifications
to be implemented. The contract for the
main development phase (Phase-C/D)

was subsequently signed with
Aerosoatiale on 25 November.

The signature of the 'Exchange of Letters'
by the RSA General Director and ESAs

Director General to formalise the
RSA/RSC-Energia High-Level

Commitment for AW integration and
Russian hardware procurement was
completed on 19 November with the
receipt of a letter signed by RSA's General
Director. This High-Level Commitment,
made in October by RSA/RSC-Energia,

is compliant with all of ESA's financial and

technical reouirements for both the
development and exploitation phases.

A 'kick-off' meeting with RSC-Energia for
the AW integration work took place in

December following the IPC's approval of
the corresponding Procurement Proposal.

X-38/CRV and Applied Re-entry
Technology
The Protocol covering the NASA/ESA
X-38/CRV co-operation was signed on
21 November,

Following the reorientation of the Crew
Transport Vehicle (CT\4 activity, and the
approval of a new slice for the Applied
Re-entry Technology (ART) Programme, a
contract has been prepared, and should
be signed in December, to cover industrial

activities in co-ooeration with NASA for
the X-38 V2O1 vehicle.

NASA has invited four US contractors
plus one European contractor to observe
the ongoing X-38 activities at Johnson
Space Center (JSC) in Houston until
February 1999. This will allow industry to
familiarise itself with the X-38 programme
and will facilitate the preparation of
industrial proposals for the Operational

Crew Rescue Vehicle (CRV). NASA
plans to release a draft Request for
Proposal (RFP) in December for
procurement of the operational CRV and
its final update in February 1999.

Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator
(ARD)
The Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator
(ARD) was successfully launched by the
Ariane 503 flight on 21 October (see ESA
Bulletin No. 96, pages 4-13). AIIARD
systems performed nominally throughout
the mission and all mission objectives
were achieved. The ARD reached an

altitude of 830 km, splashed down within
4,9 km of its target point in the Pacific

Ocean after t h 41 min, was recovered

some 5 h later and is currently
undergoing more detailed technical
analysis. Data assessment has

commenced and results are expected
during the first half of December. The

ARD will arrive back in Eurooe durino the
second half of January.

Ground-segment development and
operations preparation
The results of the definition studies of all

identified options for the ground segment,
in oarticular the Ooerations Control
Centres locations, and the status of the
operations supporl study, were presented
to the Programme Board in November.

No conclusion could be reached at that
time and the matter was referred to the
ESA Council for a decision in December.

The Council resolved that the operations
control ground infrastructure and
execution function for the Eurooean

elements of the International Space
Station under the overall ESA authoritv
will be located as follows

- the Operations Control Facility for
the Columbus Laboratory, together
with the central node of the
Communications Network (lGS), at
GSOC in Oberpfaffenhofen (D), and

- the Operations Control Facility for the
AW at CNES in Toulouse (fl.

ESA will implement the above decision
through appropriate contractual
arrangements with the agencies
responsible for the national facilities.

Concerning the ASI-led study addressing
the centralised imolementation of the
operations support functions at ALTEC, it

was agreed to also continue pursuing

other implementation options.

Discussions on Common System
Operations Costs (CSOC) were held at
JSC during October and November and
agreements were reached on the
aooroach to common cost estimation.

Utilisation
Promotion
The Second European Symposium on

Utilisation of the lnternational Soace
Station was held at ESTEC (NL) on

I6-18 November, and there were a total
of 470 participants. The Proceedings will

be published by ESA Publications Division

in February 1999 as ESA SP-433.

At the Symposium, a Europe-wide
Student Competition for the best
experiment proposal for the ISS was
started. The competition will end with
the announcement of the winner and
presentation of the awards at the IAF

Congress in Amsterdam in autumn 1999.

The lnternational Forum for the Scientific
Use of the ISS (IFSUSS) met on I8-19
November with the objective of furthering
the co-ordination of research prolects

between the ISS Partners.

Preparation
The two industdal proposals received in
October for Phase-B/C/D of the
Technology Exposure Facility IEFJ have

been evaluated and a contract has been

awarded to a consortium led bv Carlo

Cavazzi (l).

The External Payload Integration Contract
is nearing the completion of Phase-1
(accommodation analysis and definition).
The completion of the viewing and

thermal analysis is hampered by the
absence of a NASA decision concerning
the precise location of the European
payloads on the Express Pallet.

Hardware development
The procurement and manufacturing of
flight hardware for all Standard Payload

Outfitting Equipment (SPOE) has been

authorised.

The Critical Design Review (CDR) for the
Material Science Glovebox (MSG) was
held on 12 November and that for the

-80'C Freezer (MELFI) on 24 November.

The Preliminary Design Review (PDR) for
Hexapod has been initiated.

Astronaut activities
A major event in this context was the
successful STS-95 mission from 29
October to 7 November. ESA astronaut
Pedro Duque, ln his role as Mission

Specialist, pedormed his first flight as a
member of the highly publicised STS-95
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d'une nouvelle tranche du Programme

d'application des technologies de rentrde,

un contrat couvrant les activit6s

industrielles men6es en coop6ration avec

la NASA pour le d6veloppement du

vehicule X-38N201 a ete pr6par6 pour

signature en ddcembre.

La NASA a invitd quatre contractants

am6ricains et un contractant europeen a

venir au Centre spatial Johnson de
Houston (JSC) suivre jusqu'en f1vrier

7999 /es activit1s li6es au X-38 afin de se

familiariser avec Ie programme et faciliter

la pr1paration des propositions

industrielles relatives au v6hicule de

sauvetage des 1quipages (CRV). La

NASA prevoyait de diffuser en ddcembre

un projet d'appel d'offres (RFP) poftant

sur I'aaorovisionnement du CRV

operationnel, et de lancer sa version

definitive en f6vrier 1999.

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)

Le ddmonstrateur de rentree
atmospherique (ARD) a participe avec

succds au vol Ariane 503, le 21 octobre

dernier (voir Bulletin ESA n'96, pages

4-13). L'ensemble de ses systdmes onf

fonctionn6 normalement et tous /es

objectifs de la mission ont 6t6 atteints. Le

demonstrateur a atteint une altitude de

830 km, avant de retomber dans |ocdan
Pacifique une heure et quarante et une

minutes plus tard, d moins de 4,9 km du
point d'impact prevu. ll a 6te recupdr1 au

bout de cinq heures et soumis a un

examen technique detaill1. Les rdsullats

de I'evaluation des donn6es recueillies

devaient 6tre communiqu6s au cours

de Ia premidre quinzaine de ddcembre.
Le retour de I'ARD en Europe 6tait pr6vu

au cours de la seconde quinzaine de
janvier.

R6alisation du secteur sol et
pr6paration de I'exploitation
Les rdsultafs des diff4rentes dtudes de

definition du secteur sol, et notamment

celles relatives a I'implantation des

Centres de controle des op1rations ont

et6 presentls en novembre au Comit6

directeur du programme, en m)me temps
qu'un point sur l'6tude relative au soutien

des op6rations. Le Comit6 n'est parvenu

A aucune conclusion et le dossier a 6te

transmis au Conseil de I'ESA pour

d6cision en d1cembre. Le Conseil a

decide que /es infrastructures de contrOle

au sol et Ia conduite des op6rations li6es

aux 6l6ments europ1ens de la station

spatiale internationale seraient r6parlies

de la fagon suivante, sous /a

responsabilitd de l' ESA:

- lnstallation de contr6le des operations
du laboratoire Columbus et noeud
central du r6seau de communications
(/GS); GSOC, Oberpfaffenhofen (D)

- lnstallation de contr6le des op6rations
de I'ATV: CNES, Toulouse (F)

L'ESA conclura avec /es agences
responsables des installations nationales

les arrangements contractuels
ndcessarres d Ia mise en oeuvre de ces
d6cisions.

A la suite de I'etude men6e sous /a

direction de I'ASI sur une mise en oeuvre

centralisde des fonctions de soutien des

operations chez ALTEC, il a et6 decid6 de

conseNer 6galement /es aufres options

de mise en oeuvre,

Des discussrrcns portant sur /es coOts

co m m u n s d' ex plo itatio n des systdmes
(CSOC) ont eu lieu en octobre et en

novembre au JSC et des accords ont 6t6

conclus sur la d6marche a adopter pour
parvenir d une estimation commune de

ces coOts.

Utilisation
Promotion
Le deuxieme symposium europeen sur
l'utilisation de Ia Station spatiale
internationale s'est d6roul6 e I'ESTEC

(NL) du 16 au 18 novembre, en presence

de quelques 470 participanfs. Les

conclusions de cette r6union devaient
6tre publi6es en f1vrier 1999 par Ia
Division des Publications de I'ESA dans

le document ESA SP-433.

A cette occasion a 6t6 lance un concours

destine d recompenser la meilleure
p ro po siti on d' exp6rience pour /'/SS

imaginee par un etudiant europden. Le

nom du vainqueur et les differentes
r6compenses seront annonc6s lors du

Congrds de la Fed1ration internationale
d' astronautique organis6 d Amsterdam
A I'automne 1999.

Une r6union du Forum international sur

les utilisations scientifiques de la station
spatiale (/FSUSS) a eu lieu les 18 et 19

novembre, avec pour objectif de renforcer

la coordination entre les diff6rents projets

de recherche des paftenaires de /'/SS.

A I'issue de sa formation, C.Fuglesang a

Pr6paration requ le 2 octobre, a Ia 'Cit6 des Etoiles'

Les deux propositions industrielles relative (ZPK) (Russie), son cerlificat de

A la phase B/C/D du projet d'lnstallation
d' exposition technologique (fEF) regues

en octobre ont fait |objet d'une
evaluation, et le contrat correspondant a

ete attribue A un consortium conduit par

Carlo Cavazzi (l).

La phase 1 du contrat d'integration des
charges utiles externes (analyse et

definition de I'installation) est presque

achev6e. L'absence de d6cision de la
NASA quant d la localisation pr6cise des
charges utiles europ6ennes sur la palette

Express ne permet pas de mener e son
terme I'analyse thermique et d'exposition.

R6alisation des mat6riels
L' ap p rov is io n nem ent des mat6riel s

de vols desfrnds a I'ensemble des
6quipements compl4mentaLres des

charges utiles standard (SPOE) a ete
autoris6,

Les revues de conception critique (PDR)

de la boite a gants pour science des
mat6riaux et du congdlateur de
laboratoire e - 80"C (MELFI) se sont
respectivement deroul6es les 12 et 24
novembre.

La revue preliminaire de conception (CDR)

de l'Hexapode a ete entamee.

Activit6s des astronautes
La r6ussite de la mission SIS-95, qul

s'est d6roulee du 29 octobre au

7 novembre, constitue un 6vdnement trds
imporlant dans ce domaine. L'astronaute
de I'ESA Pedro Duque a effectu1 d cette

occasion son premier vol dans l'espace,

en assumant /es responsabilites de
specialiste mlssr,cn au sein de I'equipage
trds "mediatis6' de Ia navette am6ricaine
Discovery.

Le Directeur g6neral de I'ESA a

6galement annonc6 en octobre /es noms

des deux derniers astronautes europeens,

le n6erlandais Andre Kuipers et Ie belge
Frank de Winne. Les deux hommes
entameront vers Ia mi-1999 leur formation
au Centre des astronautes europeens,

afin d'obtenir leur qualification pour de
futures missions a bord de la Station
spatiale. La premidre phase de
constitution par I'ESA du Corps des

astronautes europ6ens est desormais
achevee,



proqrammes & operations

crew aboard the US Space Shuttle
'Discovery'.

Also during October, ESA's Director
General announced the names of
Europeb newest astronauts, Andr6
Kuipers (NL) and Frank De Winne (B).

Both astronauts will begin training at the
European Astronaut Centre around mid-
I999 to qualify for future missions on
board the International Space Station.
ESA has now completed the first phase

of its creation of the single European
A al-^^^, ,+ 

^^-^^nDUUt tquL vut pJ.

On 2 October, following the successful
completion of his training, C. Fuglesang
received his certificate as 'Soyuz Return
Commander' in ZPK (Russia). G. Thiele
was assigned to the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission STS-99, scheduled
for September 1999, and training for the
mission has staded.

An agreement has been reached between
ESA and CNES concerning the
PERSEUS mission, scheduled to start
end of February with ESA astronaut
J-P Haignere on board. ESA is providing

logistic, medical and communications
support in exchange for crew time and
onboard resources during the mission.

Significant progress has been achieved in

designing the Columbus System Training
with the completion of the definition of the
detailed curriculum and the establishment
of an Instructor Selection and
Employment Plan.

Early deliveries

Data Management System for the
Russran Service Module (DMS-R)
By early October, RSC-Energia had

successfully tested the entire Service
Module application software on the two
Fault Tolerant Data Management System
(DN/S-R) Computers. The ESA-supplied
DMS-R hardware and software performed
correctly during all of these tests.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)
A likely delay in the launch of the Russian
Science Power Platform (SPP), on which
ERA is mounted, has been announced.
Launch is now expected to take place in

July 2001 , although this has stlll to be
confirmed. Discussions are continuing
with RSA on the implications for ERA's

delivery to Russia.

Due to continuing problems with the main
joint system, efforts are being made to
re-plan the ERA system-level Assembly,
Integration and Verification (AlV) schedule.

The integration of the ERA software on
the electrical test bench is progressing,

but final integration of the Engineering

Qualification Model is held up by the late
delivery of the joint subsystem. Although
effods are being made to contain this
delay, it is expected to impact the ERA

Critical Design Review (CDR) planning

and the eventual ERA flight-model delivery
dates.

Discussions have been held with RSC-
Energia on the maintenance approach for
ERA, and the operational support aspects
of the EStuRSA co-operation, particularly

the sustaining engineering required.

Microgravity
EMIR-1 and EMIR-2
The Advanced Gradient Heating Facility
(AGHF), the Advanced Protein

Crystallisation Facility (APCF), Biobox,
the Facility for Adsorption and Surface
Tension (FAST) and the facllity for
Morphological Transitions in a Model
Substance (MOMO) were launched from
Kennedy Space Center on STS-95/
Spacehab on 29 October. This launch
attracted much media attention due to
its also being the second space flight by
John Glenn. Scientists from eight European
countries had experiments on the flight to
study the effects of weightlessness on
various materials and processes. ESA
astronaut Pedro Duque, in his role as
Mission Specialist, was in charge of
overseeing the operation of these
experiments.

The sounding-rocket Maxus-3 with a
totally ESA microgravity payload was
successfully launched from Esrange in
Kiruna (S) on 24 November. The Maxus
rocket performed its trajectory nominally
and the scientific payload, comprising
three life-science and two fluid-physics
experiments, was successfully recovered
within 1.5 hours after launch. Mini Texus-
6, a smaller sounding rocket carrying an

ESA experlment on combustion in

microgravity, was also flown successfully, on
3 December.

ESA's twenty-fifth parabolic{light
campaign was successfully conducted in

the period 20-30 October. Three flights,
each consisting of thirty-one parabolas,

were performed using the Airbus 4-300
Zero-G aircraft.

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFC)

The Biolab subcontractor Preliminary
Design Reviews (PDRs) have almost been
completed and the system PDR, started
in early October, is expected to be
completed by January 1999. The
Invitation to Tender (lTI) for Phases B/C/D
for the Experiment Preparation Unit (EPU)

has been finalised and is olanned for
release by end-1998.

The Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL)

subcontractor PDRs started in October,
and the system PDR is expected to start
in January and to be completed in April
1999. Technical exchanges are continuing
with the Canadian Space Agency (CSA)

to investigate the possibility of using their
Microgravlty Vibration lsolation Mount
(MIM) system inside the Laboratory to
improve the experiment microgravity
environment.

The Phase-C/D contract for the Materials
Science Laboratory (MSL) in the US Lab
was signed in November. In view of the
schedule criticality, the Phase-C/D
activities had already been started in

April 1998, covered by a Preliminary
Authorisation to Proceed

The final presentations for the two parallel

contracts covering Phase-A of the
European Physiology Module (EPM) were
held in ESTEC (NL) on 2 and 3
September. The ITT for the Phases-B and
C/D should be released by the end of
1998. Discussions are underuvay with
NASA concerning the co-location of the
EPM with the Human Research Facilitv

@esa



'Commandant de v6hicule Soyouz pour

le retour'. G.Thiele a entam6 son

entrainement, aprds avoir et6 d1signe au

sein de I'equipage de la mission SIS-99
de la navette spatiale am1ricaine,

consacree d la topographie par radar.

L'Agence spatiale europ6enne et /e CTVES

ont conclu un accord sur la mission

PERSEUS, dont le lancement est pr1vu

fin f6vrier avec la pafticipation de

I'astronaute de I'ESA J-P Haigner1. L'ESA

fournira d la mission un soutien dans le

domaine des communications ainsi que

sur /es p/ans logistique et medical en

1change de temps d'1quipage et de

ressources d bord.

D'impoftants progrds ont ete accomplis

dans la mise au point de la formation d

I'utilisation du systdme Columbus, avec

la definition d5taillee du programme

d'6tudes et la realisation d'un plan de

s6lection et d'emploi des formateurs.

Livraisons d court terme
Systdme de gestion de donn6es Pour
le module de service russe (DMS-R)

RSC-Energia a experimente, debut
octobre, la version compldte du logiciel

d'aoolication du module de service sur

les ordinateurs d double tol1rance de
panne du systeme de gestion de donnees

(DMS-R), Le materiel et les logiciels du

DMS-R fournis par I'ESA ont fonctionnd

correctement au cours de ces essa/s.

Bras t6l6manipulateur europ6en (ERA)

Le lancement de la plate-forme russe

science et 6nergie (SPP), sur laquelle doit
6tre installe le bras t6l1manipulateur

europ1en (ERA), devrait 6tre retard6
jusqu'en juillet 2001 . L'annonce de ce

retard demande cependant confirmation.

Des dlscusslons sont en cours avec la

RKA sur les implications que ce retard
pourraient avoir sur la livraison de l'ERA

d /a Fussie.

Les difficultes perststanfes rencontr6es
par le systdme principal commun
pourraient amener une r6vision du

calendrier d' assemblage, d' int6gration

et de verification (AIV) de I'ensemble du

systdme ERA.

L'integration du logiciel de I'ERA sur le

banc d'essals electrique se poursuit, mais

le retard enregistre dans la livraison du

sous-systdme commLln retentit sur

I'int6gration definitive du modele de
qualification et d' identification (EQM).

On s'efforce actuellement de reduire ce

retard, mais celui-ci devrait ndanmoins

avoir des cons6quences sur /e calendrier

de la revue critique de conception (CDR)

du bras telemanipulateur et sur /es dafes

de livraison possib/es de son moddle de

vol.

L'ESA et RSC-Energia ont discut6 de Ia

strategie de maintenance ainsi que du

soutien operationnel, et notamment du

soutien technique continu, pr1vus pour

l'ERA dans Ie cadre de la coopdration
ESNRM.

Microgravit6
EMIR-I et EMIR-2
Le four d gradient de haute technologre
(AGH1, I'installation de cristallisation des
proteines de pointe (APC), b Biobox,

I'installation d'6tudes de I'adsorption et

de la tension de suriace (FASI) et

I' installation d' etudes morphologiques sur

des substances moddles (MOMO) ont
participe a la mission STS-95/Spacehab
lanc6e du Centre spatial Kennedy Ie 29

octobre. Les media ont accorde une
place particulidre A ce vol car c'etait le
second voyage dans I'espace de

John Glenn. Mais cette mission a

egalement permis d'empofter dans

I'espace des exp6riences pr6par6es par

des chercheurs originaires de huit pays

europeens ef desfrn6es d etudier les

effets de I'impesanteur sur differents
mat6riaux ef processus. L'astronaute de

l'ESA Pedro Duque a supervisd le

fonctionnement de ces experiences en

sa qualitd de specialiste mlsst,cn.

La fus6e-sonde Maxus-3, emportant a

son bord une charge utile d'exp6riences

en microgravit1 entidrement prdpar6es

par I'ESA, a 6t6 lanc6e le 24 novembre

de Ia base de I'Esrange, d Kiruna (S). La

fus6e a suivi la trajectoire prdvue et la

charge utile scientifique, comprenant trois

expdriences en sciences de la vie et deux

exp6riences de physique des fluides, a

et6 recuper6e avec succds une heure et

demie aprds le lancement. Mini Texus-6,

une petite fus6e sonde emportant une

exp6rience de I'ESA sur la combustion en

microgravit6, a 6t6 lanc6e le 3 d6cembre.

La 25 dme campagne de vols

paraboliques de I'ESA s'est d6roul6e du

20 au 30 octobre. L'Airbus 4-300 Zero-G

affecte d cette campagne a effectu1 a

cette occasion trois vols compoftant
chacun 31 paraboles.

lnstallatiohs de recherche en
microgravit6 pour Columbus (MFC)

Les revues preliminaires de conception
(PDR) du Biolab sont pratiquement

achev6es au niveau des sous-traiknfs et

celle lancee d6but octobre au niveau

systdme devait 6tre termin6e en ianvier
1999. L'appel d'offres relatif aux phases

B/C/D de I'udt6 de preparation des

exp6riences (EPU) a 6t6 r6digd et devait

6tre diffuse fin 1998.

Les revues preliminaires de conception
(PDA du Laboratoire de sctence des
fluides (FSL) ont d1butd en octobre au

niveau des sous-tralfants et celle au
niveau systdme devait €tre lancee en
janvier pour se terminer en avril 1999.

L'ESA et l'Agence spatiale canadienne
(ASC) poursuivent actuellement des

recherches techniques sur /es posslbl/ltds

d'utilisation dans le laboratoire europden

le dispositif antivibrations (MIM) mis au
point par I'ASC afin d'am6liorer
I'environnement des experiences en

microgravit6.

Le contrat de phase C/D du Laboratoire

de sclences des mat6riaux destin1 au

Laboratoire am6ricain a et6 signe en

novembre. Compte tenu du calendrier

trds serr6, les activit1s industrielles entrant

dans le cadre de cette phase avaient

debut1 en avril 1998, couverles par une

auto risatio n p 16l i m i nai re d' en gagement

oes travaux,

La pr6sentation finale des deux contrats
paralldles de phase A du Module de
physiologie europ1en (EPM) s'est
d6roul6e e I'ESTEC (NL) les 2 et 3

septembre. L'appel d'offres relatif aux
phases B et C/D devait 6tre lanc6 fin

1998. On examine actuellement avec la

NASA la possibilite d'une co-implantation

de I'EPM et de I'installation de recherche

sur I'homme (HRF-l) @esa
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In Brief

ESA Signs Materials
Science Laboratory
Contract

The contract for the development and
delivery of ESA's Materials Science
Laboratory (MSL) for the International
Space Station was signed on
24 November 1998 at ESA Headquarters
by Mr J. Feustel-Buechl, ESA Director of
Manned Space Flight and Microgravity,

and Drs S. Graul and E. Wolff for the MSL
prime contractor Dornier GmbH.

MSL is a multi-user facility being
developed under ESA's Microgravity
Facilities for Columbus (MFC) Programme.
MSL is mainly intended to support high
temperature research in the fields of
metallurgy, crystal groMh, and
thermophysical properties measurement.
The hlgh degree of modularity and
flexibility of MSL, as well as the wide
range of advanced diagnostics including
the measurement of Seebeck voltages
and sample resistance as an adaptation
from the highly successful French
Mephisto programme, have led to a

cooperative agreement between NASA
and ESA for the utilisation of MSL.

As part of the NASA-ESA cooperation,
MSL will be integrated into the first
Materials Science Research Rack
(N/SRR-1) provided by NASA and will be

accommodated in the US laboratory of
the Space Station. Both Europe and
NASA will each be allocated 50% of
experiment resources for the utilisation of
MSL. The cooperatron agreement, initially
limited to two years, is expected to be
extended for an on-orbit oeriod of five
years.

One novel feature of MSL is the possibility
to exchange 'Furnace Inserts' in orbit,
A Furnace Insert is an arrangement of
heating and cooling zones specifically
adapted to certain groups of experiments.
The flexibility offered by this capability is

further enhanced by the possibility to
mount experiment-dedicated electronics
in MSL. At present. ESA intends to
include two Furnace Inserts in the MSL
development, namely the Low Gradient
Furnace (LGF) and the Solidification and
Quenching Furnace (SOD. NASA will also
develop two Furnace Inserts called the
Quench Module Insert (QMl) and the
Diffusion Module Insert (DMl). Additional
Furnace Inseds are under consideration
by NASA as well as by European
agencies, such as the Floating Zone
Furnace wlth Rotating Magnetic Field
(FMFI currently planned by the German
Space Agency.

The industrial consortium led by Dornier
GmbH includes fourteen subcontractors:
SEP (F) with support by Soterem (Fl,

Ratier-Figeac (F) and Mechanex (CH);

Threde (D) with support by ETEL (CH),

EREMS (F)and Kayser ltalia (l); DASA-
DSS (D), Verhaert (B), Ferrari (l), HTS (CH),

the University of Freiberg (D), and ARDE
(US) as a specialised supplier. @esa

MSL contract signing at ESA HQ on
24 November 799B Seafed from left to right:
Dr S. Gaul, Dornier GmbH;
Mr J Feustel-Buechl, ESA Director of Manned
Spaceflight and Mtcrogravity, Dr E. Wolff,
Dornier GmbH
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'Unity'Joins 'Zarya'

Unity, the second element of the new

lnternational Space Station (lSS), was

launched on Friday 4 December aboard

the Space Shuttle Endeavour from the

Kennedy Space Center in Florida, less

than two weeks after the first element,

Zarya, was placed in orbit by a Russian

Proton auncher from the Baikonur

Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan (on 20

November 1998)

In a historic moment, Mission

Commander Bobert Cabana and Russian

Cosmonaut/Mission Specialist Sergei

Krikalev swung open the hatch between

Endeavour and the first element of the

ISS on .1 0 December I998 The STS-BB

astronauts completed the fjrst steps n the

orbital construction of the ISS bY

connecting Zarya and Unity during three

space walks totalling 21 hours and 22

minutes, The US-made connect ng

module, Unity, has six docking ports and

will serve as the basic bu lding block to

which all future US modules w I be

attached, Krkalev will return to the Space

Station in early 2OOO when the f rst of

three crews moves into the new station.

In a , more than 1OO elements totalling

460 tonnes of structures, modu es,

equipment and suppltes wll be

assembled during 45 missions by the

year 2a04 Europe, as one of the five

Parlners (together with the United States,

Russia, Japan and Canada), will take pad

in 19 of the 45 planned assembly f ghts

In add tion to supp ying technical and

scientfic equipment, ESA is contributing

two malor elements: the muti-purpose
Columbus laboratory and the Automated

Transfer Vehicle - a vehicle to be

aunched by Ariane 5 to transPotl

supplies to the lSS,

For further information, visit:

http:/www,estec esa nl/spaceflight @esa

Astronaut James Newman on the Shult/e's Remote Manrpulator System arm whilst deploytng an

antenna on Zarya (courtesy NASA)

The mated Zarya (left) and t-)nity (right) modules backdropped agatnst the b/ackness of space over
Eafth's horizon (left edge of photo) shorlly after undocking from Endeavour's cargo bay (couftesy

A/ASA)
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Announcement of
Opportunity for
Technology

As a trial case for testing new ways of
ESA-industry padnerships in technology,

an 'Announcement of Oppoftunity for
Technology was issued and evaluated

during the 3rd quarter of 1998. The

objective set for this AO was to solicit
European companies to propose

technological developments of near-to-

market space products of thelr own
choice, in order to gain a better
positioning with respect to worldwide
competition Focusing on small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and

equipment suppliers, companies usually

associated with a role as European prime-

contractor were excluded from this

Announcement of Oppodunity

The overall budget amounted to 2,5

million ECU, of which 20Vowas reserved

for SMEs, ESA's contribution was limited

to 150 000 ECU per proposal, to be

complemented by company co-funding at
lo:qt onr r:l tn the trSA eOntribUtiOn In

raen^naa tn thic AO 66 ,..-, -- JOmpanres

submitted 75 proposals, from which 2l
proposals were selected for contract
award. A second AO is currently planned

for 1999. @esa

Martin Huber, Head of ESAs Space Sclence Depaftment, duing the openrng ceremony for
'ESA 200A' in Jena (photo: P Scheere)

Kick-off of the first contract awarded under the
'Announcement of Opportunity for Technology'
al FSIFC. Seated from left to right'
M Stanghini, Operating Marketing Manager
for FIAR Space; H Kappler, ESA's Director
of lndustial Matters and Technology
Prooremmc< A/ F , /pnspn Head Of LSA
Technologv & Syslems Studies Depaftment
Standing from left to right: P de Boer, ESA
(:.ntr1.tR Danqnment ' f Ronchi and
L Nebuloni, FIAR Space, and S Benettt,
ESA Contracts Depaftment

ESA 2000 Exhibition
Opens in Jena

On 4 November 1998, Dr. Marlin Huber,

Head ot tSAs Space Science
Depadment and Prof Georg Machnik,

Rector oI the University of Jena, opened
thc trSA 2OOO' snaco qcience exhibition
in the foyer of the Friedrich-Schiller

University Jena in Thuringia, Germany.

Following the opening ceremony,
Dr, Frank Jansen, from the Astrophysical
Institute of Potsdam, Germany and ESA's

consultant for the exhibition, invited the
visitors to a tour of the numerous stands
and models depicting Europe's past,

present and future space endeavours

ESA 2000 was opened in Jena during the
celebration week'450 Jahre Hohe Schule

Jena. 1548-1998 , In his opening
address, Dr. Bernard Vogel, Prime

Minister of the Federal State of Thuringia.
recounted Jena's colourJul intellectual and
political history during the last 450 years.

ESA 2000 will be on display at the
following locations during 1999:

Planetarium Bochum, Deutsche Roentgen
Museum Remscheid, Wissenschafts-
zentrum Bonn, and Zeiss-

Grossplanetarium Berlin.
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Ariane Launches V114 &
v1 15

The 1 14th Ariane launch (Vl 14) took
place successfully on Saturday 5
December 1998. An Ariane 42L launcher
(equipped with 2 liquid strap-on boosters)
lifting-off from the Guiana Space Centre

- the European spaceport in Kourou,

French Guiana - placed into orbit the
Mexican telecommunications satellite

SATN/EX 5. The satellite will provide

telecommunications services from

Canada to Tierra del Fuego, Argentina.

The 1 15th Ariane launch (Vl 15) followed

on Monday 21 December, The same
type launcher placed the direct-to-home

television services satellite PAS 6B

into geostationary transfer orbit The

spacecraft separated from the launch

vehicle 21 minutes into the flight Satellite

controllers in Sydney, Australia, received

the first signals 67 minutes after launch,

confirming normal operation. With 32

active Ku-band transponders, PAS-6B

is planned to provide direct-to-home
television services for 15 years for South
America from its orbital slot of 43 deg W

The PAS 68 satellite being readted for launch rn

KOUTOU

Flight V1 15: an Ariane 42L launcher takes to
the skr'es on 21 December at 22;08 from
Europe's spacepoft rn Kourou carryng the
PanAmSat PAS 68 satellite.

longitude. lt is one of the most powerful

satellites in PanAmSat's fleet with 10 kW

total power. Three more PAS launches are

scheduled in 1999. @esa

Scientific Research
Opportunities with
Meteosat Second
Generation

At the beginning of February this year,

ESA and the European Organisation for

the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (Eumetsat) lointly opened a

Research Announcement of Opportunity
(RAO) for the scientific use of data from

the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)

satellite system

MSG is a meteorological geostationary

satellite system developed by ESA and

Eumetsat, the latter representing the
European operational meteorological user

community The programme foresees a

series of three satellites providing

observations over a period of at least

12 years following the launch of the first

satellite, N4SG-1, planned for October
2000 on an Ariane launcher.

The main instrument of MSG the SEVIRI

imager, will provide about ten times more

information than current Meteosat

satellites. lt will offer new and, in some
cases, unique capabilities to characterise
clouds, surfaces and the stability of the
lower atmosphere, wrth improved thermal

infra-red calibration and radiometric
pedormances. MSG will also carry a
Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget
(GERB) instrument that will observe the
radiative fluxes reflected and emitted by

the Earth.

The objective of the joint RAO is to
demonstrate the capability of the MSG

system to foster innovative research in

areas such as hydrology and land surface
processes, atmospheric, oceanographic
and climate research. This Announcement
will also trigger the demonstration of
innovative MSG products beyond
traditional imagery and weather forecasts,
by European and African users, and will

contribute to improved calibration and

validation.

The selected investigators will be invited

to present their results in workshops or
conferences jointly organised by Eumetsat

and ESA. The first workshop will take

place in mid 2000, i.e. before the launch

of the first satellite, in order to present the
research plans and coordinate the work.

The Research Announcement of
Opportunity is coordinated entirely

through electronic means. Proposals for
research will be collected via an Internet

server operated by ESA under the web
address <http://msg.esa-ao.org>. @esa
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Le septidme cours
d'6t6 de 1'EGSL:
Brest 1998

Partie int6grante de la mission de
d6veloppement de la connaissance du
droit de I'espace que I'ECSL s'est fixe
voici deja neuf ans, le cours d'616 de
I'ECSL- s'est tenu cette ann6e d Brest,
dans I'enceinte de l'Universit6 de
Bretagne Occidentale.

Pour sa septidme edition, le cours d'ete
de I'ECSL a, une fois encore, r6uni dans
un m6me forum une ouarantaine
d'6tudiants en orovenance dix neuf
universites reparties sur les territoires de
huit Etats membres, ainsi qu'une
vingtaine d'enseignants issus des milieux
academiques, de I'industrie et
d'organisations internationales, parmi

lesquelles figure bien sCtr l'Agence.

Au fil de deux semaines de cours
intensifs, les etudiants ont 6te inities aux
multiples domaines du droit de I'espace
et des activites spatiales.

Comme chaque ann6e, afin de garantir
une coh6rence de I'enseignement
dispense, les cours ont 6t6 repartis en
cinq modules dont le contenu se definit
comme suit:

Tout d'abord, une introduction se
concentrant sur les Trait6s et Principes

des Nations Unies relatifs a I'espace
extra-atmosoherioue. Les autres

sources du droit de I'espace, telles les

l6gislations nationales, font aussi partie

de ce module.

Les telecommunications font,
quant d elles, l'objet d'une double
analyse:

Premierement, une analyse institutionnelle

comprenant une etude du role de l'lTU,
ainsi que celle du ph6nomdne de
privatisation des organisations
internationales de t6l6communications
comme Inmarsat ou Intelsat.

Deuxiemement, une 6tude des probldmes
juridiques decoulant de la mise en
oeuvre des dernidres 6volutions en

matiere de distributions de programmes
t6l6vises.

f ESA se voit egalement consacr6 un

module. Son histoire, sa politique
industrielle, sa structure et son mode
de fonctionnement, ses activites de
lancement, les pratiques et procedures
d'approvisionnement, ainsi que ses
relations avec la Communaut6
Europ6enne font I'objet d'autant de
cours donnes par des membres du
personnel de l'Agence.
Le troisidme module aborde les
questions li6es a la coop6ration
internationale dans le domaine des
activit6s spatiales, notamment au

niveau de la station spatiale
internationale.

Enfin, un dernier groupe de cours
s'int6resse aux cons6quences de la

commercialisation des activit6s
spatiales ainsi qu'aux nouvelles
initiatives dans le domaine. Ce module
couvre des domaines aussi vari6s oue
les assurances, la t6l6d6tection, la

navigation par satellite ou encore le

reglement des litiges.

Outre cet ensemble de cours, les

6tudiants se sont egalement vus
soumettre un cas oratioue relatif d une
appropriation indirecte d'une orbite
moyenne via la mise en oeuvre du droit
des brevets. Repartis en groupes de
travail charg6s de d6fendre chacun un

int6r6t particuliet les 6tudiants ont ete
amenes d faire valoir leurs ooints de vue a
l'occasion d'une simulation de conf6rence
internationale qui cldtura le programme
academioue.

Les loisirs n'ont pas et6 oubli6s. Les

organisateurs ont emaille le s6jour
d'intermddes tant culturels que ludiques.
Ainsi, les 6tudiants se sont vus propos6s,
entre autres, une visite du musee des
t6l6communications de Plomeur-Boudou,
une randonnee a cheval et une croisiere
au son du bignou... De quoi satisfaire les
goOts les plus 6clectiques.

The Earth Explorer
Missions - Further
Evolutions

Introduction
For the post 2000 era, two general
classes of mission are being proposed
by the Agency:

. Earth Explorer Missions:
research/demonstration missions with
the emphasis on advancing
understanding of the different Earth

system processes. The demonstration
of specific new observing techniques
would also fall under this category.

. Earth Watch Missions:
pre-operational missions addressing
the requirements of specific Earth

observation application areas. The

responsibility for this type of mission
would eventually be transferred to
operational (European) entities and the
private sector

Within this overall context two
complementary types of Earth Explorer
Missions are envisaged, namely:

r Earth Explorer Core Missions:
larger research/demonstration
missions led by ESA

. Earth Explorer Opportunity Missions:
smaller research/demonstration
missions not necessarilv ESA led.

This afticle is concerned with both
types of Earth Explorer Missions and
specifically with developments since the
Granada User Consultation Meeting in

May 1996 after which four candidate
Earth Explorer Core Missions were
selected for Phase-A studv.

More information on the nature of these
missions and the scientific context of
the Earth Exolorer element of the
Agency's Living Planet Programme can
be found in ESA SP-1227 (Earlh
Explorers: The Science and Research
Element of ESA's Living Planet Prog-
ramme") published in October 1998.

The Earth Explorer Core Missions
The four candidate Earth Explorer Core
Mlssions selected for Phase-A studv

Meeting were as follows (not in any
order of priority):

-H Tuinder, "Europe's First Space Law and
Policy Summer Course", ESA Bulletin 73, 1993,
oo.77-79
V Kayser & R. Roelandt, "The ECSL Summer

Course on Space Law and Policy - An Example
of ESA's Role in Space Law Teaching", ESA
Bulletin B1 , 1995, pp. 59-62

T. Herman after the Granada User Consultation
ECSL Executive Secretary

@esa
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(a) A Land-Surface Processes and
lnteractions Mission - intended to
observe surface characteristics
associated with land-surface
processes and land/atmosphere
interactions at local scales; to advance
the understanding of these interactions
on a global scale by extrapolating
through space and time using process

models; to enhance the capability to
model and hence to advance the
capability to manage our environment
and its resources.

(b) A Gravity Field and Sfeady-State
Ocean Circulation Mission - intended
to advance work in the areas of
steady-state ocean circulation, physics

of the Earth's interior and levelling

systems (based on GPS); to provide

the unique data set required to
formulate global and regional models

of the Earth's gravity field and the
geoid (its reference equipotential
surface) to high spatial resolution and

accuracy.

(c\ An Atmospheric Dynamics Mlssion -
intended to contribute to the correction
of a major deficiency in the current
(meteorological) operational observing
network as well as the study of the
Earths global energy balance (i.e.

global circulation and related features
such as the El Nino and the Southern
Oscillation); to provide global observa-
tions of three-dimensional wind fields.

(d) An Earth Radiation Mission - intended
to advance the understanding of
radiative processes in maintaining the
present climate and in governing the

amplitude and evolution of large-scale
climate anomalies; to provide global

observations of cloud and aerosol

fields (including both characteristics
and distribution in the vertical) coupled
with observations of radiative fields in

synergy with other data.

Phase-A studies in support of each of
these candidate Eafth Explorer Core
Missions have been initiated and
Mission Advisory Groups have been set
up to produce Reports for Mission

Selection.

The four Phase-A studies are

scheduled to be completed later this
year and the four Reports for Mission
Selection should be available in August
1999. These Reports will not only
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summarise the results of the Phase-A
studies but will also contain updated
(relative to the Reoods for Assessment:
ESA SP-1 196A/ols. 1-9) scientific
arguments in support of the four
missions. The latter will include the
results of various scientific studies
initiated in support of the four missions
as well as other relevant scientific
develooments.

The Reoorts will be oresented to
the scientific community during a
Consultative Workshop which will be
held in Granada, Spain, on 12Io 14
October 1999. This Workshop is open
to the whole research community and
will largely follow the format of
'Granada l'. Each of the four missions
will be presented in turn and, in

addition to seeking clarifications,
participants will be invited to comment
on the strengths and weaknesses of
the four candidate missions. More
information on arrangements for this
meeting (including registration) can be
found on the Agency's Earlh Explorer
web site

<http : / /www. estec. esa. n l/ explo rer/> .

Following this meeting, the evaluation
of the four missions will be initiated
under the auspices of the Earth
Sciences Advisory Committee (ESAC).

It will be this Committee's responsibility
to decide on behalf of the sctentific
community which two of the four
missions to recommend for full

implementation to the Programme
Board for Earth Observation.

The Earth Explorer Opportunity
Missions
On Monday 13 July 1998, the first
Call for Proposals for Earth Explorer
Opporlunity Missions was issued for
small missions intended to conduct
research in the field of Earth
Observation and/or to demonstrate
the potential of new innovative Earth

Observation observational techniques/
technologies of relevance to both the
scientific and the aoolications
communities. The deadline for
submissions was 1 December 1998.

In response, some 27 Full Proposals
were received. These are currently
being evaluated scientifically and
technically under the auspices of the
Earth Sciences Advisory Committee

(ESAC). The Committee is scheduled to
comolete its deliberations and submit
its findings, coupled with specific
recommendations on which orooosals
to implement, early in April 1999.

As far as research is concerned,
proposals may contribute to any of the
objectives underlying the Earth Explorer
element of the Agency's Living Planet
Programme (ESA SP-1 227). fhese are
organised under four themes, namely:

o Theme 1 - Earth Interior
. Theme 2 - Physical Climate
o Theme3 - Geosphere/Biosphere
. Theme 4 - Atmosphere and Marine

Environment: Anthropogenic lmpact

Furthermore, for the purposes of this
Call, proposals could be for small
missions fully funded and led by ESA,

for co-ooerative ESA-led missions with
other space entities, or for instrument
or other provisions to the programme
of another space entity. All were
acceptable and all could include the
demonstration of techniques/
technologies as well as research.
More information may be found in ESA
SP-1226, The Living Planet
Programme: Eafth Explorers: Call for
Ear1h Explorer Opportunity Mlssions, or
on the Agency's Earth Explorer web site

<http : //www. estec, esa. n l/ explo rer/>.

All of the ESA SP's referenced above
can be ourchased from ESA
Publications Division: see order
form inside back cover or visit the
Publication's Bookshop website
<http://esapub,esa.int> @esa
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Alpbach Summer School
1 998

The Alpbach Summer School 1998, co-
organised by the Austrian Federal Ministry
for Science and Transport, the Austrian

Space Agency, ESA and the national space
authorities of its Member States, was
successfully held from 21-30 July 1998.

51 students from Austria, the Czech
Republic, France, Germany, lreland, the
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

the United Kingdom and Australia

converged on Alpbach (A) to learn more

about Planet Earth and fudher develop their
space-related studies. The aim of the

Summer School is to offer advanced training
and working experience to European

students, on a subject which is not usually
pad of the academic curricula, in an

atmosphere conducive to informal

discussions between lecturers, tutors and

students

The topic for 1998 'Our Solid and Liquid

Planet' was concerned with the
application of satellites for an improved
understanding of the Earth/atmosphere
system and for monitoring the global

environment. For careful management of
the Earth's biological, fossil and mineral

resources. and in order to preserve the
long-term habitability of our planet, it is
necessary to understand the complex
processes of the Earth system. tafth
observation from space is an imporlant
way to provide key data for these tasks.

20 lecturers from among the ESA

Member States provided an overview of
the wide range of satellite applications.
Two specific application areas were
covered in detail:
r Tho nlnhel anarn\/ anrl rrraior nrrnlo

. The dynamics of the solid Ear1h.

The Alpbach Summer School students
were challenged to design future satellite

missions for these two applications,
which they brilliantly accomplished,
presenting the following mission studies
at the end of the sessior'.
. SPLASH (Satellite System for

Processes in Land Surface Hydrology)
o Dtrl\/trTtrR /Docn Fartl Measurement

Through Extreme Resolution Gravity
Gradiometry)

. GRANDMA (Gravity and

Magnetometry)

The study results demonstrate the serious
enthusiasm of the students in the field of
aerospace sciences and will most likely

prove to be the backbone of many future
space scrence mtsstons.

Klaus Pseiner
Managing Director, Austrian Space
Agency @esa

EGNOS Bilateral
Agreements Signed
On Thursday 21 January 1999, ESA's

Director General, Antonio Rodota, signed
eight Bilateral Agreements with Air Traffic

Service Providers, Air Traffic Management
Service Providers and other Agencies:
AENA (ES), ANA & EP (P), CNES & DNA
(F0, DFS (D), ENAV (r), NArS (UK),

NMA (N) and Swisscontrol (CH). These

Agreements establish the terms of
cooperation between the padies in

support of the European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS), a

system intended to provide GPS/GLONASS

(GPS-Global Positioning System,
GLONASS-Global Navigation Satellite

System) satellite-based augmentation
services to aviation, maritime and land
users, thereby significantly enhancing
safety-critical applications.

EGNOS is being designed to serve the
needs of all modes of transport in the
European region. lts built-in expansion
capabilities will also allow the propagation

of the EGNOS technology and expertise
to the other regions of the world (Africa,

South America, Pacific region, etc),

EGNOS is being implemented by ESA,

in cooperation with the European

Commission (EC) and Eurocontrol in the
context of a more global European effort
in the field of satellite navigation, and will

be interoperable with similar systems
under development in the US (WMS:
Wide Area Augmentation System) and in
Japan (MSAS: Multi-Transporl Satellite
Augmentation System).

ESA has taken a leading role in preparing

the future European contribution to a
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS

1 & 2), capable of meeting the strategic.
industrial and technical objectives laid

down by European states. The direct
involvement and contributions of other
agencies in this programme introduces
an important operational/commercial
thrust and opens new avenues and
opportunities for ESAb Application
Programmes.

EGNOS. planned to be operational in

early 2002, will have installations of
varying degrees of complexity in the
eight countries involved in the Bilateral
Agreements. as well as outside Europe.

The implementation is entrusted to an

industrial team led by Alcatel. @esa
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STS-95 Grew on Tour

ESA astronaut Pedro Duque accompanied
his fellow crew members of the Space

Shuttle Discovery STS-95 mission on a

whiddnd tour of his home country, Spain,

and ESA establishments (EAC, ESRIN,

ESAHQ and ESTEC) lrom 11-21 January

before continuing on to Japan. The well-

received crew sparked European public

and media interest and appreciation for on-

going space endeavours, especially related

to the International Space Station and

manned spaceflight in general.

ESA staff members were also aporeciative

for the opportunity to see and talk to the

crew, At ESTEC, NASA astronauts Curt

Brown (Commander), Steve Lindsay
(Pilot), Steve Robinson (Mission Specialist)

and the popular, 77 year-old, John Glenn

(Payload Specialist), as well as our own
Pedro Duque gave an entertaining yet

informative presentation of their 9-day
mission of last October, followed by

ouestions from the audience.

A total of 31 experiments were carried

out during STS-95, including European

experiments from Belgium, UK, France,

Germany, ltaly, Spain, Sweden and

Switzerland. The mission was also a final

test for some of the ESA science facilities

and experiments designed to explore the

effects of weightlessness on various

materials and substances which may be

flown in Europe's Columbus laboratory of
the lSS.

Top
Mr D. Dale, ESA Director of Technical and
Operational Support, receives a souvenir of the
mlssion from Shuttle Commander CurI Brown
during the SIS-95 presentation at ESTEC

Centre
Each of the SIS-95 astronauts was presented
with a gift to commemorate their visit to The
Netherlands Pictured here (from left to right) are:
Pedro Duque, ESA Astronaut; Kathy Laurini,
TVASA Fesldent at ESTEC, Jorg Feustel-Biechl,
ESA Director of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity; and John G/enn, SIS-95 Payload
Specla/r,sl

Bottom
Ihe SIS-95 crew at ESTEC (from left to right):
Pedro Duque, Steve Fobtnson, Steve Lindsay,
Curt Brown and John Glenrt
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ESA Astronaut Umberto
Guidoni, First European
on the ISS

ESA astronaut Umberto Guidoni will

become the first European to travel to the
International Space Station (lSS). The

announcement was made by ESA

Director General Antonio Rodota,

together with NASA Administrator Daniel

S. Goldin and ltalian Space Agency (ASl)

President Sergio De Julio, on 9 February

in Rome, ltaly.

Guidoni, an astrophysicist of ltalian

nationality, will fly on Shuttle mission STS-
102, currently scheduled for April 2000.
For the first time, the Shuttle will transport
material in a specially-designed
Multipurpose Logistics Module (MPLN/)

mounted in its cargo bay. The module,

Leonardo, is the first of three such
carriers scheduled for launch to the lSS.

The modules are being built by ASI under
an ASI-NASA agreement which includes a
flight opporlunity for an ltalian astronaut.

STS-102's cargo - laboratory racks filled
with equipment, experiments and

suoolies - will be used to outfit the US

laboratory module, which will have been
attached to the ISS one month earlier.

Once docked, the crew will use the
Shuttle's robotic arm to lift Leonardo from
the cargo bay and attach it to another of
the Soace Station's oorls. The astronauts
will then unload its contents. Leonardo
will then be placed back in the Shuttle's
cargo bay and returned to Earth.

For additional information. see the
following web pages:

- Umberto Guidoni:
<http ://www. estec. esa. int/spacef I i ght/
astronaut/eacpr/bios/cv-ug. htm>

Umberto Guidoni will be making hr's second

spaceflight. His first yvas as a payload spec/'alrst

on the Shuttle's 16-day Tethered Satellite

System (STS-75/ISS-7RJ mr'ssrbn in February-

March 1996. Oijnally recruited by ASI as an

astronaut in 1989, he joined FSAS srng/e

European Astronaut Corps (EAC) tn August

1998. He ts currently based at /VASAs Johnson

Space Center in Houston, Texas, where he is

working in the Robotics Branch on graphical

user interface displays for the Space Staflonb

Remote Manipulator System, a new-generation

robotic arm being built by Canada

ESA astronauts:
<http ://www. estec. esa. int/spaceflight/
aslronaut>
International Space Station :

<http ://www. estec. esa. int/spaceflight>
Multipurpose Logistics Module
(MPLM):

<http://www.alespazio. itlmplm. htm>

@esa

Cupola Contract for the
International Space
Station Signed

Following successful completion of
negotiations, the Cupola contract for the
International Space Statlon (lSS) was
signed on B February in Turin, ltaly, by

ESA and Alenia Aerospazio (l). The

Cupola programme results from a bilateral

agreement between NASA and ESA

under which ESA is to provide two
Cupolas for the ISS in exchange for
Shuttle transportation of European

equipment and experiments.

The Cupola is a kind of Space Station

control tower - an observation module -
in the form of a windowed dome, that will

allow two crew members to manoeuvre

the robotic arm (Space Station Remote

Manipulator System - SSRMS), thereby

facilitating the assembly and attachment of
the various Station elements. The Cupola

will accommodate command/control
workstations and other hardware to
observe the Earth and Orbiter/lSS

activities. The Cupola will also offer

unquestionable psychological benefits by
providing a pressurised observation area

for the crew to have a clear view of the
Station, the stars and Mother Earth.

The two Cupola units stipulated in the
contract will be launched on the Shuttle

and positioned on the Nodes - the
interconnecting elements of the Station -
by the SSRMS. The first unit is currently
planned to be attached to Node 1 (Unity)

in early 2003 and the second to Node 3
l^+^. +h^+roLvr u roL Dor rv yvor.

ESA has assigned the programme to
Alenia Aerospazio. As prime contractor,
Alenia Aerospazio will coordinate an

industrial team of six other European

companies: CASA (E), APCO (CH),

Saab Ericsson and Lindholmen (S),

Verhaert (B) and Daimler Chrysler

Aerospace/DAsA (D).

The MPLM modules as well as Europe's

Columbus laboratory (to be added to the

Space Statlon in 2003) have been derived from

the European-designed laboratory Spacelab,

which flew on 22 Shuttle flights over a period

of 1 5 years (1 983 to 1 998)
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At the signing, Giuseppe Viriglio, Head

of Alenia Aerospazio Space Division,

declared "The acquisition of the Cupola
programme further strengthens Alenia

Aerospazio's leadership in orbiting
infrastructures. What is more, it places

the company in the unique position of
being the second industry after pnme

contractor Boeing for the design and
construction of systems for the

lnternational Space Station".

Jorg Feustel-Buechl, Director of ESA's

Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity
Directorate, stated "Ihe signing of the

Cupola contract reinforces the already
strong position of ltaly and Alenia rn the

International Space Statlon. lt is a logical

additional task which takes advantage of
their competence, built up stnce the

beginning of our ESA manned space
ventures, which starled in 1973 with the

Spacelab project. The Cupolas are

another two elements of the lnternational
Space Station which will be built in

Europe, thereby enriching its role in this
vast international programme. This

contract will hopefully encourage, and

help to ensure, the anticipated significant
parlicipation of ltaly in ESA's future

operational Exploitation Programme phase

of the lnternational Space Statron". @esa

The Cupola is an alumrnium structure about
2 m in diameter and 1 5 m high. lt has one
skylight and six lateral windows protected by
special shutters that can be opened and closed

ESA and CNES Sign
Frame Gontract for the
Mutual Supply of
Network Services

Under this Frame Contract, signed on 29
January 1999, ESA and CNES will provide

reciprocal TT&C services for spacecraft
through the interconnection of their
ground operation networks. ESA and

CNES will take advantage of each other's
TT&C networks with the aim of reducing
costs and improving the quality of the
respective services. The contract itself is
non-exclusive and each individual supoort
service will be the subject of a short
standardised service programme contract.
All main terms and conditions, including
the values of the several standard services

needed for supporl, are defined in the
Frame Contract, thus enabling the Parties

to request suppod at short notice and

without complex negotiations.

The signature of this Frame Contract has

to be seen in a wider context in which
three Agencies. i e. ESA, CNES and DLR,

will interconnect their ground operationsAt the signing of the new ESAIC,^iFS Frame Contract are, seated from left to right:

Mr G. Brachet, CNES' Director General, Mr A Rodota, ESA's Director General; standing behind,

from left to right; Mr H Weber, ESA Contracts Department, Mr K-E. Reuter, ESA's Head of Cabinet
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ESA Special Publications
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HUBER M, & HARRIS RA (EDS.)
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PRICE: 70 DFL

REMOTE SENSING METHODOLOGY FOR
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PRICE: 35 DFL
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SAO PAULO, BRMIL, 11 -12 SEPTEMBER
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ESA SP-434 // 197 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL
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PRICE: 50 DFL
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Reports
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